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ABSTRACT
Evaluation of Noninvasive Methods for Determining Pregnancy, Diet, Nutrition, and
Stress Among Pronghorn Antelope: Implications for Population Monitoring
by
Cole Bleke, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. Eric M. Gese
Department: Wildland Resources
Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) in Idaho have not rebounded to
historical numbers, but are particularly sensitive to capture, prompting alternative
monitoring methods. I examined physiological parameters of adult female pronghorn via
noninvasive sampling to determine their influence on fawn summer survival. In addition,
I conducted a study to compare age and sex composition results between ground and
aerial survey methods. I studied five subpopulations representing the majority of
pronghorn habitats and population productivities in southern Idaho. I collected fresh
fecal samples from unmarked, reproductive-aged female pronghorn in 2018 and 2019
during three sampling periods, late gestation (April to mid-May), early lactation (June),
and breeding season (September).
I found single sample pregnancy diagnosis was possible in free-ranging adult
female pronghorn, via fecal progesterone metabolites, as well as the importance of
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collection timing. I found fresh fecal samples are necessary for accurate measures of
cortisol and progesterone metabolite concentrations.
The use of plant DNA barcoding enabled us to detect a greater number of plant
species in pronghorn diets as well as those usually found at low proportions compared to
previous techniques. A majority (53.04-60.63%) of pronghorn diets across sampling
periods were comprised of forbs while protein intake from forbs peaked during early
lactation (62.41%). Protein intake of agricultural crops (alfalfa) was lower than expected.
Diet quality (FN), digestible energy (DAPA), and cortisol varied in correlation
strength across sampling periods. These fecal measures varied by year, subpopulation,
and sampling period. Pronghorn shifted between diets high in digestible energy during
late gestation or quality during early lactation likely in response to the metabolic
demands of female life history stages.
I compiled the aforementioned physiological parameters, separated by sampling
period, added a measure of relative vegetation greenness (NDVI) and found fecal
nitrogen during early lactation was the best predictor of fawn summer survival in Idaho
which accounted for 95% of model weight.
I found a method and interannual effect on age and sex composition ratios. Each
method exhibited biases to consider and relative greenness of the landscape differences
between years may have influenced detection and distribution of pronghorn.
(265 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Evaluation of Noninvasive Methods for Determining Pregnancy, Diet, Nutrition, and
Stress Among Pronghorn Antelope: Implications for Population Monitoring
by
Cole Bleke
This study was conducted to increase our understanding of the influence of adult
female pronghorn (Antilocapra americana) physiology on fawn summer survival.
Pronghorn are a valued big game animal in Idaho, but are particularly sensitive to
capture; therefore, we designed a noninvasive fecal sampling study to measure pregnancy
(progesterone and estrogen), diet, nutrition (fecal nitrogen and DAPA), and stress
(cortisol), during metabolically-demanding female life history stages (late gestation, early
lactation, and breeding season). We also compared survey results between ground and
aerial methods within mountain valley landscapes.
Pregnancy determination, via progesterone, is possible for pronghorn, but sample
collection should occur during late April for hormone measures to be different from
nonpregnant females. Fresh fecal samples are required for accurate hormone
concentrations, given high hormone degradation rates.
Pronghorn diets were comprised of a majority of forb species during each
sampling period, but protein intake from forbs peaked during early lactation. Protein
intake from agricultural crops such as alfalfa were lower than expected.
Nutrition and stress measures had varying relationships across sampling periods
and these measures differed by year, subpopulation, and sampling period. Pronghorn
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appeared to shift between diets high in nitrogen or digestible energy depending upon the
metabolic demands of different life history stages.
The factors influencing fawn summer survival varied by sampling period, but diet
and nutritional measures were the top influence each time. Of that, adult female fecal
nitrogen values collected during early lactation had the greatest influence on fawn
summer survival. This diet quality influence likely relates to the milk energy output of
the female and subsequent fawn growth rates. We recommend wildlife managers increase
habitat quality (fecal nitrogen), by increasing protein available to pronghorn (forbs), to
increase fawn summer survival.
For survey results, we found differences in abundances and age and sex
composition ratios of pronghorn from ground and aerial survey methods. Each survey
method presented biases of composition results such as sight ability differences,
pronghorn behavioral responses, as well as the influence on relative greenness of
landscape and potential influence on pronghorn distribution.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background and Overview
Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) are an iconic wildlife species of
sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and grassland ecosystems in western North America
(Reinking et al. 2018). Pronghorn have the unique distinction among mammals to be the
only members of the order Antilocapridae and Genus Antilocapra (Harveson 2006).
Current distribution of pronghorn is but a fraction of their historic range (Yoakum
2004a), prompting research into techniques for monitoring populations. Pronghorn
abundance in Idaho peaked around the late 1980’s (Rachel et al. 2010), leading to
increased agricultural crop depredation, and became the motivation for the Idaho
Legislature to begin compensating landowners for damage to growing and stored crops.
In response, the Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG) increased the quota of
pronghorn harvest permits to reduce population numbers and mitigate conflicts with
agricultural producers. Following the successful reductions, pronghorn populations in
most areas of Idaho have not returned to previous historical numbers (Rachel et al. 2010).
Given the pronghorn’s value as a big game animal in Idaho, IDFG has a strong interest in
sustaining pronghorn population levels to provide hunting and viewing opportunities
(Panting et al. 2021). The varying pronghorn productivity across Idaho vegetation
communities is of great interest to managers, from high productivity in the high elevation
agricultural communities to low productivity in the harsh shrub-steppe environments. A
primary research question related to Idaho’s pronghorn populations is what factors are
driving population growth, and how might managers effectively monitor pronghorn
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populations to ensure hunting opportunities. Determining the factors influencing
recruitment and growth rates of pronghorn is needed for future management and
monitoring.
Accurate estimates of sex- and age-specific vital rates are essential to
understanding the mechanisms driving population dynamics of ungulates and to model
the effects of management actions on population growth (Keller et al. 2013). Ungulate
population growth is driven by variation in recruitment (Gaillard et al. 2000) modified by
the interplay of summer versus winter nutrition, weather, and predation. Monitoring
population vital rates (i.e., pregnancy, litter size, neonatal and adult survival) allows
managers to estimate trends in population growth rates, as well as mechanistic
relationships between environmental factors and specific vital rates of population
demography (DeCesare et al. 2012). Managers of wild ungulates often monitor trends in
juvenile survival and recruitment as indicators of population trajectory (Peek 2003,
DeCesare et al. 2012) due to the understanding that reduced juvenile survival is often the
first population parameter to reflect resource limitation (Eberhardt 1977). This is also true
with pronghorn, as reduced juvenile survival is commonly observed among stable or
declining populations (O’Gara and Shaw 2004). Although considered compensatory in
most instances, coyotes (Canis latrans) generally account for most pronghorn predation
(O’Gara 2004a). Corroborative evidence for the hypothesis that predators limit small or
declining pronghorn populations can be inferred from positive pronghorn population
responses following coyote control programs (Smith et al. 1986, O’Gara and Malcolm
1988, Willis 1988). Additionally, pronghorn populations have demonstrated sensitivities
to several climatic variables, including, severe winter weather (Martinka 1967, Barrett
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1982), precipitation (Simpson et al. 2007), and drought (Bright and Hervert 2005, Brown
et al. 2006).
Like most temperate ungulates, pronghorn population growth is likely sensitive to
adult female survival and, although adult female survival tends not to vary annually, it is
widely recognized as the most influential vital rate affecting ungulate population growth
(Heppell et al. 2000, Brown et al. 2006). When adult female survival is variable and/or
low, it may lead to population extinction, regardless of the rate of neonatal survival
(Gaillard et al. 2000). Predation of adult pronghorn seems to vary spatially by density of
predators and climatic influences (summarized in Keller et al. 2013). In addition, the
variability and importance of adult female survival may be underappreciated in stochastic
environments, particularly for those populations at the peripheries of their range where
infrequent but severe climatic conditions occur (Jones et al. 2020). For pronghorn at the
northern periphery, these stochastic events are winter conditions (i.e., snow depth) and
summer conditions (e.g. precipitation) at the southern periphery (Simpson et al. 2007,
Gedir et al. 2015).
Noninvasive Sampling
Pronghorn are especially sensitive to stress and mortality from capture (Kreeger et
al. 2002); therefore, alternative methods such as noninvasive sampling become appealing
(Woodruff et al. 2016) compared to traditional monitoring methods. The ability to collect
noninvasive, repetitive biological samples containing physiological information makes
urine and fecal sampling superior to invasive methods (e.g., capture and handling) which
may compromise the physiological state of wild animals (Stoops et al. 1999) and presents
potential hazards to both the animal (Peterson et al. 2003) and the handler (Jessup et al.
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1998). Established protocols suggest researchers should collect fresh samples to ensure
results reflect the period of interest and sample degradation has not occurred (Osborn et
al. 2002, Bleke et al. 2021).
There are a couple factors to consider when utilizing fecal sampling to measure
population parameters; deposition rates and differentiating age-specific samples based on
pellet dimensions. Knowledge of fecal deposition rates is important when designing a
study that is reliant upon the collection of fresh fecal material. These rates can be affected
by moisture content in forage, diet, volume of forage intake, season, and sex and age of
target individuals (Smith 1964, Neff 1968, Irby 1981, Rogers 1987, Sawyer et al. 1990).
Sonoran pronghorn (A. a. sonoriensis), on average, deposited 1.11 pellet
piles/individual/day (Woodruff et al. 2015), but activity has been shown to influence
pronghorn deposition rates (Irby 1981). Woodruff et al. (2016) demonstrated that fecal
pellets of Sonoran pronghorn fawns were distinguishable from yearlings and adults using
a single morphometric measurement. However, the major limitation was the authors were
unable to accurately differentiate pellets between yearlings and adults. Determining age
class via fecal pellet size is important to improve the application of fecal sampling in a
monitoring program designed to measure demographic parameters such as population
structure, survival rates, and recruitment (Woodruff et al. 2016). A resolution for these
factors is to identify target individuals first and, upon defecation, collect samples to
ensure samples are fresh and will yield quality results (Bleke et al. 2021).
Pronghorn Reproduction and Pregnancy Assessment
Considerable effort has been directed towards the development of indices to
investigate body condition (e.g., nutrition), fecal nutrient levels, and diet in ungulates
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(Holechek et al. 1982a, Leslie and Starkey 1985). The nutritional status of the female
leading up to parturition can affect neonatal birthweight (Thorne et al. 1988), which, in
turn, affects its probability of survival to weaning (Fairbanks 1993). Late gestation is a
critical time for energy acquisition to respond to increased fetal growth and to replenish
protein and fat stores lost during the previous winter (Parker et al. 2009). Pronghorn,
bearing twins, invest more in reproduction than all other ungulate species per
reproductive event (Robbins and Robbins 1979, Byers and Moodie 1990), expending
considerable energetic reserves during prenatal and postnatal phases of offspring
development (Robbins and Robbins 1979, Byers 1997, O’Gara 2004b). Pronghorn
gestation is longer than other ungulates of a similar size (O’Gara 2004b, Reinking et al.
2018), and the combined weight of pronghorn offspring at birth is about 15.5% of
maternal weight, making the ratio of offspring to adult female weight higher than all
other ungulates (Robbins and Robbins 1979). Roughly 80% of pronghorn fetal mass
development occurs in the final 50 days of gestation (Robbins and Robbins 1979,
Barnowe-Meyer et al. 2011). Gestation length for pronghorn has been shown to be
significantly influenced by precipitation, where, dry summers equate to longer gestation
periods (Byers and Hogg 1995).
The transition of gestation to lactation is subsequently followed with increased
metabolic and protein demands, at a time when female pronghorn fat levels are at a
minimum (Bear 1971). Lactation is the biological period when daily energetic
requirements are highest for female ungulate species (Parker et al. 2009), where
requirements increase by 65-215% during the first month postpartum (Oftedal 1985,
Robbins 1993). Peak milk volume and milk energy output, in proportion to maternal
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weight, are higher in pronghorn than for other studied species of North American big
game (Martin 1995). Growth rates of neonatal pronghorn have been directly related to
milk energy intake, which is highest during early lactation, and directly related to doe
body condition. It is advantageous for pronghorn fawns to attain adult proportions
rapidly, as the efficiency of locomotion increases with body weight and leg length. This
is significant, because the sooner neonates can match adult running speeds and stay with
a group, the better their chance of avoiding predation (O’Gara 2004b). Therefore, poor
nutritional condition of gravid female pronghorn, which reduces neonate birthweights
and extends gestation, may disrupt birth synchrony and, ultimately, lead to increased
predation risk for pronghorn fawns (Smyser 2008).
The general health and stability of a population reflects its capacity to reproduce
(Lasley and Kirkpatrick 1991). Pregnancy status is a key parameter commonly used to
assess reproductive performance because, following ovulation, it represents a starting
point for succeeding measurements of vital rates, including neonatal survival, and
recruitment of individuals into a population (Ramsay and Sadleir 1979, Messier et al.
1990, Stoops et al. 1999, Cain et al. 2012). Determining pregnancy in wild ungulates is
inherently difficult and presents a serious challenge to researchers interested in
reproduction in free-ranging animals (Cain et al. 2012). Generally, techniques used to
directly assess pregnancy in individuals has involved capture and restraint of the animal.
There are hazards associated with handling animals, some of which may bias the results
of intended research (Welsh and Johnson 1981, Cain et al. 2012). Hormone monitoring
was originally developed in zoos where the reproductive biology of captive animals could
be evaluated through excretion profiles of gonadal steroid metabolites. Captive animal
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studies allowed for longitudinal characterization of reproductive cycles, monitoring of
treatment therapies, and provided insight into the mechanisms associated with hormones,
behavior, and seasonality (Lasley and Kirkpatrick 1991).
Previous techniques used for determining pregnancy in pronghorn included
transrectal ultrasound (Canon et al. 1997) and serum progesterone (O’Gara 2004b).
Estradiol and progesterone are produced by the placenta and ovaries during pregnancy in
most mammals (Messier et al. 1990), and are excreted in feces (Desaulniers et al. 1989).
These hormones in fecal material become metabolized and represent an integrated
average measure, based upon gut passage time (Palme et al. 2005). Studies of captive
animals revealed that measurements of fecal estrogen metabolites (e.g., estradiol) and
fecal progestin metabolites (e.g., progesterone) were suitable indicators of pregnancy
status (Bamberg et al. 1984, Safar-Hermann et al. 1987, Desaulniers et al. 1989).
Research has since expanded to wild, free-ranging populations of ungulates (Messier et
al. 1990, White et al. 1995, Garrott et al. 1998, Stoops et al. 1999), marine mammals
(Rolland et al. 2005, Burgess et al. 2012), and feral horses (Kirkpatrick et al. 1990).
Progesterone and estrogen are cyclic in nature, making collection timing
important for hormone choice and interpretation of pregnancy status (Plotka et al. 1977b).
Estrogen levels increase leading up to parturition from as early as at the time of
parturition (Robertson 1974) to one week prior (Plotka et al. 1997a), to within the last
trimester of pregnancy (Messier et al. 1990), depending upon the species. Kersey et al.
(2015), using captive peninsular pronghorn (A. a. peninsularis), monitored fecal estrogen
and progestogen metabolites from breeding season through parturition. Results from this
study found a significant increase in FPM during the third trimester when compared to
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the first and second, but no difference between first and second trimesters. Fecal estrogen
levels increased roughly 30 days prior to parturition through 64 days post parturition
(Kersey et al. 2015). Progesterone is responsible for the establishment and maintenance
of pregnancy and tends to remain stable, and even increase, during much of the gestation
period (Short 1958, Stabenfeldt et al. 1970, Irving et al. 1972, Weber et al. 1982, Plotka
et al. 1977b). In fact, progesterone has been a reliable indicator of pregnancy as early as
day 50 in caribou (Messier et al. 1990), from within the first trimester through parturition
in Tule elk (Cervus canadensis nannodes; Stoops et al. 1999) and confirmed as an
effective one-sample pregnancy diagnosis (Garrott et al. 1998). Superovulation, or the
presence of more corpora lutea than fetuses, has been identified in few other mammals
outside of pronghorn (Wislocki and Fawcett 1949). Although it is unclear why
superovulation exists, the additional luteal tissue produced would yield large amounts of
progesterone for maintenance of pregnancy throughout the long gestation period of
pronghorn (Roseland 1977). White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) females carrying
multiple fetuses have higher plasma progesterone than those with singletons (Plotka et al.
1977b). Thus, understanding the cyclic nature of hormone relationships with reproductive
events (e.g., gestation length and parturition) and physiological mechanisms are
important for determining hormone choice to indicate pregnancy.
Dietary Assessment
Pronghorn antelope are often described as intermediate or mixed feeders that are
selective and opportunistic with regards to the forage they consume. These animals have
a small rumen limiting their ability to digest plants with high amounts of lignocellulose,
such as graminoids, resulting in avoidance of fiber as long and as much as possible
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(Hofmann 1989). As selective and opportunistic foragers, pronghorn diets can be diverse
and vary with the palatability, availability, succulence, and nutritional gains of the plant
species in their environment, notably forbs, grasses, and shrubs (Yoakum 2004b). There
are positive associative effects from protein-rich forages (e.g., forbs) in diverse ruminant
diets that allow for more efficient utilization of plants high in fiber, like graminoids (Van
Soest 1994).
More than 200 studies of pronghorn diets were conducted during the second half
of the 20th century across the species’ range. There are two trains of thought in regards to
pronghorn’s forage preferences. One is that pronghorn eat forbs when available
(Buechner 1950, Leopold et al. 1984, Yoakum 1990) while others argue that pronghorn
predominantly browse shrubs (Sundstrom et al. 1973, Pyrah 1987). The resolution to this
debate is best determined by seasonal forage availability as well as the biome, and
associated ecological conditions pronghorn presently occupy. My dissertation research
was conducted within the shrub steppe biome; therefore, any dietary comparisons will
only be made with similar studies. For example, Yoakum (2004b) consolidated 19
pronghorn food habit studies within the shrub steppe biome and calculated an average
diet of 62% shrubs, 30% forbs, and 7% graminoids. Key findings across these studies
demonstrated how diet composition varied based on plant availability and how
environmental conditions (e.g., precipitation), and associated phenological growth period
of herbaceous vegetation, plays a role in explaining intra- and interannual diet variations.
Pronghorn have adapted to “forage switching” from season to season as it enables them
the ability to optimize seasonal dietary benefits from the most preferred, nutritious, and
succulent species in a vegetative community (Yoakum 2004b).
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Traditional methods for documenting pronghorn food habits include direct and
indirect observations, assessments of feeding traces along transects, as well as rumen and
fecal analyses (Yoakum 2004b, Czernik et al. 2013). For the past 50 years
microhistological analysis of fecal matter has been the primary method in determining
pronghorn diets (summarized in Yoakum 2004b). Using this technique, plant species are
identified by their undigested histological characteristics, such as cell size, shape and
cuticle structure (Johnson et al. 1983). However, this technique has limitations due to
vegetation identification constraints, human error, and differential digestion of plant
species. In addition, the process is labor intensive and requires extensive training (King
and Schoenecker 2019). The greatest disadvantage of microhistology is the potential
effect of differential digestibility of individual plant parts, species, and functional groups
(Holechek et al. 1982a, Mayes and Dove 2000), where highly digestible components of
the diet are likely to be underestimated (Holechek et al. 1982a, King and Schoenecker
2019). Increased fragmentation and breakdown of soft plant components (e.g., leaves),
compared with harder components (e.g., stems), impact the accuracy and precision of diet
estimates more than any other source of error (Garnick et al. 2018). Digestibility
correction factors have been developed, recommended, and used for decades for various
ruminant species (Dearden et al. 1975, Leslie et al. 1983, Norbury 1988), although plants
that are rare in feces are less likely to be discovered and quantified (Leslie et al. 1983).
An alternative and emergent technique entails the use of plant DNA barcoding for
assessing herbivore diets (Valentini et al. 2009). DNA barcoding of feces is noninvasive
and has high taxonomic resolution (Nakahara et al. 2015), which can overcome the
deficiencies of traditional methods (Rayé et al. 2011, Newmaster et al. 2013). This
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technique involves amplifying chloroplast trnL from a genomic DNA sample to
determine plant species or genera present in the fecal sample. The resulting proportional
abundance of chloroplasts is a representation of the relative protein content of that plant,
rather than its biomass. Sequenced DNA is matched against a reference database to
identify plant taxa (Czernik et al. 2013, Craine et al. 2015), providing an effective tool for
accurately assessing animal diets (Nakahara et al. 2015) and for enhancing the capacity to
identify constituents of fecal material (Pompanon et al. 2012) such as forbs, which would
otherwise be underestimated using other techniques (Holechek et al. 1982a). The chief
advantage of the technique is that it can generate a complete list of species in the diet,
even down to the subspecies level in some cases (Soininen et al. 2009). Microhistology
can also generate high-resolution information about diets, down to individual species
(Holechek et al. 1982a, Mayes and Dove 2000), but its relative use has declined to a
point where only one laboratory in the United States is known to conduct this technique
(King and Schoenecker 2019), contrary to the emergent use of DNA barcoding (Garnick
et al. 2018).
Ruminant Nutrition and Indices
Nutrition is the process of providing or gathering the food necessary for growth
and reproduction. Nutrition may refer to an individual’s or population’s biophysical
status, nutrient status, dietary intake of foods and nutrients, and metabolic responses to
ingested foods (Lindsay et al. 2017). Monitoring the diet quality of wild ruminants is
useful for management and aids managers in further understanding aspects of species’
ecology, in particular the dynamics of populations in relation to the quality of their food
resources (Parker et al. 2009). The quality of diets is an essential driver of the
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performance of individuals, which in turn affects the dynamics of populations
(Verheyden et al. 2011). Energy (i.e., protein) are often the most limiting factors for wild
ruminants, which has prompted research to focus on indices designed to estimate the
concentration in animal diets (Brown et al. 1995). As a result, multiple methods have
been developed to monitor diet quality of free-ranging ungulates. The utilization of
indirect measures of diet quality (i.e., fecal indices), is a valuable option based on both
the feasibility of sample collection and the minimal disturbance, if any, caused to the
animal (Osborn and Ginnett 2001). Two commonly used fecal indices are fecal nitrogen
and fecal 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA; Dennehy 2001, Robinson et al. 2001, Cain et
al. 2017).
Fecal nitrogen is positively related to dietary nitrogen, dietary protein, and
digestibility (Holechek et al. 1982b, Brown et al. 1995, Osborn and Ginnett 2001, Cain et
al. 2017) and has been described as the relationship between dietary nitrogen, dietary
phosphorus, and dietary dry matter digestibility (Leslie and Starkey 1985). Robbins et al.
(1987) cautioned that fecal nitrogen is not a precise indicator of either dietary nitrogen
content or dry matter digestibility because this metric lacks the ability to distinguish
contributions from dietary crude protein content, non-digested fiber-bound protein,
metabolic fecal protein, and tannin-bound protein. The protein-precipitating effects of
plant secondary compounds, such as tannins, can greatly inflate nitrogen levels in feces
(Robbins et al. 1987). However, high protein, low-tannin forbs comprise a large
proportion of pronghorn summer diets (Hansen et al. 2001), deeming fecal nitrogen an
appropriate measure of diet quality and energy intake during the lactation season (Smyser
2008). DAPA is a unique amino acid residue of rumen bacterial fermentation found in
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fecal matter, represents rumen bacterial population mass, or a proxy for digestible energy
(Davitt and Nelson 1984). Digestible energy represents the total potential energy
available for metabolism (Yoakum 2004b). This residue passes unabsorbed and unaltered
through the digestive tract of ruminants and passes via feces (Davitt and Nelson 1984).
DAPA concentrations increase in the rumen as a function of increasing bacterial mass
(Leslie et al. 1989). Therefore, low levels of dietary energy in the diet may limit
microbial growth and should be detected by decreases in fecal DAPA (Robinson et al.
2001). Tannins are not thought to compromise fecal DAPA concentrations (Davitt and
Nelson 1984), but together fecal nitrogen and DAPA provide an accurate assessment of
dietary quality of ruminants in the event that consumption of tannins compromises
nitrogen absorption (Cain et al. 2017).
Pronghorn are highly mobile and selective feeders, such that the relative
abundance of preferred forage items does little to reflect the ability of pronghorn to meet
dietary requirements (Byers 1997). The utility of fecal nitrogen and DAPA to reflect
changes in the nutritional plane has been demonstrated through feeding trials with captive
pronghorn (Robinson et al. 2001) and applied to free-ranging pronghorn to track changes
in seasonal diet quality (Dunbar et al. 1999, Dennehy 2001; Hansen et al. 2001), to
compare diet quality between populations (Hansen et al. 2001), and to evaluate
differences in diet quality associated with social dominance (Dennehy 2001). Hansen et
al. (2001) found fecal nitrogen and DAPA to be lowest in the winter and highest in the
spring. Focus has shifted from arguing which nutritional index (i.e., fecal nitrogen or
DAPA) is a superior measure to researchers using both fecal nitrogen and DAPA
(Hansen et al. 2001, Robinson et al. 2001, Smyser 2008, Cain et al. 2017).
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Physiological Stress
Stress is a cascade of an animal’s neurological, hormonal, and immunological
responses to changes in the environment (Sapolsky 1992). Stress is also an ambiguous
word given that ‘stress’ can be used to define both the environmental perturbation (i.e.,
‘stressor’) and the suite of physiological responses to the perturbation (i.e., ‘stress’) so
that the definition becomes somewhat circular (e.g., ‘stressors cause stress’).
Physiological stress is defined as an individual’s perception that they must focus energy
on coping with a short-term threat to survival and curtail long-term investments in
functions such as courtship, territorial defense, reproduction, growth, and/or immune
defense (Busch and Hayward 2009).
Researchers can use stress measurements as a tool to evaluate the condition of an
ungulate population in particular periods or areas and to monitor the relationship between
animals and their environment (Dalmau et al. 2007), as well as the influence of human
disturbances on wild or domestic animal species. Environmental challenges or
anthropogenic disturbances can trigger activation of the vertebrate neuroendocrine axis
that often result in the release of stress hormones (e.g., catecholamines and
glucocorticoids; Dantzer et al. 2014, Hing et al. 2014). Glucocorticoid hormones (e.g.,
cortisol and corticosterone) are produced by the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)
axis and are broadly implicated in mediating the physiology and behavior underlying
transitions between life-history stages, as well as variation in the expression of and tradeoffs among life-history traits. These hormones play a fundamental role in regulation of
energy homeostasis in relation to ‘predictable’ life-history events (e.g., growth,
reproduction, migration; McEwen and Wingfield 2003, Crespi et al. 2013) and they are
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typically measured in two contexts, baseline and stress-induced. Baseline glucocorticoid
levels are expected to correspond to variation in energetic demands in different lifehistory stages or seasonal activity patterns (Sapolsky et al. 2000, McEwen and Wingfield
2003) and are often associated with circadian patterns of appetite and foraging behaviors
(Sapolsky et al. 2000). Glucocorticoids are also measured from stress-induced situations
in which these hormones coordinate physiological and behavioral responses to
unpredictable environmental changes or perceived challenges (Wingfield et al. 1998).
Environmental challenges that activate the HPA axis can be either acute or chronic
stressors (Dantzer et al. 2014) and the biological matrix (e.g., blood, saliva, excreta,
integumentary structures) used to measure glucocorticoids reveal varying longitudinal
measures from “free” or “bound” hormone (Sheriff et al. 2011). Prolonged, or chronic,
stress may affect resistance to disease, survival, and suppress or impact reproductive
physiology and behavior (Dunlap and Schall 1995, Wingfield 1988, Wingfield and
Sapolzky 2003). Fecal hormones are produced via plasma glucocorticoids metabolized by
the liver and excreted into the urine via the kidneys or into the gut via bile ducts (Taylor
1971, Palme et al. 2005). Fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM) reflect the free, or
unbound, fraction of total glucocorticoids (Touma and Palme 2005, Sheriff et al. 2010).
Hormone metabolites in feces (e.g., FGM) represent an integrated measure of the stress
response over 12 to 24 hours in ungulates (Millspaugh et al. 2001, Palme et al. 2005),
depending upon gut retention time (Möstl and Palme 2002).
Glucocorticoids serve an important role throughout gestation, acting as mediators
that direct nutrients and energy to the highly specialized maternal reproductive tissues
and the developing fetus (Picciano 2003). Pregnancy dramatically affects the maternal
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HPA axis as circulating glucocorticoids increase from middle to late gestation (Atkinson
and Waddell 1995, Chida et al. 2011). Elevated glucocorticoids are usually interpreted as
indicative of an energetically-demanding situation for an animal (Romero 2002), but this
increase in maternal glucocorticoids into late gestation is believed to assist in multiple
aspects of female survival and natal development; including, stimulating food
consumption of the female (Dallman et al. 2007), fetal organ development (Chida et al.
2011), decreasing cortisol sensitivity to protect the developing fetus (Reeder and Kramer
2005), increasing fat stores to support lactation, promoting contraction of the uterus,
expulsion of the fetus, and rejection of the placenta (Mor et al. 2011, Shi et al. 2021).
Following parturition, maternal glucocorticoids sharply decrease in concentration to
levels still greater than males and nonpregnant females (Atkinson and Waddell 1995), but
continue to play an important role in milk secretion and lactogenesis (Chida et al. 2011).
Compositional Surveys
Success in adequately managing a wildlife species is dependent on reliable
population estimates (Pojar 2004). Effective wildlife management requires precise and
unbiased estimates of density and rates of population change (Rabe et al. 2002, Pojar
2004, Jacques et al. 2014) and precise management objectives demand more precise
population information (Pojar 2004). To do this, wildlife management agencies in the
western United States conduct periodic wildlife surveys to assess population status (i.e.,
abundance and composition ratio estimates) of big game species (Rabe et al. 2002).
Composition ratios (i.e., sex [male:female] and age [young:adult]), are used as measures
of population productivity (Gilbert 1978), age-specific survival estimates (Woolley and
Lindzey 1997), long-term population trends (Pojar 2004), and for management of game
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species by establishing harvest regimes (Harris et al. 2020). Traditional survey methods
used to collect sex and age composition data of ungulate populations include aerial (e.g.,
fixed-wing aircraft or helicopter) and ground counts (e.g., vehicular), each of which
include potential biases; including, visibility and accuracy, and induce differing animal
behavioral responses (Rabe et al. 2002, Bender et al. 2003). Briefly, the use of helicopters
is more expensive than fixed-wing aircraft, but the design of helicopters used in wildlife
surveys (e.g., Bell 47) is absent of wing configuration visibility limitations noted in some
fixed-wing aircraft (Smyser et al. 2016). Noise associated with each method (e.g., aerial
[Krausmans et al. 2004, Pojar 2004, Fleming and Tracey 2008] and ground [Brown et al.
2012]) can have varying effects on behavior of wildlife surveyed and influence results.
Two hurdles facing the collection of population composition data are the
distribution of groups sampled relative to the overall distribution of the population, and a
sufficient sample size to obtain an appropriate estimate of age and sex ratios, based on
confidence intervals and precision (Czaplewski et al. 1983). Groups of five or more
animals are more easily detected than smaller groups (Pojar 2004). Survey timing is as
important as the survey method given pronghorn group size and distribution varies
throughout the year. Pronghorn groups in summer are, on average, smaller than winter
concentrations, and more dispersed (Mitchell 1980), making it an opportune time to
collect herd structure data in conjunction with population size data as fawns are active
and distinguishable from adults (Pojar 2004). Given this increase in fawn activity and that
the peak in neonatal fawn mortality has subsided (Beale and Smith 1973, Bodie and
O’Gara 1980, Trainer et al. 1983, Barrett 1984, Dunbar et al. 1999), late summer
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composition surveys are also conducted to estimate summer fawn survival (Woolley and
Lindzey 1997).
Unbiased and precise estimates of pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana)
density and herd structure are staples for proper management (Pojar et al. 1995).
Pronghorn are suggested to be ideally suited for surveys, given the relatively flat and
open habitat they occupy, especially when compared with other large ungulates (e.g.,
cervids) that inhabit dense vegetative cover and steep terrain (Pojar 2004). This
inhabitance of open terrain can give managers a false sense of security in surveys of
population density and herd structure as habitat conditions (e.g., terrain and greenness)
have been noted to influence pronghorn detection probability (Smyser et al. 2016). While
ground and aerial survey methods are common for pronghorn population estimates
(Firchow et al. 1990, Johnson et al. 1991, Pojar and Guenzel 1999, Whittaker et al. 2003,
Jacques et al. 2014) or composition estimates based from one method (Woolley and
Lindzey 1997), directly comparing helicopter and other survey methods is rare (Bender et
al. 2003).
Research Objectives
My project was designed to expand upon recent pronghorn research of factors
affecting fawn survival (Panting et al. 2021) by investigating factors that influence
fawn:doe ratios. I designed a noninvasive study to evaluate alternative monitoring
techniques (i.e., fecal sampling) of pronghorn in Idaho, across multiple management
units, to aid in managers’ abilities to more readily assess local populations. These studies
were conducted within 5 pronghorn subpopulations, located in southern and southeastern
Idaho, that were separated during non-winter months (i.e., spring, summer, fall; Fig. A1).
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These subpopulations represented the breadth of pronghorn habitats and productivity in
Idaho (Smyser 2008). From these fecal samples, I validated and established physiological
parameters from fecal hormone metabolites, during metabolically-demanding maternal
life history stages of reproductive-aged, female pronghorn (i.e., ≥2 years), to investigate
the determination of pregnancy as well as physiological stress (e.g., cortisol; Chapter 2). I
quantified female pronghorn seasonal dietary protein intake via plant DNA barcoding,
across subpopulations, from these fecal samples (Chapter 3). I also investigated
correlations between these physiological parameters (i.e., stress [glucocorticoid
metabolites]) and nutrition during these maternal life history stages as well as examined
nutritional changes as related to dietary changes (Chapter 4). I obtained fawn:doe ratios
from ground-based pronghorn surveys in early August, a proxy of pronghorn fawn
summer survival (Woolley and Lindzey 1997), during both years of the project. I
examined which of the aforementioned parameter(s) best predicted fawn:doe ratios across
subpopulations (Chapter 5). Finally, I designed a study within two subpopulations
occupying mountain valley landscapes (i.e., Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi) to compare
ground and helicopter pronghorn age and sex composition survey results and the role of
climatic conditions on distribution in mountain valley landscapes (Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 2
VARIATIONS, VALIDATIONS, DEGRADATIONS, AND NONINVASIVE
DETERMINATION OF PREGNANCY USING FECAL STEROID METABOLITES IN
FREE-RANGING PRONGHORN
Abstract
Pregnancy status is a key parameter used to assess reproductive performance of a
species as it represents a starting point for measuring vital rates. Vital rates allow
managers to determine trends in populations such as neonate survival and recruitment;
two important factors in ungulate population growth rates. Techniques to determine
pregnancy have generally involved capture and restraint of the animal to obtain blood
samples for determining serum hormone levels. Non-invasive pregnancy assessment, via
feces, eliminates any hazards between handler and animal, as well as removes handlinginduced physiological biases. Using noninvasive fecal sampling, we conducted hormone
validations, investigated pregnancy rates, and determined hormone degradation rates
across five subpopulations of pronghorn (Antilocapra americana) in Idaho. Samples were
collected during April-May of 2018 and 2019 from adult pronghorn of known sex and
age class. Metabolites of testosterone, cortisol, 17β-estradiol, and progesterone were
measured in fecal samples, and concentrations of estradiol and progesterone were
examined for pregnancy determination. Average fecal progesterone metabolite (FPM)
levels of pregnant females were more than double compared to levels of nonpregnant
females. Fecal estrogen metabolite (FEM) levels did not differ during concurrent
sampling. The largest difference in FPM levels between pregnant and nonpregnant
females began on 28 April. Pregnancy determination sampling showed average FPM
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levels for all five subpopulations were significantly different than the nonpregnant female
validation group. Nonetheless, pregnancy rates for some subpopulations lacked
conclusive estimates due to early fecal sampling. Fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM)
levels significantly differed between pregnant females and male pronghorn, but did not
differ from nonpregnant females. Degradation rates of FPM and FGM differed across
days, with values for FPM from Day 1 being significantly different from all subsequent
days, and after Day 9 for FGM, demonstrating the requirement of fresh samples to
accurately measure hormone concentrations. We concluded that a noninvasive method to
diagnosis pregnancy is possible in pronghorn via progesterone metabolites if fresh
samples are collected during late gestation.
1. Introduction
Pronghorn antelope are an iconic wildlife species of sagebrush (Artemisia spp.)
and grassland ecosystems in western North America (Reinking et al., 2018). Pronghorn
have the unique distinction among mammals to be the only members of the order
Antilocapridae and Genus Antilocapra (Harveson, 2006). Current distribution of
pronghorn is but a fraction of their historic range (Yoakum, 2004), prompting research
into techniques for monitoring population status. Monitoring population vital rates (i.e.,
pregnancy, litter size, fetal and juvenile survival) allows managers to estimate trends in
population growth rates, as well as mechanistic relationships between environmental
factors and specific vital rates of population demography (Todd and Rothermel, 2006;
DeCesare et al., 2012).
The general health and stability of a population reflects its capacity to reproduce,
given that decreased reproduction is usually the first physiological loss that may result
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from severe stress (Lasley and Kirkpatrick, 1991). Pregnancy status is a key parameter
commonly used to assess reproductive performance because, following ovulation, it
represents a starting point for succeeding measurements of vital rates, including neonatal
survival, and recruitment of individuals into a population (Ramsay and Sadleir, 1979;
Messier et al., 1990; Kirkpatrick et al., 1993; Russell et al., 1998; Stoops et al., 1999;
Cain et al., 2012). The most important factor in pronghorn population growth is generally
considered to be fawn survival and recruitment (O’Gara and Shaw, 2004).
Determining pregnancy in wild ungulates is inherently difficult and presents a
serious challenge to researchers interested in reproduction in free-ranging animals (Cain
et al., 2012). Generally, techniques used to directly assess pregnancy in individuals has
involved capture and restraint of the animal. There are hazards associated with handling
animals, some of which may bias the results of intended research (Welsh and Johnson,
1981; Cain et al., 2012). Hormone monitoring was originally developed in zoos where the
reproductive biology of captive animals could be evaluated through excretion profiles of
gonadal steroid metabolites. Captive animal studies allowed for longitudinal
characterization of reproductive cycles, monitoring of treatment therapies, and provided
insight into the mechanisms associated with hormones, behavior, and seasonality (Lasley
and Kirkpatrick, 1991).
Given that successful management of wildlife requires the understanding of
reproductive biology, techniques can be extended from captive to wild, free-range
settings (Lasley and Kirkpatrick, 1991). Development of noninvasive techniques for
assessing pregnancy in uncaptured ungulates is an active area of research that promises to
provide biologists and managers with a new and useful tool for the study of reproduction
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without risk to the animal (Messier et al., 1990). The ability to collect noninvasive,
repetitive biological samples containing physiological information makes urine and fecal
sampling superior to invasive methods which may compromise the physiological state of
wild animals (Stoops et al., 1999). During pregnancy in most mammals, estradiol and
progesterone are produced by the placenta and ovaries (Messier et al., 1990) and are
excreted in feces (Desaulniers et al., 1989). Therefore, estradiol or progesterone
metabolite concentrations can be measured to assess the pregnancy status of animals
(Lasley, 1985). Repetitive sampling has proven unnecessary for pregnancy assessment
(Garrott et al., 1998; Linklater et al., 2000; Schoenecker et al., 2004). More importantly,
the timing of fecal collections, in relation to parturition, is critical to ensuring single
sample efficiency (Garrott et al., 1998; Schoenecker et al., 2004).
Analysis of fecal steroid concentrations has been used to determine pregnancy in
several wild ungulate species, including caribou (Rangifer tarandus; Messier et al.,
1990), elk (Cervus canadensis; White et al., 1995; Garrott et al., 1998; Stoops et al.,
1999), and bison (Bison bison; Cain et al., 2012). Previous techniques used for
determining pregnancy in pronghorn included transrectal ultrasound (Canon et al., 1997)
and serum progesterone (O’Gara, 2004). These methods involved handling and physical
restraint of the animal, which presented potential hazards to both the animal (Peterson et
al., 2003) and the handler (Jessup et al., 1988). Pronghorn are especially sensitive to
stress and mortality from capture (Kreeger et al., 2002), thus, alternative methods, such as
noninvasive sampling are appealing (Woodruff et al., 2016). Steroid concentrations in
feces reflect an integrated average of those found in plasma, but have a lag time, that
depending on the species, ranged from 12 hours to greater than 2 days compared to the
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immediate snapshot of plasma concentrations. (Schwarzenberger et al., 1996; Sheriff et
al., 2011).
Sex, reproductive status, and age of an animal influence glucocorticoid production
(Romero, 2002). In mammals, these glucocorticoids are linked with suppressive effects
on male and female reproduction. These affects impact males and females differently, but
broadly can affect ovulation and uterine maturation in females and hormone production
in males (Wingfield and Sapolsky, 2003). Reproduction, particularly in the female, is a
highly costly anabolic state (Sapolsky et al., 2000). Females experience elevated cortisol
levels from middle to late gestation, parallel with progesterone, and sharply decline
following parturition to levels that are still greater than males or nonpregnant females
(Atkinson and Waddell, 1995). This increase in cortisol into late gestation is thought to
assist in multiple aspects of female survival and natal development; including, decreased
cortisol sensitivity to protect the developing fetus (Reeder and Kramer, 2005), increased
fat stores to support lactation, promote contraction of the uterus, expulsion of the fetus,
and rejection of the placenta (Mor et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2021). Iteroparous males tend to
have higher basal and stress-induced cortisol levels than females during the breeding
season (Boonstra et al., 2001), when testosterone levels are also elevated, which is likely
the result of territory establishment, male-male competition and any dominance
interactions (Creel, 2001; Creel, 2005), compared to the nonbreeding season.
Our overall goal of this study was to evaluate noninvasive fecal sampling to
determine pregnancy rates in pronghorn and document the natural variation in fecal
hormone metabolites when collected from a wild, free-ranging ungulate population. The
objectives of this study were to first, understand and validate natural differences in fecal
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sex steroid metabolites among pregnant and nonpregnant females and male pronghorn,
and determine the viability of fecal steroid metabolites as a means of detecting
pregnancy, as well as how these levels vary spatially (i.e., among different
subpopulations) and over time (i.e., across the reproductive season). Second, evaluate the
use of visual diagnosis of pregnancy to associated fecal hormone metabolites. Third,
document pregnancy rates of female pronghorn across five subpopulations, and lastly,
determine degradation rates of fecal steroid hormones for pronghorn.
Our first hypothesis was that fecal progesterone metabolites (FPM) would
accurately reflect pregnancy status, and thus we predicted that FPMs would significantly
differ in pregnant females compared to nonpregnant females. Our second hypothesis was
that FGM concentrations would be significantly different in pregnant females compared
to nonpregnant females and males due to the internal processes of pregnancy. As such,
we predicted a larger variance of FGM concentrations in pregnant females compared to
nonpregnant females and males, given the physiological implications of gestation, and
that timing of sample collection occurred at varying gestational stages across all
subpopulations. Further, we predicted pregnancy rates among adult female pronghorn
would be consistent across the five subpopulations samples. Lastly, we predicted fecal
hormone metabolites, from female pronghorn, would decrease in feces with prolonged
exposure to the elements as part of our fecal hormone degradation study.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1 Study Area
This study was conducted within five pronghorn subpopulations throughout
southern and southeastern Idaho that represent the breadth of habitat types and pronghorn
population productivity in the state (Figure A1; Smyser, 2008). Study subpopulations
included; Jarbidge, Camas Prairie, Little Wood, Birch Creek, and Pahsimeroi. The
Jarbidge study site has a resident pronghorn subpopulation occupying desert habitat.
Based on Idaho’s GAP analysis land cover classification (Scott et al. 2002), basin and
Wyoming big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata tridentata and A. t. wyomingensis) are the
dominant cover types. Perennial grasses (i.e., crested wheatgrass [Agropyron cristatum])
were the next most dominant cover type; with the remaining landscape being a mix of
low sagebrush (Artemesia arbuscula), antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), and
rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus spp.) communities. The Camas Prairie study site has a
migratory pronghorn subpopulation persisting largely on agricultural lands through the
summer months. Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is the dominant crop followed by barley
(Hordeum vulgare) and grass hay, pasture, and conservation reserve program (CRP)
lands (Kinder 2004). Perennial grasses and basin and Wyoming big sagebrush
communities persist on the BLM and state lands in the study site. The Little Wood study
site has a migratory pronghorn subpopulation occupying native shrub-steppe rangelands.
Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush are the dominant vegetation type. Agricultural land
accounts for the next largest habitat type with irrigated alfalfa being the primary crop.
The remainder of the study area consists of mountain big sagebrush (A. t. vaseyana),
perennial grasslands, and antelope bitterbrush. Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi study sites
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represent migratory subpopulations inhabiting mountain valley habitats. Low sagebrush
is the dominant vegetation community within the Birch Creek site while mountain, basin,
and Wyoming big sagebrush account for a large portion of the study site with limited
agricultural lands. The Pahsimeroi subpopulation occupies both the Pahsimeroi and Little
lost valleys where mixed stands of mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush dominate
much of the landscape. Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush are the next most abundant
cover types and agricultural lands account for less than within the Birch Creek site
(Smyser 2008). Greater detail of these study sites is available (Smyser 2008).
2.2 Reproductive Status
We required known individuals for sample collection in order to validate FPM
and fecal estrogen metabolites (FEM) concentrations associated with pregnancy, which
we separated into two designated classes: “visibly pregnant” and “visibly nonpregnant”
females. Pronghorn reach sexual maturity at 16-17 months of age (O’Gara, 2004)
meaning any individual older than a yearling located in this study was classified as an
adult. Pronghorn, bearing twins, invest more in reproduction than all other ungulate
species per reproductive event (Robbins and Robbins, 1979; Byers and Moodie, 1990),
expending considerable energetic reserves during prenatal and postnatal phases of
offspring development (Robbins and Robbins, 1979; Byers, 1977; O’Gara, 2004).
Pronghorn gestation is longer than other ungulates of a similar size (O’Gara, 2004;
Reinking et al., 2018), and the combined weight of pronghorn offspring at birth is about
15.5% of maternal weight, making the ratio of offspring to adult female weight higher
than all other ungulates (Robbins and Robbins, 1979). Roughly 80% of pronghorn fetal
mass development occurs in the final 50 days of gestation (Robbins and Robbins, 1979;
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Barnowe-Meyer et al., 2011). We feel these facts provide evidence for visual diagnosis of
pregnancy in pronghorn during late gestation.
For the validation study, we defined “visibly pregnant” (hereby referred to as
pregnant) as adult females, at least 2 years old, with a distinct ventral drop of the
abdomen, posterior to the sternum (Figure 2.1). The unique appearance of a distended
abdomen in pregnant pronghorn females has been noted prior (Bromley, 1977). Females
lacking the ventral drop were defined as “visibly nonpregnant” (hereby referred to as
nonpregnant), and this group was comprised mostly of yearling females. This distinction
was necessary to ensure proper determination of pregnancy. Given the objective of this
study, we employed a conservative approach when visually diagnosing pregnancy and
targeted sexually immature females (e.g., yearlings) so as not to bias results. We
recognized that using this criterion invited some potential for falsely classifying
pregnancy status, particularly in the nonpregnant group, but this was unavoidable
considering no animals were marked in this study.
2.3 Sample Collections
We collected fresh fecal samples from reproductive-aged female pronghorn (i.e.,
2 years and older) during late gestation (April to mid-May) in 2018 and 2019 for species
and hormone validations, to investigate pregnancy rates, and to determine hormone
degradation rates. Sample timing was due to two factors; unknown dates outside of a 4week window we were presented with, given the assumption that all subpopulations
fawned in that window, and ample time to ensure sample sizes were met per
subpopulation prior to parturition. Fecal collections involved using magnifying optics to
identify individuals in the field to age class, sex, and pregnancy status (only for validation
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samples), and, once defecation occurred, used 2-person teams with two-way radio
communication to locate pellet piles. Collections occurred within minutes following
defecation. All fecal samples were labelled with the date, subpopulation, UTM
coordinates, age class, sex, and identification number on the outside of the Whirl-Pak®
(Nasco, Inc.). Ensuing collection and labelling, samples were stored in an airconditioned
vehicle, out of direct sunlight, until they could be frozen. Average time between
collection and freezing of samples was five hours.
Freezing fecal samples soon after collection is a valuable method for preserving
FPM (Galama et al., 2004; Peter et al., 2018) as well as FGM (Hunt and Wasser, 2003)
and varying amounts of time between collection and storage has shown mixed effects on
fecal hormone metabolite concentrations (Möstl et al., 1999; Barja et al., 2012). Fecal
samples used for hormone analyses are sometimes stored in preservatives prior to
freezing, but these treatments could influence the structure and immunoreactivity of
FGMs in particular (Millspaugh and Washburn, 2004). Millspaugh and Washburn (2004)
recommended freezing samples as soon as possible, without any chemical treatment, to
slow microbial activity and reduce problems with immunoreactivity. Our samples were
thawed only once prior to extractions, as thawing and warming has been noted to
continue fecal hormone metabolism (Millspaugh et al., 2003; Möstl et al., 2005), and
extractions commenced following sample thawing.
We collected a total of 82 fecal samples for validation of sex steroid hormone
concentrations. Of these, 72 samples were used for pregnancy validations with 42
collected from pregnant females and 30 from nonpregnant females. The remaining 10
samples were collected from males to be used for male hormone validations. We
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collected 350 fresh samples from adults for subpopulation pregnancy rate determination
during the same period with 50 samples each from the Camas Prairie, Jarbidge, and Little
Wood subpopulations, and 100 samples each from Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi
subpopulations. If we were uncertain whether an individual female pronghorn was
sexually mature, we did not collect a sample. This included individuals by themselves
that lacked a reference for age or size, or individuals perceived to be yearlings based on
overall body size.
We initiated a fecal hormone degradation study for FPM and FGM levels in
pronghorn to test the rate at which naturally occurring bacteria and bacterial enzymes in
feces decompose steroid metabolites following defecation (Möstl et al., 1999; Wasser et
al., 1988). This study was developed for the benefit of wildlife managers to both
understand the potential utility and interpretation of collecting older fecal samples at the
scale of days rather than hours. Fecal collections for this experiment were separate from
other samples. We located 12 additional pregnant females on 25 April, 9 May, and 10
May 2018, collected three pellets to constitute as our “Day 1” sample, and gathered the
remainder of the fresh pellet pile separately. The three pellets were placed into a small
Whirl-Pak® (Nasco, Inc.) and labelled it as the “Day 1” sample, while the remainder of
the pellets from the same pile were amassed into a separate large Whirl-Pak®. Field
situations and staggered sample collections were not conducive for immediate start to
degradation study so all samples were frozen until field work was completed. We
considered this initial freeze to be equivalent to an overnight freeze in the spring;
however, if there are any negative impacts of freezing on hormone detection, each sample
should be affected similarly since we standardized freezing of all samples. Rapid freezing
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of fecal samples is optimal we did not exceed the advised freezing duration of 90-120
days (Khan et al., 2002).
Samples from the large Whirl-Pak® were thawed and exposed to ambient
conditions for 40 days from 16 July to 23 August 2018 at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Wildlife Services, National Wildlife Research Center, Predator Research
Facility, near Millville, Utah. To ensure samples were kept separate, we used a wood
pallet similar to Woodruff et al. (2014). We collected 1-2 pellets from each sample at
days 3, 5, 7, 11, 14, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40, post re-exposure, to measure degradation rates
over time. We chose this sampling interval to track the stability of these fecal hormone
metabolites, but also for the interpretation and application of results as aging of fecal
pellets at the scale of hours is more difficult to identify than that of days. We placed
pellets in a Whirl-Pak®, labelled with date, sample ID, day, and froze each sample until
extractions could be run. In addition, we tracked precipitation, temperature, and
maximum percent humidity (based on one-hour time stamps) during this period from the
Logan-Cache airport weather station (www.wunderground.com). Average high
temperature during this period was 33°C with a low of 14°C. Precipitation total was 1.24
centimeters.
2.4 Fecal Extractions
We extracted steroid metabolites from fecal samples using a phosphate and
methanol wet extraction buffer (Shideler et al., 1993), but modified to increase yields of
estradiol, progesterone, and testosterone from feces (Bauman and Hardin, 1998). The
modification involved increasing final methanol concentration from 20% to 50% and
adding sodium azide to inhibit bacterial growth (Bauman and Hardin, 1998). We weighed
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20 mL scintillation vials (Wheaton, Milville, NJ, USA) prior to use, with the lids off to
constitute the initial weight. Each fecal sample was thawed, weighed to 0.50 ± 0.01 g wet
feces, added to a labelled vial, and inundated with 5.0 mL of working fecal extraction
buffer (50:50 buffer:methanol). Using a clean spatula, we broke up the fecal to
incorporate the buffer and vortexed for 20 seconds. Vials were placed on a shaker at 200
rpm for a minimum of 16 hours. The liquid was decanted into 12 x 75 mm glass tubes
(Fisherbrand, Ontario, Canada) after the vials were allowed to settle for an hour.
Following the decanting, the tubes were centrifuged for an hour at 3,500 rpm at 4°C
(Beckman Coulter Allegra™ 6R Centrifuge, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Tubes were
decanted again into clean 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes (Fisherbrand) and stored at 80°C. The remaining fecal in the glass tubes was poured back into original scintillation
vials and placed in a drying oven until all moisture was evaporated. Vials were weighed a
second time constituting the sample’s final weight to standardize hormone concentrations
based on fecal weight per sample.
2.5 Enzyme-Linked Immunoassays
We measured steroid hormones using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits
(ELISA, Enzo Life Sciences, Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA) following the manufacturer’s
protocol for testosterone, 17β-estradiol, cortisol, and progesterone, and optimized for
pronghorn. Assay kits are designed for the quantitative determination of hormone in
biological fluid. The testosterone, cortisol, and progesterone ELISAs are based on
competitive binding between mouse monoclonal antibodies and plasma hormone that
occurs on a goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin microtiter plate. The 17β-estradiol ELISA
is based on competitive binding between sheep polyclonal antibodies and plasma
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hormone that occurs on a donkey anti-sheep immunoglobulin microtiter plate. We
labeled 12 x 75 mm glass tubes, number dependent on hormone, to generate standard
curves. Volumes of assay buffer and hormone standard were dependent upon ELISA kit
due to dilution variation (estradiol 1:33; progesterone 1:50; testosterone 1:33; cortisol
1:20). Minimum detectable values were 0.0285 ng/ml for 17β-estradiol, 0.00857 ng/ml
for progesterone, 0.00567 ng/ml for testosterone, and 0.05672 ng/ml for cortisol. We
adjusted the dilution of the sample for individuals whose output failed to befall on the
standard curve. A standard curve was run for each assay.
Hormone assay kits varied in number of samples, to be run in duplicates, per
plate, 37 for cortisol and 17β-estradiol, 38 for progesterone, and 39 for testosterone,
which were averaged to calculate the resulting concentration for each sample. We
pipetted standard dilutions, controls, and zeros (blanks to control for nonspecific binding)
onto the plate and added assay buffer. Each plate was incubated at room temperature on a
titer plate shaker (Lab-Line Instruments, Inc., Kerala, India) for 2 hours at 500 rpm. After
shaking, we washed each plate four times with the supplied wash buffer in a plate washer
(BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). Next, we added p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNpp) substrate
solution to every well and incubated, either with or without shaking, for 45-60 minutes at
room temperate, depending on the ELISA kit. Finally, we added stop solution to every
well and read the plates immediately using a microplate reader (BioRad), with optical
density and corrections dependent on the hormone analysis. Standard curves, controls,
and controls for non-specific binding were run on each plate. We displayed standard
curves as four-parameter logistic curves.
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Immunoassays for measuring fecal hormone metabolite levels need to be
validated in a species-specific manner to ensure that the hormone of interest is being
properly measured as a metabolite in the feces (Palme, 2005; Toume and Palme, 2005).
Due to the novelty of assay use in this species, we completed fecal hormone validations
for pronghorn prior to running samples. Validations were established to determine
appropriate hormone concentrations, control for assay precision, and detect any potential
nonspecific binding that would bias results. We validated fecal glucocorticoid
metabolites, progesterone, and 17β-estradiol metabolites in female and fecal cortisol and
testosterone metabolites (FTM) in male pronghorn using the pregnant, nonpregnant, and
male samples. First, we determined parallelism for each hormone validation
(Supplementary Data SD1). Second, we used an extracted sample from the same
individual and generated a spectrum of high to low volumes to associate with the
standard curve (Sheriff et al., 2011). We began with using 100 μl of extraction solution
and diluting in half until 6.25 μl. Further dilution was necessary if samples were not on
the standard curve. All assay wells during this process were of same individual. Third, we
added spikes to calculate recovery to ensure only the hormone of interest was being
measured and no binding interference was occurring. The final step was calculating intraand inter-assay variation which serves as a level of certainty that generated values can be
compared with each other. Intra-assay variation was 3.4% for 17β-estradiol, and 0.3%
(assay 1) and 8.7% (assay 2) for cortisol. For testosterone, samples were completed in
one assay with an intra-assay variation of 0.1%. Progesterone validation was completed
in 7 assays with a mean intra-assay variation of 3.3% and an inter-assay variation of
17.3%. Samples for pregnancy were run in 11 progesterone assays with a mean intra-
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assay variation of 4.8%, and inter-assay variation of 22%. Our degradation study was
completed in 5 assays for cortisol with a mean intra-assay variation of 4.7% and an interassay variation of 21.6%. Likewise, the mean intra-assay variation over 5 progesterone
assays was 3.7%, with an inter-assay variation of 28.7%. Assay spikes and recovery tests,
in addition to parallelism curves, were completed for species validations of fecal
hormones (Figure B1).
2.6 Data Analysis
Samples were standardized based on dry-weight fecal mass and results were
converted from pg/mL to ng/g of fecal sample. We used standard descriptive statistics to
summarize hormone concentration results, and Welch’s two sample t-test to test for
significance between validation means in R (R Development Core Team, 2019). All
validation means are reported ± standard deviation. For pregnancy determination, we
used Welch’s two sample t-test to test for significance between pregnancy sample means
and nonpregnant validation group and a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test
for differences among the 5 subpopulation means followed by a Tukey multiple pair-wise
comparison test (R Development Core Team, 2019). Means for subpopulations are
reported ± standard error. For the degradation study, we used a repeated-measures
ANOVA to test the influence of time on degradations and a pairwise paired t-test to test
for significant differences between time intervals. P-values were adjusted with the
Bonferroni multiple testing correction. We selected the Bonferroni correction because it
is the simplest and most conservative approach. An alpha level of 0.05 was set for all
statistical tests.
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3. Results
3.1. Validation of Immunoassay
We collected ten validation samples each from pregnant and nonpregnant females
in 2018 to investigate the appropriate fecal sex steroid hormone (i.e., progesterone or
17β-estradiol) to use for future pregnancy determination. From these 10 samples, FEM
concentrations were not different between pregnant and nonpregnant females (t = 1.71, df
= 20, p = 0.10) with average concentrations at 2,454.83 ng/g for pregnant and 1,961.38
ng/g from nonpregnant females, but FPM concentrations were (t = 2.98, df = 12, p =
0.01; Figure 2.2) as pregnant females had a mean concentration of 17,746.81 ng/g and
nonpregnant females had an average FPM concentration of 7,154.01 ng/g, confirming our
selection of FPM for this study. In response, we increased sample size to 42 for
pregnancy validations by collecting 20 additional samples in 2019 and adding the 12 Day
1 samples from our degradation study. Mean concentrations of FPM from pregnant
females remained different from nonpregnant females (t = -6.15, df = 62, p < 0.05) with
an average concentration of 15,281.78 ng/g of pregnant females and 6,474.35 ng/g from
nonpregnant females. Differences in mean FPM levels between visually diagnosed
pregnant and nonpregnant females, from validation sampling, became significant on 28
April (t = -4.42, df = 5, p < 0.05; Figure 2.3) where pregnant females had an average
FPM of 16,100.93 ng/g and the nonpregnant female mean FPM was 6898.06 ng/g. Three
pregnant validation samples were removed based on timing of sample collection. Two
additional validation samples (one pregnant and one nonpregnant) were removed due to
potential sampling bias and assay precision. Males had an average FGM of 7,344.38
ng/g, pregnant female FGM average was 10,111.30 ng/g, and mean FGM for
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nonpregnant females was 10,251.14 ng/g. Mean concentrations of FGM were not
significantly different between pregnant and nonpregnant females (t = 0.21, df = 45, p >
0.83), but were different between pregnant females and males (t = 3.03, df = 44, p < 0.05;
Figure 2.2). Mean testosterone metabolite concentrations for males was 3002.19 (ng/g;
Table 2.1). Concentrations, sample sizes, and volume of fecal extract used for each
hormone are also reported in Table 2.1.
3.2 Pregnancy Rates Among Subpopulations
Fecal progesterone metabolite concentrations were different between the
nonpregnant validation groups and the mean of the 350 subpopulation pregnancy samples
(p < 0.05; Table 2.2). Average FPM of subpopulation pregnancy samples was 16,097.50
ng/g with a range of 10,576.19 to 33,793.00 ng/g. Pregnancy rates estimated at the time
of sampling varied from 50 to 84%. The one-way ANOVA determined a significant
difference between subpopulations (FPM: F(4,345) = 23.30, p < 0.05) while the Tukey’s
multiple pairwise-comparisons specified that the Jarbidge subpopulation differed from
the remaining subpopulations means (p adj < 0.05) by greater than 18,000 ng/g FPM.
3.3 Fecal Hormone Degradations
There was a significant influence of time on concentrations of FPM (days: F(3,27)
= 21.49, p < 0.05; Figure 2.4) and concentrations of FGM (days: F(12,120) = 5.32, p <
0.05; Figure 2.5). One fecal sample was removed from the study due to low assay
precision. Mean Day 1 concentrations for FPM were 17,218.84 ng/g with a standard
deviation of 4,800.58 ng/g. Mean Day 1 concentrations for FGM were 8,299.19 ng/g with
a standard deviation of 2,876.99 ng/g. Degradation of FPM demonstrated a clearer trend
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than FGM with time (Figure 2.6). Differences in FPM means occurred as soon as Day 3
(p < 0.05; p adj < 0.05) as was the same for FGM (p < 0.05), but the Bonferroni multiple
testing correction did not detect a difference until Day 9 (p adj < 0.05). Both hormones
concentrations experienced a 31% decrease between mean values on Day 1 and Day 3.
4. Discussion
4.1 Validity of Immunoassay
Overall, we demonstrated that fecal progesterone metabolites accurately reflect
pregnancy status and that single-sample pregnancy diagnoses can be accomplished with
noninvasive fecal sampling of pronghorn antelope. The concentration of progesterone
metabolites in feces provided a reliable indicator of pregnancy in pronghorn antelope.
Fecal progesterone metabolite levels varied longitudinally and increased throughout
gestation in free-ranging pronghorn. Conversely, fecal estrogen and fecal glucocorticoid
metabolites were not significantly different between pregnant and nonpregnant females at
the time of sampling. Our sampling design allowed for the control of bias brought on by
age, sex, reproductive condition, and sample age, and their influence on hormone levels.
Progesterone fecal metabolites were significantly higher in pregnant females
compared to nonpregnant females. Fecal estrogen metabolite levels were not significantly
different. Progesterone and estrogen are cyclic in nature making collection timing
important for hormone choice and interpretation of pregnancy status (Plotka et al.,
1977b). Estrogen levels increase leading up to parturition from as early as at the time of
parturition (Robertson, 1974) to one week prior (Plotka et al., 1997a), to within the last
trimester of pregnancy (Messier et al., 1990), depending upon the species. Kersey et al.
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(2015), using captive peninsular pronghorn (A. a. peninsularis), monitored fecal estrogen
and progestagen metabolites from breeding season through parturition. Results from this
study found a significant increase in FPM during the third trimester when compared to
the first and second, but no difference between first and second trimesters. Fecal estrogen
levels increased roughly 30 days prior to parturition through 64 days post parturition
(Kersey et al., 2015). Our field-based, single sample study design prevented us from
tracking individual pronghorn through gestation. We did not capture increases in FEM
which was likely due to small sampling window and sample size. Progesterone is
responsible for the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy and tends to remain
stable, and even increase, during much of the gestation period (Short, 1958; Stabenfeldt
et al., 1970; Irving et al., 1972; Weber et al., 1982; Plotka et al., 1997b). In fact,
progesterone has been a reliable indicator of pregnancy as early as day 50 in caribou
(Messier et al., 1990), from within the first trimester through parturition in Tule elk
(Cervus canadensis nannodes; Stoops et al., 1999) and confirmed as an effective onesample pregnancy diagnosis (Garrott et al., 1998). Superovulation, or the presence of
more corpora lutea than fetuses, has been identified in few other mammals (Wislocki and
Fawcett, 1949). Although it is unclear why superovulation exists, the additional luteal
tissue produced would yield large amounts of progesterone for maintenance of pregnancy
throughout the long gestation period of pronghorn (Roseland, 1997). White-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) females carrying multiple fetuses have higher plasma
progesterone than those with singletons (Plotka et al., 1977b). Thus, understanding the
cyclic nature of hormone relationships with reproductive events (e.g., gestation length
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and parturition) and physiological mechanisms are important for determining hormone
choice to indicate pregnancy.
We tested the effectiveness of non-invasive pregnancy determination of unmarked
pronghorn antelope via visual observation and associated fecal hormone concentrations.
Our validation longitudinal study identified when best to sample for hormone results that
indicate pregnancy. In this case, samples collected from visually diagnosed pregnant
females had FPM different from nonpregnant females on or after 28 April. These results
are in line with previous studies that noted the importance of late gestation sampling for
FPM to assess pregnancy (Cain et al., 2012; Schoenecker et al., 2004). Fetal growth has
been shown to prompt a surge in luteal progesterone production within the latter half to
third of pregnancy in sheep (Ovis aries; Spencer and Bazer, 2004), okapi (Okapia
johnstoni; Schwarzenberger et al., 1993), giraffe (Giraffa camelopardalis; del Castillo et
al., 2005), and captive peninsular pronghorn (Kersey et al., 2015). Validation samples
collected prior to 28 April were not different between the two groups. Given the lack of
difference between pregnant and nonpregnant female FPM prior to 28 April, it appears to
not be possible to diagnose pregnancy by assay of a single sample. The longitudinal study
also provided evidence that pronghorn females develop the distended abdomen prior to
an FPM concentration that differed from nonpregnant females. All pregnant validation
samples were collected from visually diagnosed pregnant females and the uniqueness of
maternal expenditure in pronghorn allow for us to confidently state that visual
observation is an efficient method of pregnancy diagnosis in pronghorn, following our
recommendation of timing. In addition, variation of FPM concentrations decreased with
time for pregnant females but remained relatively constant within nonpregnant females.
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Timing of collection, conception date, and the effect age has on the degree of secretory
activity of the various steroidogenic tissues in females (Weber et al., 1982) likely
explains the variation in FPM concentrations from pregnant females. Conversely, we did
not observe variation in fecal estrogen metabolites, which is likely due to the narrow
sampling timeframe. Even though we were confident in our visual distinction between
pregnant and nonpregnant females, surveys to produce accurate pregnancy estimates in
pronghorn, whether visual or with assay, should be conducted at the end of April in
northern latitudes.
Although not a sex steroid, glucocorticoids frequently change with reproduction.
In the present study, we tested whether fecal glucocorticoid metabolites differed between
sexes and pregnancy status, as has been documented in other species (Romero, 2002;
Reeder and Kramer, 2005; Dantzer et al., 2010). Males had lower FGM levels than
pregnant females, supporting our hypothesis. Elevated glucocorticoids during pregnancy
is due to either the stress of pregnancy, or the need to free up resources to support the
reproductive process (Moberg, 1991; Romero, 2004). Nonpregnant females were
intermediate between males and pregnant females, but were much more variable in their
FGM levels than pregnant females and males. This further confirms sex differences in
FGM concentrations during the spring for pronghorn.
Finally, we assessed FTM in male pronghorn. Similar to our FGM results, this
portion of our study was conducted to report successful validations, sample volume
required, and average concentrations to be available for future research. Results can only
be compared when studies use identical methodology. We found levels were relatively
similar across individuals. The most likely explanations are a small sample size, samples
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collected within only two subpopulations (i.e., Birch Creek and Jarbidge), or a narrow
sampling window of 11 days. We were not interested in investigating subpopulation
differences, but more so reporting values, meaning collections occurred when available.
Within this timeframe males are returning to summer range from winter range and prior
to any spatial organization. Pronghorn males have demonstrated two types of spatial
organization, undefended home ranges or territory establishment and hormones such as
testosterone have been correlated with several aspects of this organization (Maher, 2000).
Our short sampling window prevented us from drawing any significant conclusions from
these results.
4.2 Subpopulation Estimates
Understanding how natural hormone concentrations vary across populations in
space and in time lends important information to environmental influences and natural
life history shifts across seasons. We found a significant difference in fecal hormone
concentrations across subpopulations. Specifically, the Jarbidge subpopulation had an
average FPM concentration significantly higher than the others. We believe fawning
dates of all five subpopulations to align with other previously-reported northern latitude
populations of late May to early June (Hepworth and Blunt, 1966; Mitchell, 1967;
O’Gara, 1968; Autenrieth and Fichter, 1975). While fawns are typically born within a
three-week period (Autenrieth and Fichter, 1975), the majority are dropped within 10
days (O’Gara, 2004). The Jarbidge subpopulation was sampled from during an earlier
timeframe than we recommend for pregnancy determination, but our results cannot
explain any reasoning for differences across subpopulations.
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Our estimated pregnancy rates of 50-84%, across subpopulations, were below
previously reported pregnancy rates in pronghorn (84%, Canon et al., 1997; 94%,
Barnowe-Meyer et al., 2011; 88%, Hudgens et al., 2016). Although all subpopulations
had average FPM concentrations significantly greater than the nonpregnant average,
outlier values inflated the average concentration. The Jarbidge and Pahsimeroi study sites
were the only subpopulations with comparable pregnancy rates at 84% and 83%
respectively. The remaining subpopulations had pregnancy rates below 60%. From our
validation work, we determined pregnancy determination from fecal hormones was
successful for fecal samples collected on or after 28 April. Pregnancy sampling in some
subpopulations occurred prior to that date. Those subpopulations were Jarbidge and Birch
Creek and we suspect those rates to be inaccurate. Sampling occurred around the
appropriate time within the Pahsimeroi subpopulation so we believe that rate to be
accurate. Interestingly, sampling within the Camas Prairie and Little Wood subpopulation
occurred after our suggested date and pregnancy rates were low. Reasoning for this is
unclear and is something we will investigate in the future. We believe the most important
conclusion of this portion of the study to be the importance of sample timing, not a
subpopulation effect.
Interestingly, we believe to have documented evidence of a delayed or second
estrus within one subpopulation (i.e., Birch Creek) when sampling in late June. A female
was visually diagnosed as pregnant on 28 June 2019, and visual observation of pregnancy
was supported with extremely high FPM concentration (e.g., > 56,000 ng/g). Although
the likelihood of this is rare, we feel it is important to document the occurrence as timing
of birth can affect fawn vulnerability to predation (Fairbanks, 1993). Einarsen (1948)
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proposed a single estrus period per year based on the belief that multiple estrous cycles
during one breeding season would be unlikely due to the amount of energy expended
during the rut. Pronghorn females, with rare exceptions, copulate once per estrus and year
(Kitchen, 1974; Byers and Moodie, 1990; Byers and Hogg 1995). Those rare exceptions
have been documented in captive and wild settings (O’Gara, 1968; Bodie, 1979;
Mitchell, 1980; Pojar and Miller, 1984). Delayed or recurrent estrus can be associated
with age (Pojar and Miller, 1984), poor nutrition (Fairbanks, 1993), or social status
(Byers and Moodie, 1990). Two nonpregnant females, whose samples were collected
during the validation portion of the study, had FPM concentrations comparable to
pregnant females even though they lacked a distended abdomen. Pronghorn can undergo
recurrent estrous (Pojar and Miller 1984). We believe this to be a possible explanation for
these results, similar to findings of Plotka et al. (1977a).
4.3 Fecal Hormone Degradations
We demonstrated a time effect on both FPM and FGM levels from degradation
samples, signifying that fresh fecal samples are necessary to accurately measure both
hormone concentrations in pronghorn. FGM and FPM concentrations both decreased by
an average of 31% from Day 1 to Day 3, but outliers likely prevented the delay in
statistical significance in cortisol until Day 9. Classification information such as age and
sex can be obtained while observing defecation and is important because the sex of
sampled animals must be known for meaningful pregnancy diagnosis (Messier et al.,
1990). Additionally, fecal dimensions of yearling pronghorn are indistinguishable from
adults (Woodruff et al., 2016).
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Interestingly, we observed spikes in FGM concentrations that seemed to follow
decreases in FPM levels, most notably around Day 14. This suggests that steroid
hormone degradations over time may be leading to cross-reactivity of antibodies; this is
especially true for glucocorticoids and progestagens. In order to describe the trends in
degradation rates, we must examine the hormones at the molecular level while also
factoring in initial FPM concentrations (mean = 17,218.8 ng/g). Progesterone, the most
biologically potent progestin, can be routinely quantified in blood using any number of
specific antisera, which are reported to exhibit little or no cross reactivity with other
structurally-similar steroids found in blood. However, when progesterone is metabolized
and excreted, it is rarely excreted in its native form. Rather, progesterone is generally
metabolized to numerus structurally-similar steroid molecules, most of which are rather
esoteric in strict physiological terms since their structural forms render them biologically
impotent (Lasley and Kirkpatrick, 1991; Schwarzenberger et al., 1996). This lack of a
trend in fecal glucocorticoid metabolites metabolite degradations has been documented in
various studies (Lafferty et al., 2019; Stevenson, 2020; Vynne et al., 2011), and may be
due to cross-reactivity of the antibodies used to detect cortisol with other metabolites
being broken down in the feces. Moreover, these findings further suggest the freezing of
fresh samples whenever possible (Hulsman et al., 2011; Möstl et al., 1999; Khan et al.,
2002; Muehlenbein et al., 2012; Wasser et al., 1988).
Climatic conditions also likely influenced trends in fecal metabolite
concentrations and a lack of an increase above initial values. Washburn and Millspaugh
(2002) found that simulated rainfall events artificially elevated FGM measurements as it
is believed that additional moisture may have provided a growth environment for
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microbes and detritivores. Our degradation study occurred within the arid shrub steppe
biome where less than 1.5 cm of precipitation fell (www.wunderground.com). In
addition, our study was conducted in a realistic field setting. Millspaugh and Washburn
(2004) suggested further studies of fecal hormone metabolite degradations be conducted
with fecal samples exposed to actual climatic conditions and extended longer than 7 days.
Results from this study highlight degradation trends at a larger scale than hours within an
arid landscape. We also believe these results can be used as a guideline for wildlife
managers interested in future pronghorn fecal hormone studies where discrepancies on
the age of fecal samples is easier at the scale of days rather than hours.
5. Conclusion
We validated a noninvasive method to measure pregnancy in female pronghorn
antelope using fecal progesterone metabolites. We also demonstrated that hormonespecific ELISA’s (cortisol, progesterone, estradiol, testosterone) can be used to measure
and monitor concentrations and longitudinal trends of fecal metabolite concentrations in
this species. We specifically found elevations in progesterone metabolites during
pregnancy, but also longitudinal variations in these free-ranging animals. Variation in
subpopulation pregnancy rates may have been caused by sample timing and results from
validation work provide a timeframe to calculate more accurate rates. Fecal
glucocorticoid metabolites were elevated during pregnancy and differed between sexes.
Our degradation study proved that fecal hormone measures for pronghorn require fresh
samples. We discussed factors that may influence variation in parturition events seen
across subpopulations. We demonstrated that the more background information on a
species or subpopulation obtained prior to any reproductive physiology research, the
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easier it is to address those questions. Given the high maternal investment of pronghorn
and the varying pregnancy rate across subpopulations, future work investigating
physiological and nutrition factors and their influence on pregnancy should be examined.
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Tables and Figures
Table 2.1. Steroid hormone metabolite concentrations (ng/g) and associated fecal
extraction volumes used from pronghorn antelope fecal analyses in 2018 and 2019. NA =
not applicable.

Pregnant females
Glucocorticoid
metabolite (5
µl)
Estrogen
metabolite (3
µl)
Progesterone
metabolite (2
µl)
Testosterone
metabolite (3
µl)

Nonpregnant females

Males

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

10111.30

4782.11

38

10251.14

7210.87

28

7344.38a

1518.10

10

2454.83

987.99

10

1961.38

442.29

10

NA

NA

NA

15281.78b

7193.02

38

6474.35

4471.84

28

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3002.19

600.06

10

a

Steroid hormone metabolite concentration were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in males
compared to other classes.
b

Steroid hormone metabolite concentration were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in pregnant
females compared to other classes.
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Table 2.2. Concentration of fecal progesterone metabolites (ng/g) by subpopulation and
total from samples for pregnancy determination of pronghorn collected in April
and May of 2018 and 2019.
Subpopulation
Jarbidge
Birch Creek
Pahsimeroi
Camas Prairie
Little Wood
Total
a

Fecal
Progesterone
metabolite

SE

N

33793.00a
10576.19
14661.47
15751.94
12838.34
16097.50

3381.09
1057.62
1466.15
2453.45
1967.93
867.46

50
100
100
50
50
350

Date
Collected
4-8 April
10-19 April
21-24 April
10-16 May
28-30 April

Estimated
Pregnant
(%)
84.00
50.00
83.00
58.00
56.00

Fecal progesterone metabolite concentration significantly higher (p < 0.05) than other
subpopulations.
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Figure 2.1. Visually-diagnosed differences of pregnant and nonpregnant female
pronghorn. Pregnant individual on the right has ventral drop compared to the flat
abdomen of nonpregnant individual on the left (photo taken mid-May 2019 by Justin
Leegard).
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Figure 2.2. Average steroid metabolite concentrations (ng/g) of fecal progesterone and
fecal glucocorticoid metabolites in fecal samples from nonpregnant females (n = 29),
pregnant females (n = 38), and males (n = 10), collected from free-ranging pronghorn.
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of progesterone metabolite concentrations (ng/g) in fecal
samples collected from nonpregnant females (n = 29) and pregnant females (n = 38),
collected from free-ranging pronghorn antelope in 2018 and 2019. Timestamps represent
averages from independent samples. Sample size varied at each time stamp; April 7-13
(pregnant = 0, nonpregnant = 5), April 14-20 (pregnant = 5, nonpregnant = 12), April 2127 (pregnant = 21, nonpregnant = 2), April 28-May 4 (pregnant = 11, nonpregnant = 5),
May 5-15 (pregnant = 11, nonpregnant = 6).
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Figure 2.4. Degradations of fecal progesterone metabolite concentrations from fecal
samples from pregnant female pronghorn (n = 11) collected in 2018. Box plots represent
the mean and standard deviation.
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Figure 2.5. Degradations of fecal glucocorticoid metabolites concentrations from fecal
samples from pregnant female pronghorn (n = 11) collected in 2018. Box plots represent
the mean and standard deviation.
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CHAPTER 3
SEASONAL SHIFTS IN PRONGHORN ANTELOPE DIETS UNDER A NEW LENS:
EXAMINING DIET COMPOSITION USING A MOLECULAR TECHNIQUE
Abstract
Foraging is one of the most fundamental activities contributing to the
maximization of an animal’s fitness. Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) vary
their diets spatially and temporally based on resource availability, seasonal nutritional
demands, plant phenology, and plant chemical composition. Fecal analyses have become
the typical method for diet determination, with microhistology representing the primary
technique to date. We collected fecal material from adult female pronghorn for two years
(2018-2019) to quantify diet composition spatially across different habitats and
temporally from spring to fall during time periods aligned with metabolically-important
adult female life history stages (late gestation, early lactation, breeding season). We
determined pronghorn diets via plant DNA barcoding to measure seasonal dietary
composition and relative protein intake at the levels of plant functional group (forb, grass,
legume, shrub) and genus. Given the limitations of microhistology at detecting highlydigestible plants, we explored the effectiveness of this molecular-based technique for
assessing pronghorn dietary composition. We found significant intra- and interannual
variability in diet composition based on the mean number of operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) recorded in feces. Pronghorn diet composition ranged from 53.04%-60.63% of
OTUs from forbs followed by shrubs (22.61%-28.18%), graminoids (8.66%-15.65%),
and legumes (4.55%-8.70%). Pronghorn protein intake ranged from 32.41%-62.41%
from forbs followed by graminoids (1.18%-43.08%), shrubs (18.66%-21.25%), and
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legumes (2.61%-7.41%). Dietary protein intake of cultivated legumes (e.g., alfalfa
[Medicago sativa] and sainfoin [Onobrychis viciifolia]) was lower than expected, even
within an agricultural-dominated landscape, with site-level seasonal protein intake that
ranged from <1% to 30.82%. This suggests that factors other than plant nutritional
composition contributed to pronghorn diets. We also suggest plant DNA barcoding an
effective technique for identifying a diversity of forb genera in pronghorn diets,
particularly for those specimens present in small quantities; although it did exhibit some
limitations within other plant functional groups that we discuss.
Introduction
What to eat and how much to eat are basic questions that encompass the
foundations for survival and reproduction of animals. The consumption of food is one of
the most fundamental activities in all animals. In order to maximize their inclusive
fitness, animals must optimize diet and intake to meet their nutrient demands for survival,
growth, and reproduction (Gordon, 2003). Nutritional status influences maternal body
condition, pregnancy, body size, and survival (Parker et al., 2009), and this key variable
is impacted by changes in forage species availability, abundance, and plant phenological
stage (Proffitt et al., 2016). Therefore, understanding the composition of wild and
domestic ungulate diets has long been of interest to range and wildlife ecologists (Hanley,
1982). Understanding food choice is also key to investigations of the potential impacts of
ungulates on ecosystems and human resources (e.g., agricultural lands), since satisfying
dietary needs is one of the strongest drivers of ungulate behavior (Spitzer et al., 2020).
Ungulates experience energy-demanding cycles of reproduction coupled with periods of
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nutritional deprivations and climatic stress (Vavra and Riggs, 2010) that warrant detailed
studies of dietary composition both spatially and temporally.
Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) are often described as intermediate
or mixed feeders that are selective and opportunistic with regards to the forage they
consume. These animals have a small rumen that limits their ability to digest plants with
high amounts of lignocellulose, such as graminoids, resulting in avoidance of fiber as
long and as much as possible (Hofmann, 1989). As selective and opportunistic foragers,
pronghorn diets can be diverse and vary with the palatability, availability, succulence,
and nutritional gains of the plant species in their environment, notably forbs, grasses, and
shrubs (Yoakum, 2004). There are positive associative effects from protein-rich forages
(e.g., forbs) in diverse ruminant diets that allow for more efficient utilization of plants
high in fiber, like graminoids (Van Soest, 1994).
More than 200 studies of pronghorn diets were conducted, across the species’
range, during the second half of the 20th century (Yoakum, 2004). Traditional methods
for documenting pronghorn food habits include direct and indirect observations,
assessments of feeding traces along transects, as well as rumen and fecal analyses
(Yoakum, 2004; Czernik et al., 2013). For the past 50 years microhistological analysis of
fecal matter has been the primary method in determining pronghorn diets (summarized in
Yoakum, 2004). Using this technique, plant species are identified by their undigested
histological characteristics, such as cell size, shape and cuticle structure (Johnson et al.,
1983). However, this technique has limitations in accuracy due to vegetation
identification constraints, human error, and differential digestion of plant species. In
addition, the process is labor intensive and requires extensive training (King and
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Schoenecker, 2019). The greatest disadvantage of microhistology is the potential effect of
differential digestibility of individual plant parts, species, functional groups (Holechek et
al., 1982; Mayes and Dove, 2000), where highly digestible components of the diet are
likely to be underestimated (Holechek et al., 1982; King and Schoenecker, 2019).
Increased fragmentation and breakdown of soft plant components (e.g., leaves),
compared with harder components (e.g., stems), impact the accuracy and precision of diet
estimates more than any other source of error (Garnick et al., 2018). Digestibility
correction factors have been developed, recommended, and used for decades for various
ruminant species (Dearden et al., 1975; Leslie et al. 1983; Norbury, 1988), although
plants that are rare in feces are less likely to be discovered and quantified (Leslie et al.,
1983).
An alternative and emergent technique entails the use of plant DNA barcoding for
assessing herbivore diets (Valentini et al., 2009). DNA barcoding of feces is noninvasive
and has high taxonomic resolution (Nakahara et al., 2015), which can overcome the
deficiencies of traditional methods (Rayé et al., 2011; Newmaster et al., 2013). This
technique involves amplifying chloroplast trnL from a genomic DNA sample to
determine plant species or genera present in the fecal sample. The resulting proportional
abundance of chloroplasts is a representation of the relative protein content of that plant,
rather than its biomass. Sequenced DNA is matched against a reference database to
identify plant taxa (Czernik et al., 2013; Craine et al., 2015), providing an effective tool
for accurately assessing animal diets (Nakahara et al., 2015) and for enhancing the
capacity to identify constituents of fecal material (Pompanon et al., 2012) such as forbs,
which would otherwise be underestimated using other techniques (Holechek et al., 1982).
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The chief advantage of the technique is that it can generate a complete list of species in
the diet, even down to the subspecies level in some cases (Soininen et al., 2009).
Microhisology can also generate high-resolution information about diets, down to
individual species (Holechek et al., 1982; Mayes and Dove, 2000), but its relative use has
declined to a point where only one laboratory in the United States is known to conduct
this technique (King and Schoenecker, 2019), contrary to the emergent use of DNA
barcoding (Garnick et al., 2018).
Given the known importance of forbs in pronghorn diets (summarized in
Yoakum, 2004), we sought to investigate the effectiveness of plant DNA barcoding at
identifying plants in pronghorn diets. In addition, we quantified mature female pronghorn
antelope seasonal dietary and dietary protein intake with this molecular technique from
noninvasively-collected fecal samples. We hypothesized that (1) pronghorn would
modify their protein intake seasonally to accommodate differing seasonal metabolic
demands and plant phenology, and (2) we would detect a greater reliance of forbs than
prior research due to the limitations of previously-used techniques at reliably measuring
forbs.
Methods
Study Area
Our study was conducted within 5 pronghorn subpopulations, located in southern
and southeastern Idaho (Fig. A1), that were separated during non-winter months (i.e.,
spring, summer, fall). These subpopulations we studied represented the majority of
pronghorn habitats and population productivities encountered in Idaho, USA (Smyser,
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2008). Study subpopulations included Jarbidge, Camas Prairie, Little Wood, Birch Creek,
and Pahsimeroi. The Jarbidge study site represented a resident pronghorn subpopulation
occupying desert habitat. Basin and Wyoming sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata tridentata
and A. t. wyomingensis) were the dominant cover types, which encompassed >60% of the
study area (Scott et al., 2002). Perennial grasslands were the next most dominant cover
type, comprising 25% of the area. The remainder of the site was a mix of low sagebrush
(Artemesia arbuscula), antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), and rabbit brush
(Chrysothamnus spp.) communities (Smyser, 2008). There was minimal irrigated
agriculture within this site. Average annual precipitation was 24.41 cm, the mean
monthly low temperature in January was -6.11° C, and the mean monthly maximum
temperature in July was 31.67° C (www.usclimatedata.com, Castleford, Idaho 20072019, accessed 25 January 2022). Mean elevation is 1,552 m.
The Camas Prairie study site typified a migratory pronghorn persisting largely on
converted agricultural lands through the summer months. The majority of the study area
was under agricultural cultivation (~50%), of which 81% was dryland and 19% was
irrigated. Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) was the dominant crop (54% of agricultural area),
followed by barley (Hordeum vulgare; 13%) and grass hay (11%; Kinder, 2004). The
remaining agricultural lands were pasture or enrolled in the Conservation Reserve
Program. Perennial grasslands (21% of study area) and basin and Wyoming big
sagebrush communities (18%) persisted on Bureau of Land Management and state-held
lands (Smyser, 2008). Average annual precipitation was 33.66 cm, mean monthly low
temperature in January was -14.44° C, and mean monthly maximum temperature in July
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was 29.44° C (www.usclimatedata.com, Fairfield, Idaho 2007-2019, accessed 25 January
2022). Mean elevation is 1,552 m.
The Little Wood study site was selected to characterize migratory pronghorn
primarily occupying native shrub steppe range. Local ranches grazed domestic cattle (Bos
taurus), sheep (Ovis aries), and horses (Equus ferus caballus) throughout the area. Basin
and Wyoming big sagebrush covered 73% of the study area. Agricultural land accounted
for 6% of the study area, with irrigated alfalfa being the primary crop. The remainder of
the study area consisted of mountain big sagebrush (A. t. vaseyana), perennial grasslands,
and antelope bitterbrush cover types (Smyser, 2008). Average annual precipitation was
32.89 cm, mean low temperature in January was -13.3° C, and mean high temperature in
July was 29.44 °C (www.usclimatedata.com, Picabo, Idaho 2007-2019, accessed 25
January 2022). Mean elevation is 1,726 m.
The final two study sites, Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi, represented migratory
pronghorn inhabiting mountain valley habitats (Smyser, 2008). These subpopulations
likely overwintered together (Hoskinson and Tester, 1980) but were separated during the
summer by the Lemhi mountain range. The Birch Creek subpopulation occupied the
Birch Creek and Lemhi valleys, where low sagebrush was the dominant vegetation
community encompassing 51% of the area. Mountain, basin, and Wyoming big sagebrush
accounted for another 40% of the study site, with limited agricultural lands in the valleys
(4%) and interspersed forest stands (4%; Smyser, 2008). Average annual precipitation
was 23.72 cm, with a mean low temperature in January of -15.56° C and a mean high
temperature in July of 27.78 °C (www.usclimatedata.com, Leadore, Idaho 2007-2019,
accessed 25 January 2022). Mean elevation is 2,018 m. The Pahsimeroi subpopulation
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was located within the Pahsimeroi and Little Lost River valleys, where mixed stands of
mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush dominated much of the landscape (>60%).
Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush were the next most abundant cover types and
comprised 23% of the study area combined. Agricultural cropland accounted for <2% of
the study area (Smyser, 2008). Average annual precipitation was 19.76 cm, with a mean
low temperature in January of -14.44° C and a mean high temperature in July of 31.11 °C
(www.usclimatedata.com, Howe, Idaho 2007-2019, accessed 25 January 2022). Mean
elevation is 1,897 m.
Sampling Method
We collected fresh fecal samples from unmarked, reproductive-aged, female
pronghorn (i.e., ≥2 years) in 2018 and 2019 during three sampling periods selected to
coincide with metabolically-demanding maternal life history stages: late gestation (LG;
April to mid-May), early lactation (EL; June), and breeding season (BS; September). We
were unable to associate pregnancy or lactation status of adult female pronghorn with
samples, given our sampling design; therefore, we discuss our results in accordance with
female life history stages. We used magnifying optics to categorize individuals by age
class and sex and to monitor defecation. Once defecation occurred, we used 2-person
teams with two-way radio communication to locate pellet piles. If we were uncertain
whether an individual female pronghorn was sexually mature (e.g., lone individuals that
lacked a reference for age or size or individuals perceived to be yearlings based on
shoulder height or muzzle length), we did not collect a sample. We made a concerted
effort to collect fresh fecal samples only from spatially-segregated groups of animals to
obtain a representative sample of the subpopulation and avoid re-sampling.
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Laboratory Methods
We collected a total of 1,440 samples across years, sampling periods, and sites.
From these specimens, 20 samples/subpopulation/sampling period/year (560 samples
total; 260 from 2018, 300 from 2019) were randomly selected for this study. Samples
were dried in a drying oven (Precision Scientific, Chicago, IL), where temperatures were
held below 50°C, until all moisture was evaporated from the fecal samples. Dried
samples were then ground using a coffee grinder (Hamilton Beach, Southern Pines, NC)
until fecal material became a consistent powder in texture. Dried and ground samples
were sent to Jonah Ventures laboratory (Boulder, CO) for plant DNA barcoding analyses
with details of laboratory methodologies summarized by Craine (2021).
Briefly, laboratory results for each individual sample and associated Exact
Sequence Variants (ESV) were compiled into an ESV table including sequences and read
counts for each sample. Sequencing success and read quality were verified using FastQC
v0.11.8 and reads were demultiplexed by using Illumina-utils v2.6 (iu-demultiplex) using
default settings (Craine, 2021). Reads affected by sequencing and PCR errors were
removed using the unoise3 algorithm with an alpha value of 5 to prevent operational
taxonomic unit (OTU) clustering (Edgar, 2016). Taxonomy was assigned to each ESV by
mapping them against a GenBank reference database (Benson et al., 2005), as well as
Jonah Ventures’ voucher sequence records, using usearch_global with -maxaccepts 0 and
-maxrejects 0 to ensure mapping accuracy. Consensus taxonomy was generated from the
hit tables, by first considering 100% matches, and decreasing in intervals of 1% (Craine,
2021). We removed all ESVs with <95% match from final statistical analyses, resulting
in 60.31% of all reads being included. Relative read abundances of results for each
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sample were standardized by functional group and divided by the total number of
detections, provided by the lab, to calculate a percent breakdown of each functional
group. The linkage between relative read abundance and relative protein intake is based
on concentration of chloroplast DNA detected per ESV (Craine, 2021). Each ESV was
assigned to a representative genus if multiple detections of species of the same genera
matched the ESV.
Then we assigned each ESV to a functional group. Functional group
classifications included: graminoids (monocotyledons such as grasses, sedges, rushes),
legumes (species within the Fabaceae family), forbs (non-leguminous herbaceous
eudicots), shrubs (non-leguminous woody eudicots), and other (Asteraceae,
Orobanchaceae, Rosaceae). We characterized legumes as a separate functional group
from forbs and shrubs because we wanted to quantify dietary protein intake of
agricultural crops. From this, we generated OTUs to report, dependent upon the
taxonomic specificity of diet results, that represented distinct plant DNA detections. We
combined multiple OTUs of the same family or genus for analyses. An OTU represents
the relative protein content of the plant, rather than biomass (King and Schoenecker,
2019). We calculated the overall percentage component of the diet, for functional group
or family- and genus-level OTUs, by summing all samples and dividing by the total. We
reported results at the genus level and averaged across samples within a subpopulation,
sampling period, and year to calculate the contribution (%) of each OTU to the overall
diet. We defined the overall diet as all OTUs that comprised a minimum of 1% of the diet
for at least one subpopulation per sampling period and year.
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Data Analyses
We used a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with a Poisson distribution
in R (R Development Core Team, 2021) to examine differences in diet diversity across
time; with subpopulation as the random effect, year and sampling period as fixed effects
and their interaction (i.e., period*year), and the number of genus-level OTUs as the
dependent variable. We used a Bonferroni post-hoc test for multiple comparisons, since it
is a conservative approach and has more power when the number of comparisons is
small. We did not test for a difference in the number of graminoid OTUs because all
sample periods and years had one detected genus. We used an alpha level of 0.05 for
statistical significance.
Results
We removed one sample due to lack of adequate amplifiable plant DNA and a
second sample due to contamination, resulting in 558 useable fecal samples. Plant DNA
barcoding analysis identified 214 OTUs at varying taxonomic levels (32 families, 45
genera, 137 species). The number of OTUs consumed by pronghorn fluctuated by
sampling period from 110 to 126 to 115 from late gestation to early lactation to breeding
season, respectively. Within that, forb OTUs were the most abundant OTU type in
pronghorn diets, with 58, 77, and 61 detected during late gestation, early lactation, and
breeding season sample periods, respectively. Diversity of shrub genera consumed was
highest during late gestation sampling (31 genera), forb diversity was highest during
early lactation (77 genera), and grass and legumes diversity was highest during the
breeding season (18 and 11 genera, respectively).
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We consolidated these results further by selecting for OTUs that comprised at
least 1% of any subpopulations’ protein intake throughout all sampling periods, which
reduced our total to 59 OTUs (14 families, 14 genera, 31 species; Table 3.1). Of the 45
genera-level OTUs, 28 were forbs, 1 graminoids, 7 legumes, 1 moss, and 8 shrubs. The
most consistent detections within each functional group were cushion buckwheat
(Eriogonum ovalifolium) and prostrate knotweed (Polygonum aviculare) within forbs,
Bromus spp. within graminoids, alfalfa and common sainfoin (Onobrychis viciifolia)
within legumes, and sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and antelope bitterbrush within shrubs.
We grouped family-level detections into an “other” category for each functional group
(i.e., forb, graminoid, legume, shrub) which ranged from 1 to 7 families. Poaceae was the
sole family detected within “Other graminoids” as was Fabaceae within “Other legumes”.
Oleaceae and Salicaceae were the two families detected within the “Other shrubs”
category. The “Other forbs” category contained Apiaceae, Brassicaceae, Convolvulaceae,
Malvaceae, Onagraceae, and Polygonaceae families. These “other” categories for each
functional group ranged from < 0.10% to 76.89% of total protein intake. We also created
a separate “other” category that contained the families Orobanchaceae, Rosaceae, and
Asteraceae, due to the fact that each contains forbs and shrubs and the lack of generalevel detections in each prevented us from classifying them to a specific functional group,
which resulted in some figures not summing to 100%.
The largest coefficient of variation (CV) of forb dietary protein intake across
subpopulations and years occurred during late gestation sampling at 54.64% in 2018 and
% in 2019. Early lactation sampling contained the highest CV of legumes dietary protein
intake at 137.34% in 2018 and 126.64% in 2019. Finally, dietary protein intake of grasses
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and shrubs had the largest CVs during breeding season sampling at 76.17% and 130.75%
for grasses and 98.75% and 75.72% for shrubs in 2018 and 2019, respectively.
Pronghorn diet composition ranged from 53.04%-60.63% of OTUs from forbs
followed by shrubs (22.61%-28.18%), graminoids (8.66%-15.65%), and legumes
(4.55%-8.70%; Fig. 3.1). Forb OTUs comprised a majority of pronghorn diets across all
sampling periods, followed by shrubs, graminoids, and legumes. Early lactation sampling
period had the highest proportion of forb OTUs, across spatial and temporal scales, at
60.32% of pronghorn diets. Pronghorn protein intake ranged from 32.41%-62.41% from
forbs followed by graminoids (1.18%-43.08%), shrubs (18.66%-21.25%), and legumes
(2.61%-7.41%; Fig. 3.2). Our highest recorded dietary protein intake was of forbs during
early lactation at 62.41% while the lowest was 1.18% from legumes during early
lactation. Dietary protein intake from graminoids was highest during late gestation at
43.08% while shrubs was highest during breeding season at 21.25%.
Proportions of dietary protein intake from forbs and graminoids of pronghorn
subpopulations during late gestation sampling were opposite such that the Camas Prairie
pronghorn consumed the highest proportion of forbs (57.64%) and the lowest from
graminoids (5.18%) while the Jarbige pronghorn consumed the lowest proportion of
protein from forbs (22.62%) but the highest from graminoids (58.39%; Fig. 3.3). Dietary
protein intake from forbs increased from late gestation to early lactation sampling for all
sites except the Little Wood subpopulation where we detected the lowest protein intake
of forbs (38.96%) and highest protein intake of shrubs (44.33%) of the sampling period.
The Birch Creek subpopulation consumed the highest proportion of dietary protein intake
from forbs (77.50%) during early lactation. Dietary protein intake from graminoids was
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<2.00% across all sites during this sampling period. Protein intake from legumes was
highest during breeding season sampling with the largest proportion detected within the
Birch Creek subpopulation (18.41%). Pronghorn in the Camas Prairie subpopulation
consumed the largest proportion of dietary protein intake from forbs (52.30%) during
breeding season sampling. Dietary protein intake from the family-level Other category
was also highest during this time within the Jarbidge site (53.62%). Dietary protein intake
of agricultural crops (e.g., alfalfa or common sainfoin) temporally ranged from <0.10% to
30.82% across all sites.
Pronghorn, across all sites and sampling periods, consumed more OTUs in 2019
than 2018 (SE = 0.05, n = 558, P < 0.01; Fig. 3.4). Specifically, interannual differences in
mean genera-based OTUs detected across sites increased during late gestation sampling
from 6.87 to 9.42 (SE = 0.08, n = 558, P < 0.01) and early lactation sampling from 10.10
to 13.40 (SE = 0.07, n = 558, P < 0.01). In addition, late gestation (SE = 0.06, n = 558, P
= 0.03) and early lactation (SE = 0.05, n = 558, P < 0.01) sampling, with years combined,
were each different in mean OTUs from other periods.
Discussion
We hypothesized that pronghorn would modify their dietary protein intake to
accommodate differing seasonal metabolic demands and changes in plant phenology and
that our results would suggest a greater temporal reliance on forbs, given the limitations
of previously-used techniques. Our results demonstrated that pronghorn dietary protein
varied by sampling period even with diets comprising >50% OTUs from forbs. We did
find an intra- and interannual variation in the number of OTUs detected in feces. We
categorized vegetation into major functional groups (i.e., grass, forb, shrub), a common
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practice in food habit studies (Yoakum, 2004), and isolated legumes as a separate
functional group based on the number and variety of agricultural activities observed
across sites. We did find moss to comprise a small proportion of dietary protein intake
with all but one detection <1%. Moss and lichens have been noted as a seasonal dietary
item for pronghorn in prior studies (Yoakum, 2004), but were of minimal importance in
ours. We provided relative protein intake results at two scales, total contribution per
functional group and genus-level proportions within each functional group. Protein intake
from forbs constituted the largest proportion during early lactation and breeding season
sampling across all sites, followed by shrubs, legumes, and graminoids. Forbs are
important and nutritious forage sources for pronghorn (Hansen et al., 2001) and they have
been termed as production plants given that during years of higher fawn recruitment these
plants were the most abundant and remained succulent throughout the summer (Yoakum,
2004). Although the flowering stage of forbs is short, different forbs species flower at
various times, extending their availability from spring through autumn. Shrubs have been
labelled as survival plants, used mostly during winter, at a time when forage is often low
in quantity and quality (Yoakum, 2004). Dietary protein intake of shrubs was >18.00%
but <25.00% across seasons, demonstrating the functional group has some importance
beyond winter.
Yoakum (2004) consolidated 19 pronghorn food habit studies within the shrub
steppe biome and calculated an average diet of 62% shrubs, 30% forbs, and 7%
graminoids. Key findings across these studies included intra- and interannual variation in
plants consumed, environmental conditions (e.g., precipitation), and associated
phenological growth period of herbaceous vegetation largely influenced pronghorn diets.
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These results were obtained via rumen analysis and microhistology, which can also
generate high-resolution, species-level information on diets (Holechek et al., 1982;
Mayes and Dove, 2000), particularly when appropriate digestion correction factors are
applied (Vavra and Holechek, 1980). Plants that are rare in feces are less likely to be
discovered and quantified via microhistology (Dearden et al., 1975; Leslie et al., 1983).
On the contrary, molecular analyses (e.g., plant DNA barcoding) can provide a measure
of species richness within a sample and frequency across samples, but are unable to
estimate abundance, biomass, or volume within a sample (Clare, 2014). Hansen et al.
(2001) conducted a pronghorn food habits study at the Hart Mountain National Antelope
Refuge and Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge. Diets were configured via
microhistological analyses where they found pronghorn ate 52 and 51 plant species at
those refuges, respectively. Assuming true diet diversity was similar between that study
and ours, our results of 137 species detected provides a example of the capacity of plant
DNA barcoding at identifying greater species richness, particularly for plants present in
small quantities or that are highly digestible. As diet diversity increases, the number of
species ingested in low proportions also increases, and low-abundance dietary items can
be important for nutritional balancing (Raubenheimer and Simpson, 1997; Garnick et al.
2018) and can significantly influence herbivore fitness (Beck and Gregorini, 2020). For
instance, bioactive compounds in forbs and legumes influence animal health and nutrition
(Gessner et al., 2017) and phenolic compounds and terpenoids provide antioxidant
properties to herbivores that enhance immune function and reduce pathogens and
parasitic loads (Villalba et al., 2014; Mueller-Harvey et al., 2019), leading to
improvements in the efficiency of nutrient use by ruminants (Min et al., 2020).
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Pronghorn demonstrated intra-annual dietary changes by increasing the number of
OTU’s consumed from late gestation to early lactation and a subsequent decrease during
the breeding season. This is likely a seasonal response to a varying diversity of plant
species available on the landscape as well as adult female pronghorn increasing their
dietary breadth to meet the metabolic demands of lactation. Lactation is the biological
period when daily energetic requirements are highest for females across ungulate species
(Parker et al., 2009), where energy requirements increase by 65% to 215% during the
first month postpartum (Oftedal, 1985; Robbins, 1993) compared to nonpregnant
females. Pronghorn appeared to compensate for this peak in metabolic demands by
increasing their dietary protein intake of forbs. Forbs are high in crude protein content
and are more highly digestible than other functional groups available in the community
(Short, 1971). The availability of crude protein is a key limiting factor in ruminant
nutrition and is in declining supply across western U.S. rangelands due to changes in
climate (Craine et al., 2010, 2017) and competition with invasive annual grasses (i.e.,
cheatgrass [Bromus tectorum]; Parkinson et al., 2013). Ruminants base their dietary
preferences on the association between the orosensorial properties of forages and their
post-ingestive consequences (Provenza, 1995; Provenza and Villalba, 2006) and proteinrestricted ruminants form strong preferences for foods associated with the supply of
protein to the rumen (Villalba and Provenza, 1997).
Pronghorn in our study demonstrated forage switching across sampling periods
and may assist in explaining the sampling period variation of proportions of functional
group protein intake. Pronghorn have been suggested to adopt a “forage switching”
strategy across their feeding range (Yoakum, 2004; Scasta et al., 2016) as this behavior
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enables the optimization of seasonal dietary benefits from the most preferred, nutritious,
and succulent species within a plant community (Yoakum, 2004). Pronghorn at all sites
had their highest mean dietary intake of graminoids during late gestation, forbs during
early lactation, and shrubs during the breeding season which speaks to pronghorn diets
influenced by the seasonal availability of forage. We also found that pronghorn diets
were more diverse (i.e., more OTUs detected) during late gestation and early lactation in
2019 compared to 2018.
Pronghorn subpopulations in our study shifted their proportions of functional
group protein intake between years. The Jarbidge subpopulation decreased their protein
intake from graminoids during late gestation between years (79.94% to 36.84%), which
coincided with an increase in forb protein intake (8.33% to 36.91%). The largest
interannual change in legume protein intake occurred during breeding season within the
Birch Creek site from 1.99% to 34.82%, primarily due to an increased intake of sainfoin
(0% to 30.82%). A portion of the Little Wood pronghorn summer range burned from July
through early September of 2018
(https://www.fireweatheravalanche.org/wildfire/incident/50947/idaho/sharps-fire;
accessed 2 February 2022). Fire can have positive effects on herbaceous plant (e.g.,
forbs) richness and production (Pyke et al., 2010). While we did not detect an increase in
species richness between years during early lactation, dietary protein intake from forbs
did increase from 31.94% to 45.99% at this site. Conversely, we detected a major
decrease in forb protein intake during breeding season sampling from 60.57% to 18.93%
for Little Wood pronghorn and a subsequent increase in shrub protein intake from 2.71%
to 51.04%, notably from antelope bitterbrush. While dietary breadth of forbs did not
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change between years for the breeding season sampling period, dietary protein intake of
prostrate knotweed, drastically decreased (39.28% to 0.55%). Prostrate knotweed does
not regenerate vegetatively, limiting its ability to re-colonize, and revegetation timelines
post fire vary. It is not known what type of fire regime prostrate knotweed is best adapted
to (Stone, 2010) as longer intervals (e.g., 4-year) can negatively impact regeneration
(Trager et al., 2004). This, in conjunction with fire remediation efforts at the Little Wood
site, may have reduced the availability of prostrate knotweed and subsequently reduced
pronghorn protein intake of it.
Agricultural crops (i.e., cultivated legumes) such as alfalfa and sainfoin
contributed a lesser proportion of dietary protein intake both spatially and temporally
than we anticipated. For instance, pronghorn within the Camas Prairie subpopulation
largely resided on private agricultural lands throughout our sampling periods. Alfalfa is
the primary crop grown and it has been hypothesized that high summer 2,6diaminopimelic acid (DAPA; a chemical indicator of forage quality) values were the
result of a diet primarily of alfalfa (Panting et al., 2021). However, the highest dietary
protein intake of alfalfa we detected was 2.54% during the breeding season sampling
period in 2018. Thus, the high DAPA values were more likely the result of dietary
protein intake from forbs, which peaked at 77.77% during our study. It appears that in a
“sea of alfalfa,” pronghorn foraged on a diversity of forbs, which could be explained by
the animals’ ruminal environment. The pronghorn rumen microbiome is adapted to a
shrub, grass, and forb diet; not to the highly nutritious and high yielding forage legume
commonly fed to domestic ruminants (Getachew et al., 2006; Gruninger et al., 2019;
Seddick et al., 2019). Monocultures of alfalfa are restricted in their use by ruminants in
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part due to the high concentration of ruminal degradable protein, along with a relative
insufficient energy concentration, resulting in poor protein utilization by rumen
microorganisms (McMahon et al., 2000; Getachew et al., 2006). As a result, domestic
ruminants limit consumption of alfalfa due to negative post-ingestive effects triggered by
bloat and an excess of ammonia in the rumen (Wang et al., 2006; Lagrange et al., 2020).
Even though pronghorn routinely occupied these alfalfa fields, the perceived direct use
(i.e., consumption) may instead likely be indirect or behavioral (i.e., non-consumptive).
Pronghorn fawns depend on a hiding strategy to avoid predators during the first weeks of
life (Byers, 1997). Panting et al. (2021) conducted predator abundance surveys, via scent
stations, and found coyote (Canis latrans), a known predator of pronghorn fawns, to be
the leading predator detected, but the Camas Prairie site had the lowest number of coyote
visits of the three study sites. Although coyote predation was the leading cause of fawn
mortality across their study, it was lowest in the Camas Prairie site (Panting et al., 2021).
The vertical structure provided by alfalfa may have aided in hiding fawns and positively
influencing their survival. Pronghorn in the Camas Prairie site may also be capitalizing
on irrigated, cooled soils to aid in thermoregulation during summer months. Additionally,
there is a lag effect between where and what a pronghorn consumes and their location
upon defecation, given the relationship between body size and gut retention times (Van
Soest, 1996), which could also lead to differences between foraging and non-foraging
areas.
Sainfoin, on the other hand, comprised the majority of protein intake within the
legume functional group. Camas Prairie and Birch Creek pronghorn consumed the
highest proportion of protein intake from sainfoin, with all other sites at < 2.00% across
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all sampling periods. Pronghorn at the Camas Prairie site had the highest protein intake of
sainfoin (15.39%) during late gestation in 2019. We can not speak to any interannual
changes within the Camas Prairie site given we did not collect diet data during late
gestation in 2018. Pronghorn within the Birch Creek site demonstrated the largest
interannual difference in protein intake of sainfoin from 0.02% to 8.96% and 0% to
30.82% during early lactation and breeding season sampling periods, respectively. The
difference could possibly be the result of a crop rotation in the area between years.
Contrary to alfalfa, sainfoin, is a non-bloating legume containing bioactive compounds,
like condensed tannins, that reduce the incidence of bloat (Seddick et al., 2019) and
attenuate the excessive accumulation of ammonia in the rumen through reductions in
proteolysis (Lagrange et al., 2020). Collectively, these nutritional benefits, in addition to
possible availability differences, could explain the higher use of sainfoin than alfalfa by
pronghorn.
Plant DNA barcoding presented limitations in elucidating pronghorn diets when
compared to the microhistological method that incorporates digestion correction factors.
Plant DNA barcoding appeared to show limitations with taxonomic resolution of OTUs.
Within functional group “other” categories had detected proportions that ranged from
0.01% to 76.89% for a few notable families (e.g., Asteraceae, Poaceae, Rosaceae). For
example, the proportion of family-level Poaceae detections were near or exceeded 50% in
multiple instances and reached a maximum of 76.89% and were comprised of 66 possible
species, across 13 genera, many of which are found throughout multiple subpopulation
ranges, preventing us from inferring differentiation between subpopulations. This lack of
genera or species-specific resolution may be a result of technique biases toward detecting
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non-degraded DNA, which would limit taxonomic identification (Garnick et al., 2018);
heteroplasmy, the presence of multiple copies of genes which can be common in plants
(Valentini et al., 2009); or the reliance on reference libraries, which are continually
advancing and becoming more refined as more plant species are barcoded, but are still
imperfect (Harris, 2003; King and Schoenecker, 2019). Genera that contained many
species (e.g., >20 possible species within a genus) that were present across multiple
subpopulation ranges, several of which were in our “other” functional group (i.e.,
Asteraceae, Orobanchaceae, Rosaceae), also presented a problem for differentiation when
DNA barcoding results lacked species-level taxonomic resolution.
Our plant DNA barcoding results identified pronghorn diet items that were not
native to our study sites and/or potential non-forage items. Notable detections included
Cercidiphyllum japonicum (a tree species native to China and Japan), Diplostephium
ericoides (a flowering plant found only in Ecuador), dragon lily (Dracunculus vulgaris),
and noble rhubarb (Rheum nobile). It is unclear how these detections occurred, but most
occasions had protein intake proportions far below 1%. While this held true for multiple
detections of shrubs or trees not known to exist within our study sites, Cercidiphyllum
japonicum was the only mysterious detection that met our predefined reporting
requirements of >1%. We also had multiple detections of potential non-forage items (e.g.,
trees) in our results. Pinus spp. were detected in all subpopulations with protein intake as
high as 3.02%. It is not known whether or how much pronghorn consume Pinus species
or if samples were contaminated (e.g., from pollen; J. Craine, Jonah Ventures, personal
communication). Contamination, via pollen, or misclassifications are likely to explain the
multiple detections of various shrub/tree genera (e.g., Acer, Picea, Quercus) that
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contributed to the total contribution of shrubs to pronghorn diets in our study areas. We
assume these are errors resulting from a mismatch between forage items actually
consumed by pronghorn in Idaho and the reference library used for DNA barcoding.
DNA barcoding is particularly useful for detecting the presence of invasive or
threatened plants in herbivore diets, which can aid in quantifying animals’ impacts as
vectors or consumers (Valentini et al. 2009; Clare 2014). Dietary protein from
graminoids was seasonally important, particularly within the Jarbidge site where
cheatgrass is present. Patches of crested wheatgrass were established as fire remediation
tools to combat cheatgrass expansion and to provide forage for domestic cattle. Mean
protein intake of graminoids was 58.39% during late gestation, with a high percentage
falling within the “other graminoids” category. Nevertheless, the proportion of dietary
intake of cheatgrass was <1%, at a time when its nutritional quality is highest (Young and
Allen, 1997), demonstrating that pronghorn were likely not noteworthy vectors in
spreading the invasive grass.
Plant DNA barcoding has the potential to overestimate the relative contribution of
forbs to overall dietary protein, due to their high protein content (King and Schoenecker,
2019). In addition, original diet items and specific tissues (e.g., leaves, stems, flowers)
contain different densities of DNA and/or are differentially digested, leading to
fragmentation of DNA (Garnick et al., 2018), and these issues, in turn, affect
interpretations of quantity in the original diet (Deagle et al., 2010; Clare, 2014). In
response, some have suggested revising interpretation of DNA barcoding results
(Kartzinel et al., 2015) by including control species to generate relative correction factors
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(Thomas et al., 2016). As a result, we anticipate more accurate abundance quantification
through barcoding will be available in the coming years (Dormontt et al., 2018).
Implications
To our knowledge, this was the first use of a molecular technique (i.e., plant DNA
barcoding) to quantify pronghorn diets. Although it presented some limitations, DNA
barcoding shows potential for more accurately elucidating species richness of forbs,
particularly for those that are consumed in small quantities, that may have otherwise been
missed using other techniques. Current plant DNA barcoding methods cannot estimate
plant abundance, biomass, or volumes within a sample; but instead, can measure species
richness within a sample and frequency across samples (Clare, 2014) as well as protein
intake. Microhistology is often seen as the “gold standard” diet quantification technique
against which newer techniques are compared (Garnick et al., 2018). Future work directly
comparing diet results from DNA barcoding and microhistology techniques, as relates to
plant community data as well as biomass and protein intake comparisons, would be
beneficial given each method seems to detect diet items that the other misses (King and
Schoenecker, 2019). Continued advancements in reference libraries will improve
accuracy and resolution of molecular techniques. Similar to Dormontt et al. (2018), we
believe the DNA barcoding technique will continue to improve in accuracy and anticipate
its ability to quantify plant biomass.
The importance of forbs to pronghorn is well documented and our results
demonstrated that a majority of OTUs consumed, across sampling periods, were forbs,
but pronghorn’s consumption of them as a protein source was highest while meeting the
metabolic demands of early lactation. We believe our results augment previous methods
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of diet quantification which suggested that consumption of forbs decreased following
plant senescence. Pronghorn in our study demonstrated forage switching to optimize
seasonal dietary benefits (e.g., protein) from the most nutritious and succulent species in
a vegetative community, as has been suggested previously (summarized in Yoakum,
2004). These results further confirmed pronghorn as an intermediate feeder, a group of
ruminants that shift feeding behavior according to the availability of forage and season
(Van Soest, 1996), but more closely aligned with a concentrate selector than a
grass/roughage eater. Finally, our separation of legumes as an independent functional
group enabled us to document and quantify pronghorn dietary protein intake of
agricultural crops, particularly in sites largely dominated by agriculture, where pronghorn
occupancy of fields led to perceptions of high agriculture crop consumption.
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Tables and Figures
Table 3.1. Relative proportions of protein intake of pronghorn antelope fecal samples from five subpopulations across three sampling
periods (Late gestation [LG], Early lactation [EL], Breeding season [BS]), Idaho, USA, 2018-2019. Percentage composition of each
plant genus and ‘Other’ were summed across all samples per year and sampling period. Total percentage of each functional group was
formed from the sum across all samples as a percentage of the total. Results are sorted in alphabetical order. Plant names are given as
reported by the laboratory.
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Late gestation
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Early lactation
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Breeding season

22.61%
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Shrub

Fig. 3.1. Percent composition of all detected genera-based OTUs consolidated and
separated by plant functional group (forb, graminoid, legume, shrub) for pronghorn
antelope from three sampling periods (Late gestation [n = 110], Early lactation [n = 126],
Breeding season [n = 115]) at five subpopulations in Idaho, 2018-2019.
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Fig. 3.2. Percent composition of dietary protein intake by plant functional group (forb,
graminoid, legume, shrub) for pronghorn antelope from three sampling periods (Late
gestation, Early lactation, Breeding season) at five subpopulations in Idaho, 2018-2019.
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Fig. 3.3. Average contributions of different functional groups (forb, grass, legume, shrub)
to dietary protein intake for the five study subpopulations of pronghorn antelope collected
during three sampling periods (Late gestation, Early lactation, Breeding season),
averaged across years, in Idaho. Functional groups that comprised <1% of the diet are not
displayed.
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Fig. 3.4. Boxplots of mean genera-based OTUs by sampling period (Late gestation, Early
lactation, Breeding season) from five study subpopulations of pronghorn antelope in
Idaho, 2018-2019.
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CHAPTER 4
INTEGRATING NUTRITION AND STRESS INTO LIFE HISTORY STAGES OF A
WILD FREE-RANGING RUMINANT
ABSTRACT
1. Studies addressing seasonal changes in diet quality and hormones are important to
understand the interplays between ecology and physiology. Diet quality is an
essential driver of the performance of individuals, which in turn drives the
dynamics of populations. Nutrition is the process of providing or gathering the
food needed for growth and reproduction. Researchers can use stress
measurements as a tool to evaluate the condition of an ungulate population during
particular periods and to monitor the relationship between animals and their
environment.
2. We examined the relationships between indicators of nutrition and physiological
stress in free-ranging adult female pronghorn (Antilocapra americana) across 5
subpopulations and 3 sampling periods associated with critical maternal life
history stages (late gestation, early lactation, breeding season), using
noninvasively collected fecal samples during 2 consecutive years. We assessed
nutrition via fecal nitrogen, a measure of diet quality, and fecal 2,6diaminopimelic acid (DAPA), a measure of digestible energy; we quantified
physiological stress via assessments of fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM).
3. Fecal nitrogen and DAPA, DAPA and FGM, and fecal nitrogen and FGM had
mixed correlations and the strength of each correlation varied by sampling period.
In addition, we found fecal measures varied by year, subpopulation, and sampling
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period. Generally, correlations between DAPA and FGM were strongest during
late gestation sampling; while correlations between those two measures and fecal
nitrogen demonstrated greater variation across years, sampling periods, and
subpopulations. Pronghorn appeared to shift between diets high in nitrogen or
digestible energy content depending upon life history stage and associated
metabolic demands.
4. We compared our results with previous research conducted on these
subpopulations that investigated pronghorn female nutrition and stress and
expanded those findings by sampling at a novel scale which involved consecutive
adult female life history stages. We correlated our maternal nutrition and stress
results with notable changes in relative intake of dietary protein from plant
functional groups (i.e., forbs, graminoids, legumes, shrubs) across sampling
periods. We believe our study to be the first to determine the relationship of
nutritional indices with physiological stress at a consistent temporal scale.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nutrition is the process of providing or gathering the food necessary for growth
and reproduction. Nutrition may refer to an individual’s or population’s biophysical
status, nutrient status, dietary intake of foods and nutrients, and metabolic responses to
ingested foods (Lindsay et al., 2017). Monitoring the diet quality of wild ruminants is
useful for management and aids in further understanding aspects of species’ ecology, in
particular the dynamics of populations in relation to the quality of their food resources
(Parker et al., 2009). The quality of diets is an essential driver of the performance of
individuals, which in turn affects the dynamics of populations (Verheyden et al., 2011).
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Energy and/or protein are often the most limiting dietary factors for wild herbivores,
which has led to research focused on indices designed to estimate their concentration in
animal diets (Brown et al., 1995).
Multiple methods have been developed to monitor diet quality of free-ranging
ungulates. The ability to collect noninvasive, repetitive biological samples containing
physiological information makes urine and fecal sampling superior to invasive methods
(e.g., capture and handling) which may compromise the physiological state of the animal
(Stoops et al., 1999) and presents potential hazards to both the animal (Peterson et al.,
2003) and handler (Jessup et al., 1988). The utilization of indirect measures of diet
quality (i.e., fecal indices) have become a common option for researchers as samples are
easy to collect and cause minimal disturbance to the animal (Osborn & Ginnett, 2001).
Two commonly used fecal indices are fecal nitrogen and fecal 2,6-diaminopimelic acid
(DAPA; Dennehy, 2001; Robinson et al., 2001). Fecal nitrogen is positively linked to
dietary nitrogen (and protein) content and digestibility (Holechek et al., 1982; Brown et
al., 1995; Osborn & Ginnett, 2001; Cain et al., 2017); while DAPA, a unique amino acid
residue of rumen bacterial fermentation found in fecal matter represents rumen bacterial
population mass, or a proxy for digestible energy (Davitt & Nelson, 1984) that thus
increases as diet quality increases (Dennehy, 2001). Extensive research efforts have been
directed toward understanding the nutritional ecology of ungulates to define the
relationships between the environment and the use of energy and nutrients by individuals
and populations (Parker et al., 2009), understanding spatial and temporal differences, and
the influence of life history stages on selection, but the focus has largely been on species
within the family Cervidae (Parker et al., 2009).
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Acquisition of energy and nutrients is dependent on the plant growth forms
available (Iverson et al., 2014); grasses and forbs uptake nutrients faster following winter
than shrubs, thus showing faster phenological changes (Iverson et al., 2009). These
changes create associated changes to diet quality or quantity, which can potentially lead
to nutritional stress. Stress is a cascade of neurological, hormonal, and immunological
responses to changes in the environment (Sapolsky, 1992). Stress is an ambiguous word
given that ‘stress’ can be used to define both the environmental perturbation (i.e.,
‘stressor’) and the suite of physiological responses to the perturbation (i.e., ‘stress’) so
that the definition becomes somewhat circular (e.g., ‘stressors cause stress’). Researchers
can use stress measurements as a tool to evaluate the condition of an ungulate population
in particular periods or areas and to monitor the relationship between animals and their
environment, as well as the influence of human disturbances on wild or domestic animal
species (Dalmaue et al., 2007). Environmental perturbations or anthropogenic
disturbances can trigger activation of the vertebrate neuroendocrine axis that often result
in the release of stress hormones (e.g., glucocorticoids and catecholamines; Dantzer et al.,
2014; Hing et al., 2014). Glucocorticoid hormones are produced by the hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal axis (HPA) and are broadly implicated in mediating the physiology and
behavior underlying transitions between life history stages, as well as variation in the
expression of and trade-offs among life history traits. These hormones play a
fundamental role in regulation of energy homeostasis in relation to ‘predictable’ life
history events (e.g., growth, reproduction, migration; McEwen & Wingfield, 2003;
Crespi et al., 2013) and are typically measured in two contexts, baseline and stressinduced. Baseline glucocorticoid levels are expected to correspond to variation in the
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energetic demands of different life history stages or seasonal activity patterns (Sapolsky
et al., 2000, McEwen & Wingfield, 2003) and are often associated with circadian patterns
of appetite and foraging behaviors (Sapolsky et al., 2000). Glucocorticoids are also
measured from stress-induced situations in which these hormones coordinate
physiological and behavioral responses to unpredictable environmental changes or
perceived challenges (Wingfield et al., 1998).
Environmental challenges that activate the HPA axis can be either acute or
chronic stressors (Dantzer et al., 2014) and the biological matrix (e.g., blood, saliva,
excreta, integumentary structures) used to measure glucocorticoids reveal varying
longitudinal measures from “free” or “bound” hormone (Sheriff et al., 2011). Fecal
hormones are produced via plasma glucocorticoids metabolized by the liver and excreted
into the urine via the kidneys or into the gut via bile ducts (Taylor, 1971; Palme et al.,
2005). Fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM) reflect the free, or unbound, fraction of
total glucocorticoids (Touma & Palme, 2005; Sheriff et al., 2010). Hormone metabolites
in feces (e.g., FGM) represent an integrated measure of the stress response over 12 to 24
hours in ungulates (Millspaugh et al., 2001; Palme et al., 2005), depending upon gut
retention time (Möstl & Palme, 2002). The other major group of hormones released
during a stress response are catecholamines (e.g., adrenaline and noradrenaline; Hing et
al., 2014); however, catecholamines are difficult to measure in wild animals because they
are released almost instantaneously upon a stressor and have a half-life of <30 seconds in
circulation (Medeiros & Wildman, 2013).
Previous research has explored the relationships between these fecal indicators
(e.g., nutritional indices and maternal stress) in pronghorn (Antilocapra americana;
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Dennehy, 2001; Robinson et al., 2001; Smyser, 2008; Barnowe-Meyer et al., 2017; Cain
et al., 2017; Panting et al., 2021). However, the vast majority of these studies investigated
either maternal nutrition or maternal stress, but not both factors concurrently (Lindsay et
al., 2017). Thus, the objectives of our study were to: 1) investigate the temporal
physiological relationships between fecal nitrogen, DAPA, and FGM, and 2) assess adult
female pronghorn nutritional condition and physiological stress from free-ranging
subpopulations across consecutive life history stages and different habitats. We
hypothesized that environmental and animal variables, including diet quality and life
history stage, would collectively influence these parameters. Thus, we predicted there
would be sampling period and subpopulation differences in fecal indicators of nutrition
and stress. Additionally, we predicted a positive relationship between fecal nitrogen and
DAPA, and a sampling period effect on the relationship between fecal nitrogen, DAPA,
and FGM across subpopulations.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Study Area
The subpopulations we studied represented the majority of pronghorn habitats and
population productivities in southern Idaho, USA (Fig. A1; Smyser, 2008). Study
subpopulations included: Jarbidge, Camas Prairie, Little Wood, Birch Creek, and
Pahsimeroi. The Jarbidge site had a resident pronghorn subpopulation occupying desert
habitat. Based on Idaho’s GAP analysis land cover classification (Scott et al., 2002),
basin and Wyoming big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata tridentata and A. t.
wyomingensis) are the dominant cover types. Perennial grasslands (i.e., crested
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wheatgrass [Agropyron cristatum]) were the next most dominant cover type with the
remaining landscape being a mix of low sagebrush (Artemesia arbuscula), antelope
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), and rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus spp.) communities.
The Camas Prairie site had a migratory pronghorn subpopulation persisting
largely on agricultural lands through the summer months. Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) was
the dominant crop followed by barley (Hordeum vulgare) and grass hay, pasture, and
planted grasslands on parcels enrolled in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP;
Kinder, 2004). Perennial grassland and basin and Wyoming big sagebrush communities
persisted on the BLM and state lands dispersed within the study site.
The Little Wood site had a migratory pronghorn subpopulation occupying native
shrub-steppe rangelands. Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush were the dominant
vegetation type. Agricultural land accounted for the next largest habitat type, with
irrigated alfalfa being the primary crop. The remainder of the study area consisted of
mountain big sagebrush (A. t. vaseyana), perennial grasslands, and antelope bitterbrush
cover types.
The Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi study sites had migratory subpopulations of
pronghorn inhabiting mountain valley habitats. The Birch Creek subpopulation occupied
both the Birch Creek and Lemhi valleys. Low sagebrush was the dominant vegetation
community within the Birch Creek site, but mountain, basin, and Wyoming big sagebrush
also accounted for a large portion of the study site with limited agricultural lands. The
Pahsimeroi subpopulation occupied both the Pahsimeroi and Little Lost River valleys
where mixed stands of mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush dominated the
landscape. Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush were the next most abundant cover types
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and agricultural lands were also limited (Smyser, 2008). See Chapter 3 for additional
descriptions of habitat types.
2.2 Sample Collections
We collected fresh fecal samples from unmarked, reproductive-aged female
pronghorn (i.e., ≥2 years) in 2018 and 2019 during three sampling periods, selected to
coincide with metabolically-demanding maternal life history stages: late gestation (LG;
April to mid-May), early lactation (EL; June), and breeding season (BS; September).
Fecal collections involved using magnifying optics to identify individuals in the field to
age class, sex, and pregnancy status (only for validation samples), and, once defecation
occurred, used 2-person teams with two-way radio communication to locate pellet piles.
All samples were frozen soon after collection. We collected a total of 1,440 samples
across two years, three sampling periods, and five study sites (i.e., subpopulations).
2.3 Laboratory Methodologies
We randomly selected 20 samples/subpopulation/sampling period/year, totaling
560 samples (260 from 2018 and 300 from 2019) for analyses of fecal glucocorticoid
metabolites (FGM; Bleke et al., 2021), diet composition via plant DNA barcoding
(Chapter 3), and nutritional indices (i.e., fecal nitrogen and DAPA). All five
subpopulations were sampled from during each sampling period in 2019 but Little Wood
and Camas Prairie were not sampled during late gestation in 2018. We dried fecal
samples in a drying oven (Precision Scientific, Chicago, IL), where temperatures were
held below 50°C, until all moisture was evaporated. We ground the dried samples were
then ground with a coffee grinder (Hamilton Beach, Southern Pines, NC) until fecal
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material became a consistent powder in texture. We sent portions of the dried and ground
sampled to the Wildlife Habitat and Nutrition Laboratory at Washington State University
(Pullman, WA) to measure concentrations of DAPA and fecal nitrogen. DAPA was
calculated following the methods of Davitt and Nelson (1984), while fecal nitrogen
percent was determined using a TruSpec CN Analyzer (LECO, St. Joseph, MI). We also
sent portions of the dried and ground samples to Jonah Ventures laboratory (Boulder,
CO) for plant DNA barcoding analyses; laboratory methodologies summarized in Craine
(2021). We used cortisol enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA, ADI-900-071,
Enzo Life Sciences, Inc., Farmingdale, NY) kits to measure FGM concentrations. We
followed established protocols, optimized for pronghorn (Bleke et al., 2021) for fecal
steroid metabolite extractions, validations, and measurements. Fecal glucocorticoid
metabolite measurements were calculated in 34 assays with a mean intra-assay variation
of 1.96% and an inter-assay variation of 15.42%.
2.4 Winter Conditions
We used the accumulated winter season severity index (AWSSI; Boustead et al.,
2015) to investigate differences in weather severity (e.g., snow depth and temperature)
between winters 2017-2018 and 2018-2019. We collected data from three stations in
southern Idaho; Boise, Idaho Falls, and Pocatello; these stations were the only available
data in the region. The AWSSI is an integration of intensity and duration of temperature,
snowfall, and snow cover into one index and is intended to capture winter weather from
its earliest occurrence (i.e., first measurable snowfall ≥ 0.25 cm, maximum temperature at
or below 0° C, or 1 December) to its last (i.e., last measurable snowfall ≥ 0.25 cm, last
day with 2.54 cm of snow on the ground or maximum temperature of 0° C or lower). It is
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reported as an accumulated value throughout the winter season, which informs
comparisons of weather severity between years (Boustead et al., 2015; Cohen et al.,
2018).
2.5 Data Analysis
We used Pearson’s correlation coefficients to evaluate overall and seasonal
relationships between fecal nitrogen, DAPA, and FGM where the strength of the
relationship was determined with a regression line and 95% confidence intervals. We
used multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) in R (R Development Core Team,
2021) to evaluate differences in measured mean values of DAPA, FGM, and fecal
nitrogen among subpopulations, years, and sampling periods. When multivariate analyses
identified statistical differences, we used post-hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference
(HSD) tests for comparisons. Samples associated with FGM concentrations were
standardized by dry-weight fecal mass and results converted from pg/mL to ng/g for each
sample. All mean values are reported ± SE and used α = 0.05 for all statistical tests.
3. RESULTS
3.1 MANOVA
We found interannual differences in fecal measures for fecal nitrogen (F1, 558 =
13.15, p < 0.001), DAPA (F1, 558 = 13.92, p < 0.01), and FGM (F1, 558 = 71.36, p < 0.01), a
sampling period difference for fecal nitrogen (F1, 558 = 5.21, p = 0.02) and FGM (F1, 558 =
16.21, p < 0.01; Table 4.1), and finally a subpopulation difference for DAPA (F1, 558 =
4.64, p = 0.03), and FGM (F1, 558 = 25.43, p < 0.01). Tukey HSD post-hoc analyses
presented breeding season fecal nitrogen differed from other sampling periods (p. adj <
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0.01) and subpopulations’ average FGM concentrations differed across all sampling
periods (p. adj < 0.02). The Pahsimeroi subpopulation mean FGM concentrations differed
from the others (p adj < 0.01) and pronghorn in the Camas Prairie subpopulation mean
DAPA differed from the other subpopulations (p. adj < 0.01).
3.2 Correlations
For all data combined across years, subpopulations, and season relationships
between fecal nitrogen and DAPA were positively correlated (r = 0.29, df = 560, p <
0.01) as were DAPA and FGM (r = 0.15, df = 560, p < 0.01). Seasonal relationships
between fecal nitrogen and DAPA were positively correlated across years and sampling
periods except during 2019 breeding season (r = 0.18, df = 98, p = 0.07; Figs 4.1-4.2).
Fecal nitrogen and FGM were positively correlated during late gestation (r = 0.65, df =
98, p < 0.01) and breeding season (r = 0.22, df = 98, p = 0.03) in 2019. DAPA and FGM
were negatively correlated during early lactation (r = -0.26, df = 98, p < 0.01) in 2019.
The strongest correlation detected was a positive relationship between fecal nitrogen and
FGM during late gestation in 2019. The strength of relationships between nutrition and
stress varied across sampling periods and between years with most correlations, both
positive and negative, being insignificant.
3.3 Trends in Nutrition and Stress
Fecal nitrogen generally increased from late gestation to early lactation in all
subpopulations, except Pahsimeroi in 2018 and Camas Prairie and Little Wood sites in
2019, while values decreased from early lactation to breeding season sampling, except for
within the Little Wood and Pahsimeroi sites in 2018 (Fig. 4.3). Subpopulation means of
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fecal nitrogen within sampling periods ranged from 2.21-2.57% in 2018 and 2.09-3.32%
in 2019 during late gestation, 2.41-3.33% and 2.50-3.60% during early lactation in 2018
and 2019, and 1.84-3.03% in 2018 and 1.75-2.76% in 2019 during breeding season.
Average fecal nitrogen within subpopulations across sampling periods ranged from a low
of 1.75% for the Jarbidge site during 2019 breeding season sampling to a high of 3.63%
in the Camas Prairie site during late gestation sampling in 2019. Camas Prairie pronghorn
had the highest average fecal nitrogen for all periods and years, except for the 2018
breeding season.
Mean DAPA concentrations generally decreased from late gestation through the
breeding season sampling for all subpopulations, with a few exceptions (Fig. 4.4).
Subpopulation DAPA means within sampling periods ranged from 0.49-0.52 mg/g in
2018 and 0.31-0.54 mg/g in 2019 during late gestation, 0.37-0.57 mg/g and 0.32-0.49
mg/g during early lactation in 2018 and 2019, and 0.27-0.42 mg/g in 2018 and 0.28-0.37
mg/g in 2019 during breeding season. Average DAPA values within subpopulations
across sampling periods ranged from a low of 0.27 mg/g at the Pahsimeroi site during the
2018 breeding season to a high of 0.57 mg/g at the Camas Prairie site during 2018 early
lactation. The Camas Prairie site maintained the highest mean DAPA for all periods and
years, except during the 2019 breeding season where the Birch Creek site shared the
same concentration.
Trends in FGM concentrations were such that subpopulation means were highest
during late gestation and lowest during breeding season in 2018, but lacked a trend in
2019 (Fig 4.5). Average FGM concentrations across sites and sampling periods were
greatly reduced in 2019 compared to 2018. Subpopulation means of FGM within
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sampling periods ranged from 11,605.49-18,642.09 ng/g in 2018 and 1,901.08-7,450.14
ng/g in 2019 during late gestation, 6,214.96-9,969.01 ng/g and 1,349.38-5,110.98 ng/g
during early lactation in 2018 and 2019, and 2,279.42-9,694.10 ng/g in 2018 and
2,273.75-5,642.70 ng/g in 2019 during breeding season. Average FGM concentrations
within subpopulations across sampling periods ranged from a low of 1,349.38 ng/g for
the Camas Prairie site during 2019 early lactation to a high of 18,642.09 ng/g within the
Pahsimeroi site during 2018 late gestation.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Overall Relationships
Fecal nitrogen and DAPA were positively correlated during all sampling periods
for free-ranging pronghorn subpopulations located within the shrub steppe biome (Figs
4.1-4.2). The reliability of fecal nitrogen as an index of dietary quality may become
compromised by forages with high levels of condensed tannins, while DAPA passes
unabsorbed through the digestive tract with no measurable loss (Davitt & Nelson, 1984).
Together, fecal nitrogen and DAPA provide an accurate assessment of dietary quality of
ruminants in the event consumption of bioactive chemicals compromises nitrogen
absorption (Cain et al., 2017). Results from plant DNA barcoding for diet analysis
demonstrated that these pronghorn subpopulations consumed a large proportion of
protein from low-tannin containing forbs, (Chapter 3), suggesting fecal nitrogen is likely
a useful measure of dietary quality. The utility of fecal nitrogen and DAPA to reflect
changes in nutritional plane has been demonstrated through feeding trials of captive
pronghorn (Robinson et al., 2001) and applied to free-ranging pronghorn to track changes
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in seasonal diet quality (Dunbar et al., 1999; Dennehy, 2001; Hansen et al., 2001;
Smyser, 2008), and to compare diet quality between populations (Hansen et al., 2001).
Studies utilizing >1 index of nutritional status provide more insight than those using just
one (Brown et al. 1995).
Nutritional indices and FGM tended to have no, weak negative, weak positive, or
strong positive correlations across seasons and years. Positive correlations between
nutritional indices and FGM, particularly during late gestation, are more likely the result
of the role FGMs serve prior to parturition as circulating glucocorticoids increase from
middle to late gestation (Atkinson & Waddell, 1995; Chida et al., 2011), as well as
environmental conditions (e.g., temperature or snow cover; Dalmau et al. 2007). These
negative correlations during early lactation were likely a result of the interplay between
maternal nutrition and maternal stress (Lindsay et al., 2017), where individuals that have
access to higher quality forage had decreased FGM. We observed a positive relationship
between fecal nitrogen and FGM during the 2019 breeding season which may have been
the result of male pronghorn breeding strategies (O’Gara, 2004c) or the role GCs play
during ‘predictable’ life history stages such as reproduction (McEwen & Wingfield,
2003).
Food and nutrient availability are the ultimate sources of the reproductive cycle of
ungulates (Pekins et al., 1998), but there are complex interactions between internal
physiological regulators and the external environment (Schwartz & Renecker, 1998;
Parker et al., 2009). Many animal species exhibit strategies to meet seasonal nutrition
demands. For example, adult females undergo their highest energetic costs from late
winter to mid-summer, or late gestation through lactation, and must meet these energy
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and protein demands on an annual cycle. To satisfy these needs, animals should select for
high nutritional value in spring, summer and autumn, before the dormant season, as
dietary quantity and quality are highly variable with significant declines in digestible
nutrients during the dormant season (Parker et al., 2009).
4.2 Late Gestation
Late gestation sampling occurred from April to mid-May during both years to
align with the third trimester of gestation which is the most metabolically-demanding
period of pregnancy in ungulates (Parker et al., 2009). Metabolic costs during this time
are 50% greater for pregnant females compared to nonpregnant females (Pekins et al.,
1998). Pronghorn gestation ranks among the longest of North American ruminants (i.e.,
250 ± 8.78 days; Byers & Hogg, 1995; Byers 1997) and this length is speculated to be a
result of does being stressed to the limit of their capabilities to produce two large fawns
(O’Gara, 2004b). Variation in gestation length is directly influenced by nutritional
condition of the gravid female (Byers & Hogg, 1995). Pronghorn pregnant with twins are
believed to invest more in reproduction than all other ungulate species per reproductive
event (Robbins & Robbins, 1979; Byers & Moodie, 1990), expending considerable
energetic reserves during prenatal and postnatal phases of offspring development
(Robbins & Robbins, 1979; Byers, 1997; O’Gara, 2004b). Pronghorn populations in
northern latitudes give birth between late May and early June (Hepworth & Blunt, 1966;
Mitchell, 1967; O’Gara, 1968; Autenrieth & Fichter, 1975).
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4.2.1 Nutrition during late gestation
The relationship between fecal nitrogen and DAPA were significantly positive
during late gestation for both years (Figs 4.1-4.2). Mean fecal nitrogen during late
gestation were generally lower than early lactation, but greater than breeding season (Fig.
4.3). Mean DAPA values were highest during late gestation compared to the other
sampling periods, with a few exceptions (Fig. 4.4). In addition, the Camas Prairie
subpopulation had DAPA values that differed from the other subpopulations. Hansen et
al. (2001) also found DAPA to be highest in the spring and linked that result with forb
availability, but the importance of energy acquisition during this time (i.e., late gestation)
is also something to consider.
Approximately 80% of fetal mass development occurs during the final 50 days of
gestation (Robbins & Robbins, 1979; Barnowe-Meyer et al., 2017) and half during the
final month of gestation (O’Gara, 2004b), at a time when forage protein is lowest (Parker
et al., 2009). The nutritional status of the female immediately prior to parturition can
influence neonatal survival which may reflect the quality of forage available to the
female during gestation (O’Gara 2004a). Increased fawn survival has been attributed to
higher body mass index (BMI) which has been credited to higher DAPA values in female
pronghorn (Panting et al., 2021). Heavier fawns at birth have a greater probability of
survival to weaning (Fairbanks, 1993). Consistent with these increased energetic
demands, our mean DAPA values seemed to increase with subpopulation fecal sample
collections that occurred closer to parturition for each year with a greater variation in
2019 (Figure C1).
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Pronghorn are thought to align more closely with the income-breeding strategy
(Clancey et al., 2012), meaning reproduction is fueled by fat reserves and energy as it is
acquired (Stephens et al., 2009). Late winter and early spring are critical times in the
bioenergetics of female ungulates, when body stores are depleted and nutritional demands
increase for gestation and lactation (Parker et al., 2009). Late gestation is a critical time
for energy acquisition and adult female pronghorn in this study were likely increasing
energy intake during this season in response to fetal growth and to replenish energy
losses over winter (Parker et al., 2009).
We found DAPA to be different between years and this difference may most
likely be a result of sample size differences between years. We believe differences in
plant functional group (i.e., forb, graminoid, legume, shrub) protein intake may also assist
in explaining this difference. Relative intake of protein from graminoids for both years
was highest during late gestation sampling, with intake in some subpopulations
surpassing 50% (Chapter 3). A greater proportion of protein intake from graminoids
occurred during 2018 than 2019, potentially increasing rumen activity to digest a lower
quality diet given the small rumen of pronghorn limits their ability to digest plants with
high contents of lignocellulose (e.g., graminoids; Hofmann, 1989). Pronghorn in our
study appeared to select for digestible energy over dietary nitrogen during late gestation.
Diets maximizing energy intake during spring have also been found in red deer (Cervus
elaphus; van Wieren, 1996) and bison (Bison bison; Fortin et al., 2003).
4.2.2 Stress during late gestation
Fecal glucocorticoid metabolite concentrations were highest during late gestation
for each year, but averages were drastically different years (Fig. 4.5). Similar to DAPA,
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sample timing appeared to influence mean values in both years as subpopulations
sampled closer to parturition had higher averages than those sampled earlier (Fig. C1).
Glucocorticoids serve an important role throughout gestation and leading to parturition,
acting as mediators that direct nutrients and energy to the highly specialized maternal
reproductive tissues and the developing fetus (Picciano, 2003). Pregnancy dramatically
affects the maternal HPA axis as circulating glucocorticoids increase from middle to late
gestation (Atkinson & Waddell, 1995; Chida et al., 2011). Elevated glucocorticoids are
usually interpreted as indicative of an energetically-demanding situation for an animal
(Romero, 2002), but this increase in maternal glucocorticoids in late gestation is believed
to also assist in multiple aspects of female survival and natal development, including:
stimulating food consumption of the female (Dallman et al., 2007), fetal organ
development (Chida et al., 2011), decreasing cortisol sensitivity to protect the developing
fetus (Reeder & Kramer, 2005), increasing fat stores to support lactation, and promoting
the contraction of the uterus, expulsion of the fetus, and rejection of the placenta (Mor et
al., 2011; Shi et al., 2021). The roles of FGM during late pregnancy may explain why
highest FGM concentrations occurred during late gestation as well as the potential role
early sampling had on the lower concentrations observed within the Birch Creek and
Jarbidge subpopulations in 2019.
4.3 Early Lactation
Early lactation sampling occurred throughout the month of June which directly
correlated with the early lactation period for pronghorn. The transition from pregnancy to
lactation is among the most important determinants of maternal-offspring health
outcomes (Dunlop et al., 2015; Prince et al., 2015; Blaser & Dominguez-Bello, 2016).
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Lactation is the biological period when daily energetic requirements are highest for
female ungulate species (Parker et al., 2009), where requirements increase by 65-215%
during the first month postpartum (Oftedal, 1985; Robbins, 1993). Substantial
physiological changes occur during this transition, including; changes in hormones,
immune system, and metabolism, to shift resource allocation from energy storage to milk
synthesis (Lain & Catalano, 2007; Zeng et al., 2017), enabling pronghorn fawns to attain
adult proportions rapidly (Yoakum, 2004).
4.3.1 Nutrition during early lactation
Relationships between fecal nitrogen and DAPA were significantly positive
during early lactation in both years (Figs 4.1-4.2). Diet quality (i.e., fecal nitrogen)
increased while digestible energy decreased for a majority of subpopulations from late
gestation to early lactation during both years (Figs 4.3-4.4). The Camas Prairie
subpopulation maintained the highest fecal nitrogen and DAPA during early lactation for
each year as well as DAPA values that were different than other subpopulations.
Pronghorn appeared to favor diet quality over digestible energy, likely in response to the
increased metabolic and protein demands of lactation, especially given this occurs at a
time when fat levels are lowest (Bear, 1971). Dietary quantity and quality are highly
variable, particularly in environments with prominent seasonal changes (Parker et al.,
2009). The increase in diet quality was reflected by an increase in dietary breadth and
intake of protein from forbs compared to late gestation (Chapter 3), aligning with the
thought that highest intakes of digestible nutrients by herbivores occurs in summer as
nutrient availability in summer drives replenishment of body reserves and subsequent
reproductive success (Parker et al., 2009). On the contrary, poor forage quality may
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reduce milk production by lactating does thus reducing fawn growth rates and extend the
period over which fawns are vulnerable to predation (Smyser, 2008).
DAPA generally decreased from late gestation to early lactation except for the
Jarbidge subpopulation in both years and the Birch Creek subpopulation in 2019. In all
instances a majority of dietary protein came from graminoids and shrubs during late
gestation while early lactation diet results found large increases in forb protein intake
(Chapter 3). The Pahsimeroi subpopulation was the sole instance where fecal nitrogen
decreased from late gestation to early lactation in 2018 and interpretation is unclear as the
pronghorn increased protein intake of forbs between the two sampling periods from
38.63% to 65.09% and decreased graminoid protein intake from 34.43% to 0.90%
(Chapter 3). The notable decrease in 2019 occurred within the Little Wood subpopulation
where pronghorn consumed a smaller proportion of protein intake from forbs, but
increased in protein intake from shrubs. Within the shrub functional group, the prominent
consumption increase was of antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) from 0%-28.40%
of protein intake between late gestation and early lactation, respectively (Chapter 3).
Antelope bitterbrush is considered one of the most important browse species on western
ranges for a wide variety of herbivores (Stubbendieck et al., 1992), particularly for its
carotene, crude protein, and phosphorous (Welch et al., 1983). It also contains condensed
tannins, a plant secondary compound that can bind to dietary protein, and forages with
high tannin content may compromise nitrogen absorption as these tannin-protein
complexes are not digestible at rumen pH (Osborn & Ginnett, 2001). Given this, we did
not see an increase in fecal nitrogen in these pronghorn diminishing concerns of its
reliability as an index of diet quality in pronghorn. Older antelope bitterbrush shrubs and
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previous year’s leaves contain fewer secondary chemicals compared to younger leaves
and shrubs (Krannitz & Hicks, 2000), but dietary results do not contain this information.
4.3.2 Stress during early lactation
Relationships between nutrition and stress were negative during early lactation
during both years (Figs 4.1-4.2). With a couple exceptions, FGM decreased from late
gestation to early lactation (Fig 4.5). Our findings suggest that an increase in female
nutrition (i.e., fecal nitrogen and DAPA) may result in a decrease in FGM. Following
parturition, maternal glucocorticoids sharply decrease in concentration to levels still
greater than males and nonpregnant females (Atkinson & Waddell, 1995), but continue to
play a role in lactogenesis and milk secretion (Chida et al., 2011). Peak milk volume and
milk energy output, in proportion to maternal weight, are higher in pronghorn than other
studied species of North American big game (Martin, 1995). Growth rates of neonatal
pronghorn have been directly related to milk energy intake, which is highest during early
lactation, and directly related to doe body condition. It is advantageous for pronghorn
fawns to attain adult proportions rapidly as the efficiency of locomotion increases with
body weight and leg length. This is significant, because the sooner neonates can match
adult running speeds and stay with a group, the better their chance of survival and
avoiding predation (O’Gara, 2004b).
4.4 Breeding Season
Sampling during the breeding season period occurred throughout the month of
September which overlapped with the peak of pronghorn breeding season (i.e., mid- to
late September; O’Gara, 2004b). Although weaning doesn’t occur until mid-September
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(Fairbanks, 1993), milk consumption by fawn(s) and output of milk energy are greatly
reduced following the first two weeks of lactation (Yoakum, 2004). In response, female
pronghorn often spent more time foraging during the breeding season compared to males
(Bunnell & Gillingham, 1985), likely in an effort to meet the energetic demands of
weaning, recovering from lactation, and winter migration preparation.
4.4.1 Nutrition during the breeding season
Relationships between fecal nitrogen and DAPA were positive during breeding
season for both years (Figs 4.1-4.2). Nutritional indices, barring a couple instances,
decreased from early lactation to breeding season across years and subpopulations (Figs
4.3-4.4). In addition, we found subpopulation means of fecal nitrogen during breeding
season to be different than other sampling periods. Fecal nitrogen decreased from early
lactation to breeding season for most subpopulations with some to levels lower than late
gestation as female demands for nitrogen during this time tend to be lower than gestation
and lactation (Adamczewski et al., 1987).
Two instances where fecal nitrogen increased from early lactation to breeding
season occurred in 2018 within the Little Wood and Pahsimeroi subpopulations. Brown
et al. (1995) cautioned that fecal nitrogen data should be interpreted in tandem with diet
information because protein and energy influence fecal nitrogen. While energy (i.e.,
DAPA) decreased for both subpopulations during 2018 breeding season, the Little Wood
subpopulation nearly doubled their dietary protein intake of forbs from early lactation to
breeding season while the Pahsimeroi subpopulation did the same with shrubs, notably
sagebrush (Artemisia spp.; Chapter 3). Sagebrush contain plant chemical compounds
called terpenes (Dziba et al., 2007) and some of these compounds can bind insolubly with
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plant proteins, thus increasing passage of nitrogen in the feces (Robbins et al., 1987).
DAPA decreased from early lactation to breeding season for all subpopulations and years
except for the Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi subpopulations where no change occurred in
2019. This may be linked to the senescence of preferred forage (i.e., forbs), and potential
subsequent decrease in plant quality, given the overall decrease in dietary protein from
forbs from 62.41% to 38.46% from early lactation to breeding season (Chapter 3). DAPA
for the Little Wood subpopulation decreased following a near doubling of protein intake
from forbs from early lactation to breeding season (Chapter 3), providing support for the
influence of senescence on forage quality. In addition, energy costs for females are
reduced following lactation (Parker et al., 2009) which would explain our findings of
decreased digestible energy and, similar to fecal nitrogen, to values below late gestation.
In addition to reduced energy costs during this time, female ungulates are typically in
best body condition at the onset of winter when their nutritional demands are lowest
(Parker et al., 2009). Our results support this for female pronghorn given the noted
decreases in both nutritional indices, even when integrated with subpopulation dietary
protein intake changes.
4.4.2 Stress during the breeding season
We found the relationships between FN and DAPA with FGM during breeding
season to be weak or negative except between FN and FGM during 2019 where the
positive relationship was significant (Figs 4.1-4.2). We also observed that while all
subpopulations decreased in FGMs from early lactation to breeding season in 2018, the
Jarbidge and Birch Creek subpopulations were the only two in 2019 (Fig. 4.5). The
Camas Prairie, Little Wood, and Pahsimeroi increased FGM levels during the breeding
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season in 2019; however, we are limited in our abilities to make inferences given FGMs
represent an integrated measure of secretion over 12-24 hours in ungulates (Millspaugh et
al., 2001; Palme et al., 2005). One possible explanation would be the overlap of sample
collection and the rut. The onset of the pronghorn rut brings harassment of does by
territorial and bachelor bucks resulting in the establishment and maintenance of harems
of females (O’Gara, 2004b), possibly causing different stress responses related to various
male breeding strategies.
Glucocorticoids tend to fluctuate by season, sex, reproductive status, and age of
an animal, often with peaks during the breeding season (Harper & Austad, 2001; Romero,
2002; Sheriff et al., 2012). Wild mammalian species don’t always experience elevated
baseline levels with reproduction (Romero, 2002; Breuner et al., 2008; Bonier et al.,
2009) because high concentrations of FGMs can have negative effects on the
reproductive output of females (Crespi et al., 2013). In addition, glucocorticoids play a
fundamental role in the regulation of energy homeostasis for ‘predictable’ life history
stages (e.g., reproduction; McEwen & Wingfield, 2003).
Interestingly, the Camas Prairie subpopulation did not have the largest
concentrations of FGM’s, when compared to other subpopulations, given the consistent
anthropogenic disturbance (e.g., agriculture traffic) these pronghorn are exposed to. This
may be a result of decreased reactivity, or desensitization, of the HPA axis to these
anthropogenic stressors, or a sex difference as males tend to have higher glucocorticoid
levels in response to anthropogenic disturbances (Dantzer et al., 2014). Our breeding
season sampling occurred during pronghorn hunting seasons in these subpopulations,
and, although our sampling occurred during breaks in hunting seasons, results are mixed
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of its influence on animal FGM in elk (Cervus canadensis; Ensminger et al., 2020) and
Pyrenean chamois (Rupricapra pyrenaica pyrenaica; Dalmau et al., 2007).
4.5 Expanding on Prior Research
Our results expand upon two previous studies that examined diet quality and
nutritional status (i.e., fecal nitrogen and DAPA) of adult female pronghorn, via noninvasively collected fecal samples, from these same subpopulations. Smyser (2008)
explored pronghorn nutrition throughout lactation (24 May – 30 July) in 2003 and 2004.
During this study, all five subpopulations were sampled in 2004, but only two, Camas
Prairie and Jarbidge, were sampled in 2003. We shared congruent sample collection
timing and our measures of fecal nitrogen and DAPA were also significantly positively
correlated during lactation with similar ranges to Smyser (2008). Smyser (2008) reported
a range of 2.00-3.49% for fecal nitrogen and 0.30-0.77 mg/g for DAPA, while our
lactation sampling range was 2.41-3.60% for fecal nitrogen and 0.32-0.57 mg/g for
DAPA. Due to the high protein and energetic demands of late gestation, Smyser (2008)
suggested future studies broaden the sampling timeframe beyond lactation to include the
third trimester of gestation, which would enable researchers to compare nutritional
measures temporally and identify when lactating females seasonally seek out higher
quality diets.
The second study involved sampling from the Camas Prairie and Pahsimeroi
subpopulations from late July through early August in 2015 and 2016 (Panting et al.,
2021). Our results cannot be directly compared, given differences in collection timing,
however, like our study, Panting et al. (2021) showed that the Camas Prairie
subpopulation had the highest average fecal nitrogen and DAPA of those studied. Panting
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et al. (2021) speculated this to be a result of high occurrence and use of alfalfa crops, but
recent results using plant DNA barcoding for diet analysis demonstrated dietary protein
intake from alfalfa was low. Instead, those DNA barcoding results suggest fecal nitrogen
and DAPA measurements during our study are a result of diets comprised primarily of
>70% protein intake from forbs during early lactation (Chapter 3). Panting et al. (2021)
correlated the timing of their sampling to the importance of female nutrition during late
gestation and lactation; however, fecal samples were collected approximately two months
after parturition. Our longitudinal study enabled us to build upon Panting et al. (2021) as
well as better quantify and correlate adult female nutritional, stress, and dietary changes
with associated life history stages.
4.6 Interannual Differences
Each of our fecal measures of nutrition and stress differed between years (Figs
4.4-4.6). These differences may be the result of a multitude of factors, such as
anthropogenic disturbances (e.g., agriculture; Webster et al., 2018), pre-rut and rut
behaviors, environmental conditions (Dalmau et al., 2007), dietary (Chapter 3), or
decreased nutrition leading to potentially increased glucocorticoid secretion (Saltz &
White, 1991; DelGiudice et al., 1992). Dantzer et al. (2014) performed a meta-analysis on
the effect of anthropogenic disturbances on baseline and integrated glucocorticoid levels
and found increased levels of glucocorticoids in response to human disturbance.
The notable interannual difference in FGM concentrations occurred during late
gestation and involved all subpopulations, indicating a regional affect. We investigated
the AWSSI metric to potentially explain the reason for this difference. According to the
AWSSI, the length of winter was greater in 2018 compared to 2019 with durations lasting
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19-43 days longer across our three stations. Northern ungulates experience reduced
forage resources and subsequent body mass losses during winter (Parker et al., 2009);
therefore, a greater duration of energy costs exceeding forage energy (i.e., winter of
2017-2018) likely increased maternal stress and resulted in an additive effect on top of
known GC increases leading to parturition in female ungulates.
5. CONCLUSION
We believe our study is the first to measure and correlate metrics of ruminant
nutrition and stress, beyond previous studies, across consecutive life history stages of
free-ranging adult female pronghorn. We were able to track changes in female nutrition
and stress, across habitat types, and correlate some of these changes with measured
changes in diet composition. Pronghorn seemed to shift between diets high in quality or
digestible energy dependent upon the metabolic demands of life history stages. We
believe that our ability to longitudinally track adult female pronghorn nutrition, correlated
with diet composition, and demonstrated switching between dietary energy and quality
for consistent consumption of high-quality plants, provides further support for pronghorn
aligning with the income breeding strategy.
In addition to tracking nutrition and stress changes generally across life history
stages, we were able to monitor subpopulations and observe potential habitat influences.
For example, Jarbidge pronghorn occuppied desert habitat and had lower nutrition values
whereas the Camas Prairie site, home to pronghorn that occupied irrigated agricultural
land, had some of the highest nutritive values. Our results will assist wildlife managers in
further understanding relationships between physiological parameters and how pronghorn
meet metabolic requirements, particularly during late gestation and early lactation, but
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also into the breeding season and metabolic recovery prior to the onset of winter
migration. We were also able to showcase natural variation in these measures for
pronghorn by sampling from several free-ranging subpopulations.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 4.1. Mean values (SE) of fecal nitrogen (FN [%]), 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA [mg/g]), and fecal glucocorticoid metabolite
(FGM [ng/g]) collected from adult female pronghorn across five subpopulations, three sampling periods (Late gestation [LG], Early
lactation [EL], Breeding season [BS]), and two years (2018-2019) in Idaho, USA. Sample sizes varied in 2018 from LG (n = 60) to EL
and BS (n = 100) per year.
Late gestation
2018
2019
b
2.34
2.83b
(0.05)
(0.07)

Early lactation
2018
2019
b
2.68
2.87b
(0.05)
(0.06)

Breeding season
2018
2019
ab
2.38
2.33ab
(0.05)
(0.07)

DAPA

0.50b
(0.01)

0.40b
(0.02)

0.46b
(0.01)

0.39b
(0.02)

0.36b
(0.01)

FGM

14,072.34ab
(1,182.86)

4,896.97ab
(277.45)

7,787.32ab
(688.98)

3,376.50ab
(175.53)

FN

a

Significantly different (p < 0.05) than other sampling periods within the same year

b

Significantly different (p < 0.05) between years

0.33b
(0.02)

4,499.46ab 3517.70ab
(556.65)
(208.31)
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Fig. 4.1. Correlations between fecal nitrogen (FN [%]), 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA
[mg/g]), and fecal glucocorticoid metabolite (FGM [ng/g]) values for each sampling
period (Late gestation, Early lactation, Breeding season) in 2018 across five pronghorn
subpopulations in Idaho. Black line represents the regression line and gray shaded area
represents the 95% confidence interval.
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Fig. 4.2. Correlations between fecal nitrogen (FN [%]), 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA
[mg/g]), and fecal glucocorticoid metabolite (FGM [ng/g]) values for each sampling
period (Late gestation, Early lactation, Breeding season) in 2019 across five pronghorn
subpopulations in Idaho. Black line represents the regression line and gray shaded area
represents the 95% confidence interval.
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Fig. 4.3. Median, interquartile range, and minimum and maximum percent fecal nitrogen (FN [%]) values in 2018 (A) and 2019 (B)
for five subpopulations of pronghorn: Birch Creek (BC), Camas Prairie (CP), Jabidge (JB), Little Wood (LW), Pahsimeroi (PH) from
three sampling periods: late gestation (LG), early lactation (EL), breeding season (BS), in Idaho, USA. Black dots represent outliers.
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Fig. 4.4. Median, interquartile range, and minimum and maximum pronghorn 2,6 diaminopimelic acid (DAPA [mg/g]) values in 2018
(A) and 2019 (B) for five subpopulations of pronghorn: Birch Creek (BC), Camas Prairie (CP), Jabidge (JB), Little Wood (LW),
Pahsimeroi (PH) from three sampling periods: late gestation (LG), early lactation (EL), breeding season (BS), in Idaho, USA. Black
dots represent outliers.
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Fig. 4.5. Median, interquartile range, and minimum and maximum pronghorn fecal glucocorticoid metabolite (FGM [ng/g])
concentrations in 2018 (A) and 2019 (B) for five subpopulations of pronghorn: Birch Creek (BC), Camas Prairie (CP), Jabidge (JB),
Little Wood (LW), Pahsimeroi (PH) from three sampling periods: late gestation (LG), early lactation (EL), breeding season (BS), in
Idaho, USA. Black dots represent outliers.
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CHAPTER 5
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL INFLUENCES ON FAWN RECRUITMENT IN
PRONGHORN POPULATIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR NONINVASIVE
MONITORING
ABSTRACT
1. Monitoring population vital rates allows managers to estimate trends in
population growth rates, as well as mechanistic relationships between
environmental factors and specific vital rates of population demography.
Traditional methods of population monitoring have involved the use of capture
and handling which can be harmful to the animal and handler. The use of
noninvasively obtained samples, such as feces, as a tool for measuring population
parameters has become common in mammal populations.
2. We designed a population monitoring study utilizing noninvasive fecal sampling
from free-ranging, adult female pronghorn (Antilocapra americana) to determine
the temporal influence of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on fawn recruitment.
Those intrinsic factors were adult female hormone measures (e.g., fecal
glucocorticoid metabolites [FGM]), nutrition indices (e.g., fecal nitrogen [FN]
and 2,6-diaminopimelic acid [DAPA]), and diet composition (e.g., forb,
graminoid, legume, other, shrub), while the extrinsic factor was vegetative
greenness (i.e., normalized difference vegetation index [NDVI]). We collected
fresh fecal samples from 5 subpopulations covering 3 sampling periods associated
with concurrent, critical maternal life-history stages (e.g., late gestation, early
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lactation, breeding season) during 2 years to investigate both intra- and
interannual influence on recruitment.
3. We found temporal variation in factors influencing fawn summer survival with
diet and nutritional measures being in the top models for each time period.
Digestible energy (i.e., variation in DAPA) and diet composition (i.e., forbs,
variation in forbs, legumes) positively influenced fawn recruitment suggesting
that energy and high-quality forage aid in meeting metabolic demands of prenatal
growth rates during late gestation and associated recruitment. Diet quality (i.e.,
FN) during early lactation showed the strongest influence on recruitment
suggesting milk energy output of the female and growth rates of the neonate are
reliant upon diet quality for fawn survival and recruitment. Digestible energy (i.e.,
variation in DAPA) and NDVI positively influenced the subsequent year’s fawn
recruitment suggesting metabolic recovery from gestation and lactation prior to
winter is important in pronghorn.
4. As the use of noninvasive monitoring methods continue to develop and expand,
we believe our current methodologies and results presented can be broadly
applied to other ungulate monitoring studies. Sampling designs utilizing multiple
concurrent life-history stages of adult females will enable managers to
longitudinally track and monitor parameters that serve as demographic drivers of
ungulate populations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reliable estimates of vital rates, such as survival and reproduction, are required
for both management and scientific understanding of ungulate population dynamics
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(Bonenfant et al., 2005). While there have been some attempts to formally predict
population dynamics of harvested ungulates with statistical models (Freddy, 1982; Peek
et al., 2002; White & Lubow 2002), robust and widely applicable prediction tools are
currently rare (Hurley et al., 2017). Monitoring population vital rates (i.e., pregnancy,
litter size, neonatal and adult survival) allows managers to estimate trends in population
growth rates, as well as mechanistic relationships between environmental factors and
specific vital rates of population demography (DeCesare et al., 2012). Herbivore juvenile
survival typically varies more in space and time than other demographic parameters (e.g.,
adult survival) and, as a result, often influences population dynamics (Unsworth et al.,
1999; Gaillard et al., 2000). Therefore, predicting future juvenile survival of large
herbivores would greatly improve population dynamics modeling and management
(Hurley et al., 2017). Physical capture has been the traditional practice for obtaining
population information from large mammals (Woodruff et al., 2016). Capture-markrecapture methodologies can provide accurate and unbiased estimates of population vital
rates (e.g., survival rate), but are costly and often problematic (Lebreton et al., 1992;
Schwarz & Seber, 1999; Lebreton & Pradel, 2002), unless conducted using noninvasive
methods (Hagen et al., 2018). The use of noninvasively obtained samples as a tool for
measuring population parameters has become common in mammal populations
(Woodruff et al., 2016).
Noninvasive approaches for population monitoring are becoming important
components in modern conservation practices because they offer relatively low-cost, loweffort sampling for estimation of individual and population statistics (Allendorf et al.,
2010; Pannoni et al., 2022).The ability to collect noninvasive, repetitive biological
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samples containing physiological information makes urine and fecal sampling superior to
invasive methods (e.g., capture and handling) which may compromise the physiological
state of wild animals (Stoops et al., 1999) and presents potential hazards to both the
animal (Peterson et al., 2003) and the handler (Jessup et al., 1988). Fecal sampling is
considered to be the most advantageous of the biological matrices (e.g., blood, saliva,
excreta, integumentary structures) used for measuring hormone metabolites. This method
allows for a more accurate and integrated measure of the hormone levels in circulation,
considering that metabolites are excreted over a period of hours (Palme et al., 2005; de
Souza et al., 2022) or up to a day, depending upon gut retention time in mammals
(Millspaugh et al., 2001; Möstl & Palme, 2002; Palme et al., 2005). In addition, feces can
be easily collected making longitudinal studies possible (Schwarzenberger et al., 1996).
Researchers can use stress measurements, obtained from fecal samples, as a tool to
evaluate the condition of an ungulate population during particular periods or specific
areas to monitor the relationship between animals and their environment (Dalmau et al.,
2007), as well as the influence of human disturbances on animal species (Lexen et al.,
2008; Santos et al., 2018). Glucocorticoids (GC), the primary stress steroid hormone in
mammals, play a fundamental role in regulation of energy homeostasis in relation to
‘predictable’ life-history events (e.g., growth, pregnancy, lactation, migration; Chapter 4;
McEwen & Wingfield, 2003; Crespi et al., 2013). Glucocorticoids are produced via
plasma glucocorticoids, metabolized by the liver and other organs, excreted into the urine
via the kidneys or into the gut via bile ducts, and expelled into fecal matter (Palme et al.,
2005). Fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM) reflect the free, or unbound, fraction of
total glucocorticoids (Touma & Palme, 2005; Sheriff et al., 2010).
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Monitoring the diet quality of wild ruminants is also useful for management and
aids managers in further understanding aspects of species’ ecology, in particular, the
dynamics of populations in relation to the quality of their food resources (Parker et al.,
2009). The quality of diets is an essential driver of the performance of individuals, which
in turn affects the dynamics of populations (Verheyden et al., 2011). Protein is often the
most limiting factor for wild ruminants, which has prompted research to focus on indices
designed to estimate the concentration in animal diets (Brown et al., 1995). As a result,
multiple methods have been developed to monitor diet quality of free-ranging ungulates.
The utilization of indirect measures of diet quality (i.e., fecal indices), is a valuable
option based on both the feasibility of sample collection and the minimal disturbance, if
any, caused to the animal (Osborn & Ginnett, 2001). Two commonly used fecal indices
are fecal nitrogen (FN), an estimate of dietary nitrogen and diet quality (Wehausen, 1995;
Smyser, 2008), and fecal 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA), an estimate of rumen
bacterial mass and an index of digestible energy (Davitt & Nelson, 1984; Dennehy, 2001;
Robinson et al., 2001; Cain et al., 2017).
Nutritional status influences maternal body condition, pregnancy, body size, and
survival of both the female and neonate (Parker et al., 2009), and likely reflects the
quality of forage available to the female during gestation (O’Gara, 2004). This key
variable is impacted by changes in forage species availability, abundance, and plant
phenological stage (Proffitt et al., 2016), so animals must optimize their diet and forage
intake to meet these nutrient demands (Gordon, 2003). Ruminants categorized as
intermediate or mixed feeders are generally selective but opportunistic foragers. This is
often a function of small body size and small rumen which limits their ability to digest
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plants high in lignocellulose, such as graminoids, resulting in its avoidance as much as
possible (Hofmann, 1989). There are positive associative effects from protein-rich
forages (e.g., forbs) in diverse ruminant diets allowing for more efficient utilization of
plants high in fiber, like graminoids (Van Soest, 1996). As selective and opportunistic
foragers, intermediate feeder diets are diverse and vary with plant phenology, palatability,
availability, succulence, and nutritional gains.
Age ratios (i.e., young:adult) are indices regularly incorporated into many wildlife
monitoring programs. This information is collected regularly from ungulate populations
during herd composition surveys and are widely utilized to infer demographic trends
(Harris et al., 2008). Ungulate age ratios are used to estimate fecundity and survival rates
of young in harvested, threatened, and endangered populations (White et al., 1996;
Unsworth et al., 1999; Kinley & Apps, 2001; Bright & Hervert, 2005; Wittmer et al.,
2005). Most commonly, age ratios index recruitment, which is the product of fecundity
and survival of young (White & Garrott, 2005). The numerator (i.e., number of young at
the time of the survey) is the product of age-specific fecundity of adult females (e.g.,
product of pregnancy rate, fetal survival, and litter size) and the survival of young to the
time of the survey. The denominator (i.e., number of adults at the time of the survey) is
affected by the age-specific survival rates of adults following the birth pulse (DeCesare et
al., 2012). Harris et al. (2008) suggested age ratios can meaningfully reflect the dynamics
of an individual component of the ratio, specifically survival of the young (i.e.,
recruitment) in elk (Cervus canadensis).
Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) are a small ruminant (45 kg) native
to sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and grassland ecosystems in western North America
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(O'Gara, 2004a; Reinking et al., 2018). Pronghorn have the unique distinction among
mammals to be the only members of the order Antilocapridae and Genus Antilocapra
(Harveson, 2006). Current distribution of pronghorn is but a fraction of their historic
range (Yoakum, 2004a), prompting research into techniques for monitoring population
status. They are particularly sensitive to stress and mortality during capture (Kreeger et
al., 2002), and myopathy is not an uncommon consequence from capture and handling
(Chalmers & Barrett, 1977; Bright & Hervert, 2005; Yoakum et al., 2014), making
alternative methods such as noninvasive sampling appealing. Thus, we designed a
population monitoring study utilizing noninvasive fecal sampling from free-ranging,
adult female pronghorn where our objectives were to 1) examine intra-annual intrinsic
and extrinsic factors influencing fawn recruitment, and 2) explore interannual influences
(i.e., lag effects) of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on the following year’s recruitment. The
intrinsic factors included adult female hormonal measures (e.g., FGM [ng.g]), nutrition
indices (e.g., FN [%] and DAPA [mg/g]), and diet composition (e.g., forb, graminoid,
legume, other, shrub [%]); while the extrinsic factor was vegetative greenness (i.e.,
normalized difference vegetation index [NDVI]) within each study site. We predicted that
1) there would be temporal differences in correlations between the various predictor
variables and pronghorn summer fawn survival, based on seasonal metabolic demands of
the female, 2) that adult female nutritional indices (i.e., FN and DAPA) and NDVI (a
proxy for plant productivity) would positively influence fawn summer survival during
each seasonal collection period, and 3) the nutritional condition of the doe during or at
the beginning of the breeding season would positively influence the following year’s
fawn summer survival.
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2. METHODS
2.1 Study area
We studied five subpopulations representing the majority of pronghorn habitats
and population productivities in southern Idaho, USA (Fig. A1; Smyser, 2008),
including: Jarbidge, Camas Prairie, Little Wood, Birch Creek, and Pahsimeroi (Table
5.1). The Jarbidge site had a resident pronghorn subpopulation occupying desert habitat.
Based on Idaho’s GAP analysis land cover classification (Scott et al., 2002), basin and
Wyoming big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata tridentata and A. t. wyomingensis) were
the dominant cover types. Perennial grasslands (i.e., crested wheatgrass [Agropyron
cristatum]) were the next most dominant cover type, with the remaining landscape being
a mix of low sagebrush (Artemesia arbuscula), antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata),
and rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus spp.) communities. The Camas Prairie site had a
migratory pronghorn subpopulation persisting largely on agricultural lands through the
summer months. Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) was the dominant crop followed by barley
(Hordeum vulgare), grass hay, and planted grassland parcels enrolled in the Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP; Kinder, 2004). Perennial grassland and basin and Wyoming big
sagebrush communities persisted on federal (i.e., Bureau of Land Management [BLM])
and state lands in the study site. The Little Wood site had a migratory pronghorn
subpopulation occupying native shrub-steppe rangelands. Basin and Wyoming big
sagebrush were the dominant vegetation types. Agricultural land accounted for the next
largest habitat type with irrigated alfalfa being the primary crop. The remainder of the
study area consisted of mountain big sagebrush (A. t. vaseyana), perennial grasslands,
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and antelope bitterbrush cover types. Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi study sites contained
migratory subpopulations inhabiting mountain valley habitats. The Birch Creek
subpopulation occupied both the Birch Creek and Lemhi valleys where low sagebrush
was the dominant vegetation community. Mountain, basin, and Wyoming big sagebrush
also accounted for a large portion of the study site with limited agricultural lands. The
Pahsimeroi subpopulation occupied both the Pahsimeroi and Little Lost River valleys
where mixed stands of mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush dominated the
landscape. Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush were the next most abundant cover types
and agricultural lands were also limited (Smyser, 2008). See Chapter 3 for additional
descriptions of habitat types.
2.2 Sample collections
We collected fresh fecal samples from unmarked, reproductive-aged female
pronghorn (i.e., ≥2 years) in 2018 and 2019 during three sampling periods, selected to
coincide with metabolically-demanding maternal life history stages: late gestation (April
to mid-May [LG]), early lactation (June [EL]), and breeding season (September [BS]).
We discuss our results in accordance with female life history stages because we were
unable to associate pregnancy or lactation status of adult female pronghorn with samples,
given our sampling design. We used magnifying optics to categorize individuals by age
class and sex and to monitor defecation. Once defecation occurred, we used 2-person
teams with two-way radio communication to locate pellet piles. If we were uncertain
whether an individual female pronghorn was sexually mature (e.g., lone individual that
lacked a reference for age or size) or we believed an individual was a yearling based on
shoulder height or muzzle length, we did not collect a sample. We collected fresh fecal
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samples only from spatially-segregated groups of animals to obtain a representative
sample of the subpopulation and avoid duplicate sampling.
2.3 Laboratory methodologies
We collected a total of 1,440 samples across two years, three sampling periods,
and five study subpopulations. From those specimens, we randomly selected 20
samples/subpopulation/sampling period/year, (n = 560 samples; 2018 = 260, 2019 = 300)
for analyses of fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM; Chapter 2), diet composition via
plant DNA barcoding (Chapter 3), and nutritional indices via fecal nitrogen and DAPA
(Chapter 4). All five subpopulations were sampled during each sampling period in 2019,
but the Little Wood and Camas Prairie subpopulations were not sampled during late
gestation in 2018. We dried fecal samples in a drying oven (Precision Scientific,
Chicago, IL), where temperatures were held below 50°C, until all moisture was
evaporated. We ground dried samples with a coffee grinder (Hamilton Beach, Southern
Pines, NC) until fecal material became a consistent powder in texture. We sent portions
of the dried and ground sampled to the Wildlife Habitat and Nutrition Laboratory at
Washington State University (Pullman, WA) to measure concentrations of DAPA and
fecal nitrogen. DAPA was calculated following the methods of Davitt and Nelson (1984),
while fecal nitrogen percent was determined using a TruSpec CN Analyzer (LECO, St.
Joseph, MI). We also sent portions of the dried and ground samples to Jonah Ventures
laboratory (Boulder, CO) for plant DNA barcoding analyses; laboratory methodologies
summarized in Craine (2021). We used cortisol enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA, ADI-900-071, Enzo Life Sciences, Inc., Farmingdale, NY) kits to measure FGM
concentrations. We followed established protocols, optimized for pronghorn (Chapter 2)
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for fecal steroid metabolite extractions, validations, and measurements. Fecal
glucocorticoid metabolite measurements were calculated in 34 assays with a mean intraassay variation of 1.96% and an inter-assay variation of 15.42%.
2.4 Herd composition surveys
We conducted ground-based pronghorn composition surveys to estimate sex and
age ratios (i.e., sex [male:female] and age [young:adult]) in each subpopulation between
30 July and 6 August, 2018-2020. Pronghorn are most dispersed during the fawning
season (i.e., May through June), but fawns are in their hiding stage, preventing accurate
herd structure estimates (Pojar, 2004). Group sizes remain small and relatively dispersed
during August (Mitchell, 1980), when fawns have increased their activity and grown out
of the hiding stage, making late summer an ideal time to calculate pronghorn fawn
summer survival (Woolley & Lindzey, 1997). We will henceforth refer to fawn summer
survival as fawn recruitment
We did not survey the Little Wood pronghorn in 2018 due to a wildfire. We began
each survey at sunrise and completed each prior to 1200 hours. We used one vehicle per
survey with two observers, a driver and passenger, who were either Idaho Department of
Fish and Game (IDFG) biologists or personnel experienced with pronghorn sex and age
classifications. Vehicles maintained speeds of ≤ 40 km/h and stopped every 0.80 km
along the route. At each stop, each observer visually panned their respective 180°
perpendicular to the vehicle using magnifying optics (i.e., binoculars and spotting scopes)
and recorded all pronghorn observed. For all pronghorn encountered, observers recorded
the location of the vehicle with a handheld GPS (Garmin Ltd., Olathe, KS), composition
of the group (i.e., adult male [buck], adult female [doe], male or female yearling, young
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[fawn], unknown), animal activity when first observed (e.g., bedded, standing, moving),
cardinal direction (i.e., North, South, East, West) of the pronghorn(s) in relation to the
vehicle, and the perpendicular distance (m) from the vehicle to the pronghorn measured
with a laser rangefinder (Bushnell, Overland Park, KS). We attempted to delineate nonreproductive (i.e., yearling) from reproductive-aged (i.e., ≥2 years) females during
surveys to increase precision in our recruitment estimates (Pojar, 2004).
2.5 NDVI
We used atmospherically-corrected Landsat 8 surface reflectance data Google
Earth Engine (Vermote et al., 2014; Gorelick et al., 2017) to calculate average NDVI
values, at 30 x 30 m resolution, for each subpopulation’s summer range. We defined
these summer ranges with the assistance of Idaho Department of Fish and Game
biologists. We collected mean NDVI values of each summer range during the three
different sampling periods, which represented the temporal variation, as well as the
standard deviation of the summer ranges which represented the spatial variation.
NDVI is the normalized reflectance difference between the visible red bands and
the near infrared and tracks chlorophyll quantity and plant production throughout the
growing season (Pettorelli, 2014; Jensen, 2016; Villamuelas et al., 2016). We interpolated
missing NDVI values across time using the “interpolation” command in the impute time
series library (imputeTS; Moritz & Bartz-Beielstein, 2017). We standardized the NDVI
values to a -1 to 1 scale to facilitate comparisons. We used a weighted Whittaker
smoothing process (Eilers, 2003; Atzberger & Eilers, 2011) to remove inherent noise in
NDVI data (Zeng et al., 2020). All NDVI interpolations, standardizations, and smoothing
processes were conducted in R (R Development Core Team, 2021).
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2.6 Statistical analyses
We found temporal differences in adult female pronghorn diet (Chapter 3) and
nutrition (Chapter 4) among our study populations, therefore we analyzed our data
separately for each sampling period in order to examine potential differences in predictor
variables on fawn recruitment across adult female life history stages of pronghorn in
Idaho. Our analyses involved pronghorn fawn recruitment estimates as the response
variable and 18 predictor variables (Table 5.2). Predictor variables included the
aforementioned intrinsic and extrinsic factors, as well as their standard deviations, and
were averaged by subpopulation and year for analyses. Fawn recruitment estimates were
reported as ratios where we divided the total number of fawns by the total number of does
observed per subpopulation and reported as a decimal (Table 5.1). Variation and
predictability of environmental factors and plant phenology has been found to be
important in ungulate demographics (DeMars et al., 2021; Jesmer et al., 2021), therefore
we included the standard deviation (SD) of our parameters as a measure of variability
across individuals within a subpopulation for each measure.
We used Pearson’s correlation tests in R to evaluate within year relationships
between predictor variables from late gestation and early lactation and fawn recruitment,
as well as predictor variables from breeding season and the following year’s recruitment
because breeding season sampling occurred after recruitment estimates were determined
(i.e., lag effect). We carried forward variables with correlation coefficients > 0.50 for
linear regression analyses in R. We then used a model selection approach to determine
the influence of predictor variables on pronghorn fawn recruitment in Idaho. Dietary
variables (i.e., protein intake of forb, graminoid, legume, shrub) were recorded as
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proportions (i.e., 0.0-1.0 scale) where each sample total summed to 1 across plant
functional groups. For each sampling period candidate set, we ran those selected
variables in univariate and additive regression models, along with the null model, to
assess whether the inclusion of additive models increased explanatory power. Our null
model was fawn recruitment as the response variable. We used Akaike’s Information
Criterion for small sample sizes (AICc) and AICc weights to rank models. We evaluated
AICc weights of the top-ranking model(s) and the null model to describe strength of
evidence for top model(s) (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). We did not combine variable
means and variances in additive models given their inherent correlation. We considered
models equivalent when the ratio between AICc weights was <2.0, which indicates that
the top-ranking models were less than twice as likely as each other (McLaughlin et al.,
2014). We tested models for normality of residuals, heteroscedascity of residuals, and
equal variance. We used α = 0.10 for all statistical tests.
3. RESULTS
We removed two samples from our analyses due to contamination issues with
plant DNA barcoding analyses, resulting in a sample size of 558 for this study. Estimates
of fawn recruitment varied by subpopulation and year (Table 5.1). We found temporal
differences in the number of predictor variables per sampling period at 6, 2, and 4 for late
gestation, early lactation, and breeding season, respectively
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3.1 Late gestation
The standard deviation of DAPA (DAPA SD), forbs, the standard deviation of
forbs (Forb SD), graminoid, the standard deviation of graminoids (Graminoid SD), and
legume variables were carried forward for late gestation. From those six variables we
found pronghorn fawn recruitment to be negatively correlated with protein intake of
graminoids (r = -0.67, df = 6, p = 0.07; Fig. 5.1) during late gestation. We detected
significant correlations between DAPA SD and Forb (r = 0.87, N = 8, p = 0.02), DAPA
SD and Legume (r = 0.86, N = 8, p = 0.006), Legume and Forb (r = 0.69, N = 8, p =
0.05), and DAPA SD and Forb SD (r = 0.70, N = 8, p = 0.05) variables during late
gestation analyses and therefore Legume and Forb SD was the only additive model. Forb
SD (R2 = 0.53, F1, 6 = 6.90, p = 0.04) was the top model during late gestation containing
40% of the model weight (Table 5.3). The null model had a ΔAICc of 0.52.
3.2 Early lactation
Fecal nitrogen was significantly correlated (r = 0.87, df = 7, p = 0.002) with
pronghorn fawn recruitment during early lactation (Fig. 5.2). We also carried forward
NDVI for regression analysis based on the strength of the relationship with fawn
recruitment (r = 0.54, df = 7, p = 0.13). Fecal nitrogen was the best model (R2 = 0.76, F2, 6
= 9.46, p = 0.01) in predicting pronghorn fawn recruitment in Idaho and contained 95%
of the model weight (Table 5.3). All remaining models had ΔAICc > 2.0. The addition of
NDVI negatively affected the explanatory power of the additive model with a resulting
AICc weight of 0.03.
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3.3 Breeding season lag effect
Graminoid (r = -0.63, df = 8, p = 0.05) and Graminoid SD (r = -0.59, df = 8, p =
0.07) during breeding season were negatively correlated with the following year’s fawn
recruitment while DAPA SD (r = 0.63, df = 8, p = 0.05) and NDVI (r = 0.61, df = 8, p =
0.06) were positively correlated (Fig. 5.3). DAPA SD and NDVI variables were carried
forward for breeding season lag effect regression analysis, but this additive model was
correlated (r = 0.70, N = 10, p = 0.02) and not included. DAPA SD was the top model (R2
= 0.40, F1, 8 = 5.37, p = 0.05) for breeding season effect on the following year’s fawn
recruitment containing 41% of the model weight, but the NDVI and null models had
ΔAICc <2.0 (Table 5.3). Additive models demonstrated that the addition of variables did
not improve explanatory power of any models.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Late gestation
The variability in protein intake of forbs contained 40% of the late gestation
model weight, but the null model had ΔAICc <2.0 (Table 5.3), preventing us from
claiming it the top model. The range of forb protein intake across samples outweighed the
overall average meaning individual pronghorn consuming high proportions may have
more of an influence than averages on fawn recruitment. Forbs are high in crude protein
(Short, 1971) and have been described as “production plants” because years of higher
fawn recruitment also had high abundance and extenuated succulence of forbs throughout
the summer (Yoakum, 2004b).
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Fawn recruitment was positively related to late gestation protein intake of forbs
and legumes as well as the variability in forb protein intake and DAPA (Figs 5.1A-C;
5.1F), but negatively related to protein intake of graminoids and the variability in
graminoid protein intake (Figs 5.1D-E). The relationships between diet variables and
fawn recruitment may have reflected plant availability, but we don’t have information to
speak to that. The negative relationship with graminoids is likely a result of their small
rumen and associated inability to digest plants high in lignocellulose and fiber (i.e.,
graminoids; Hofmann, 1989). The Birch Creek and Jarbidge subpopulations consumed
the highest proportions of protein intake from graminoids and had lower recruitment
estimates compared to the Camas Prairie subpopulation where a majority of their protein
intake was from forbs and had higher recruitment estimates. The Camas Prairie
subpopulation was the only site to obtain > 4.0% of dietary protein from legumes during
late gestation, with a mean proportion of 16.67%, primarily sainfoin (Onobrychis
viciifolia; Chapter 3). This increased proportion, and higher recruitment estimates, likely
influenced the relationship between legume protein intake and fawn recruitment during
this time. Findings from pronghorn diet studies are generally specified into major plant
functional group (i.e., graminoids, forbs, shrubs; Yoakum, 2004b), but recent work
included the addition of legumes as a separate group, which enabled the investigation of
potential spatially-explicit impacts on agricultural lands. In Chapter 3 we utilized plant
DNA barcoding for dietary analysis and found pronghorn within the shrub-steppe biome
acquired the highest proportion of protein from graminoids and lowest from forbs during
late gestation.
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Our late gestation sample collection occurred during the third trimester for
pronghorn, the most metabolically-demanding period of pregnancy (Parker et al., 2009).
Metabolic costs during this time are 50% higher in pregnant females compared to
nonpregnant females (Pekins et al., 1998). Pronghorn pregnant with twins are believed to
invest more in reproduction than all other ungulate species per reproductive event
(Robbins & Robbins, 1979; Byers & Moodie, 1990). Pregnant pronghorn need highlydigestible, high-protein forbs during this time as 50% of fetal mass development occurs
during the final month of gestation (O’Gara, 2004a), reducing the available space for
forage consumption and digestion (Forbes, 1986), and the female’s nutritional status
directly influences neonate weight and subsequent survival (Fairbanks, 1993; O’Gara,
2004a; Panting et al., 2021)
4.2 Early lactation
Fawn recruitment was positively related to early lactation fecal nitrogen and
NDVI (Figs 5.2A-B). Fecal nitrogen was the top model during early lactation with 95%
of the model weight such that as subpopulation fecal nitrogen increased, fawn
recruitment increased (Table 5.3). Fecal nitrogen and fecal crude protein share a linear
relationship (Hodgman & Bowyer, 1986) such that as diet quality (i.e., fecal nitrogen)
increases as does protein intake. The importance of fecal nitrogen during this time is
likely a result of adult female metabolic demands during early lactation.
The transition from gestation to lactation is among the most important
determinants of maternal-offspring health outcomes (Dunlop et al., 2015; Prince et al.,
2015; Blaser & Dominguez-Bello, 2016), when daily energetic requirements increase by
65-215% during the first month postpartum (Oftedal, 1985; Robbins, 1993), and is the
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metabolic peak for female ungulates (Parker et al., 2009). Peak milk volume and milk
energy output, in proportion to maternal weight, are higher in pronghorn than other
studied species of North American big game (Martin, 1995), particularly during the first
two weeks of lactation (Yoakum, 2004b).
Growth rates of neonatal pronghorn have been directly related to milk energy
intake, which is highest during early lactation, and a direct result of adult female body
condition (O’Gara, 2004b). The rapid growth rates of pronghorn fawns enable them to
quickly attain adult proportions, improving their locomotion efficiency, and subsequently
increasing survival by outrunning predators (O’Gara, 2004b). This directly supports our
findings on the critical importance of diet quality to female pronghorn during lactation
and its direct influence on fawn survival and recruitment. The response of fawn growth
rates to a range of energy and protein intake levels suggests nutrition, rather than
physiology, constrains the rate of fawn development (Martin & Parker, 1997). Poor
forage quality may reduce female milk production, thereby reducing fawn growth rates
and subsequently increasing the period of time in which fawns are vulnerable to
predation (Smyser, 2008).
Fecal nitrogen was found to be highest during early lactation (Chapter 4) which is
supported by previous nutrition work done amongst these subpopulations (Smyser, 2008).
Both studies found the Camas Prairie subpopulation to have the highest fecal nitrogen
during this time while Jarbidge or Little Wood subpopulations had the lowest, depending
upon the year (Smyser, 2008; Chapter 3). Forb protein intake (Chapter 3) and fawn
recruitment estimates shared a similar pattern indicating that increasing diet quality, or
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forbs, available to pronghorn may be a management strategy to increase fawn
recruitment.
4.3 Breeding season lag effect
Breeding season variation of DAPA and NDVI were positively related to the
following year’s fawn recruitment while protein intake of graminoids, and its variation,
were negatively related (Fig. 5.3). This negative relationship is likely the result of small
rumen constraints on fiber digestion as previously explained (Hofmann, 1989).
Subpopulation variation of DAPA contained 41% of the model weight, but NDVI and the
null model had ΔAICc <2.0 (Table 5.3), preventing us from deeming it the top model.
DAPA variation was higher in 2019 compared to 2018 and fawn recruitment estimates
were higher for most subpopulations in 2019 which may help in explaining why DAPA
SD was the top model. Variation of DAPA and NDVI were correlated during this period
as well and this positive association is likely complementary and aids in female
pronghorn’s ability to metabolically recover from the costs of reproduction and lactation
(Byers, 1997; Clancey et al., 2012), when as female milk energy output is greatly reduced
(Yoakum, 2004b).
Female pronghorn generally exhibit no indication of reduced reproductive success
attributable to the previous reproductive event(s) (Byers, 1997), yet produce twins each
year (Clancey et al., 2012) at a time when plant quality has declined due to maturation
and senescence (Kie et al., 2003). This is not the case with other ungulates such as
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) where reproductive success in one year leads to lower
condition and decreased success the following year (Festa-Bianchet et al., 1998). Female
ungulates are generally in their best condition at the onset of winter when nutritional
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demands are lowest (Parker et al., 2009). Specifically, pronghorn maternal condition
during fall estrus has been shown to influence offspring prenatal growth rates (Clancey et
al., 2012), gestation length, and birth weight (Byers & Hogg, 1995), likely further
indicating the importance of digestible energy for female pronghorn during breeding
season.
5. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated the utility of a noninvasive technique to predict summer fawn
survival for pronghorn in northern latitudes. To noninvasively monitor pronghorn fawn
recruitment in Idaho, we recommend managers collect fecal samples during the early
lactation period (i.e., June) to measure fecal nitrogen. Fresh fecal samples are required for
accurate hormone measurements due to degradations via exposure (Chapter 2), but
retention of nitrogen in feces is not compromised by exposure to weather and insects for
2-3 weeks post-defecation (Leslie et al., 2008), making fresh collections unnecessary but
encouraged. Even with a small sample size this fecal variable accounted for 95% of the
model weight for all subpopulations and years combined. While June corresponded with
early lactation in northern pronghorn populations, it is likely that the actual “life-history
stage” is more important than the month. Broadly, pronghorn fawn recruitment is a
function of fawn growth rates which is a function of fawn milk energy intake which is a
function of female milk energy output which is reliant upon diet quality which is a
product of plant productivity. As such, management decisions can be made at the
subpopulation level where actions should be made to increase diet quality for
subpopulations with low fawn recruitment.
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Our temporal variation in relationships between pronghorn recruitment and
physiological variables demonstrated differences in seasonal demands of adult females.
Given our sampling design, we were able to examine the relationships of (a) variation of
digestible energy and plant productivity on maternal condition during estrus, (b) variation
of digestible energy and diet composition on prenatal growth rates and birth weights
during late gestation, and finally, (c) of diet quality on milk energy output and associated
fawn growth rates and subsequent fawn recruitment during early lactation
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 5.1. Mean elevation, annual precipitation, monthly maximum and minimum temperatures, growing degree days (GDD), and
fawn recruitment (fawn:doe) estimates of summer ranges of pronghorn subpopulations in Idaho, 2018-2020.
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
monthly
monthly
annual
GDD GDD
2018
2019
2020
Subpopulation elevation
max
min
precipitation
(2018) (2019) Recruitment Recruitment Recruitment
(m)
temperature temperature
(cm)
(°C)
(°C)
Birch Creek
2,018
23.72
27.78
-15.56
1,967 1,851
0.36
0.42
0.5
Camas Prairie
1,552
33.66
29.44
14.44
1,893 2,005
0.5
0.51
0.82
Jarbidge
1,552
24.41
31.67
-6.11
1,789 1,457
0.19
0.37
0.37
Little Wood
1,726
32.89
29.44
-13.33
2,385 2,218
0.28
0.9
Pahsimeroi
1,897
19.76
31.11
-14.44
2,579 2,349
0.37
0.29
0.31
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Table 5.2. Intrinsic and extrinsic predictor variables, and their variation (SD),
hypothesized to influence pronghorn fawn summer survival in southern Idaho, USA,
2018-2020. Predictor variables were associated with concurrent late gestation and early
lactation sampling periods as well as following year’s breeding season. The Other
functional group contained the families Orobanchaceae, Rosaceae, and Asteraceae, with
each comprising forbs and shrubs which prevented us from classifying them to a specific
functional group (i.e., forbs, graminoids, legumes, shrubs).

a

Type

Variablea

Description

Intrinsic

FN

Mean FN of samples

Intrinsic

FN SD

Standard deviation of FN of samples

Intrinsic

DAPA

Mean DAPA of samples

Intrinsic

DAPA SD

Standard deviation of DAPA of samples

Intrinsic

FGM

Mean FGM of samples

Intrinsic

FGM SD

Standard deviation of FGM of samples

Intrinsic

Forb

Mean proportion dietary protein intake from forbs of samples

Intrinsic

Forb SD

Standard deviation dietary protein intake from forbs

Intrinsic

Graminoid

Mean proportion dietary protein intake from graminoids of samples

Intrinsic

Graminoid SD

Standard deviation dietary protein intake from graminoids

Intrinsic

Legume

Mean proportion dietary protein intake from legumes of samples

Intrinsic

Legume SD

Standard deviation dietary protein intake from legumes

Intrinsic

Shrub

Mean proportion dietary protein intake from shrubs of samples

Intrinsic

Shrub SD

Standard deviation dietary protein intake from shrubs

Intrinsic

Other

Mean proportion dietary protein intake from other functional group of samples

Intrinsic

Other SD

Standard deviation dietary protein intake from other functional group

Extrinsic

NDVI

Temporal mean NDVI of subpopulation summer ranges

Extrinsic

NDVI SD

Spatial variation of NDVI of subpopulation summer ranges

FN = fecal nitrogen; DAPA = 2,6-diaminopimelic acid; FGM = fecal glucocorticoid
metabolite; NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index
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Table 5.3. Models for linear regression analyses of predictor variables on pronghorn
fawn recruitment by sampling period (Late gestation, Early lactation, Breeding season) in
southern Idaho, 2018-2019. We present number of parameters (K), Akaike’s Information
Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc), differences in AICc (ΔAICc), and
model weight (wi).

a

Modela

K

Late gestation model
Forb SD
Null
Forb
Legume
DAPA SD
Legume + Forb SD

3
2
3
3
3
4

-9.86
-9.34
-7.27
-7.22
-6.68
-1.30

0
0.52
2.59
2.64
3.18
8.56

0.40
0.30
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.01

Early lactation model
FN
FN + NDVI
Null
NDVI

3
4
2
3

-18.19
-11.15
-10.33
-8.63

0
7.05
7.86
9.57

0.95
0.03
0.02
0.01

Breeding season lag effect model
DAPA SD
NDVI
Null

3
3
2

1.69
2.22
2.53

0.00
0.54
0.85

0.41
0.32
0.27

AICc

ΔAICc

wi

Covariates include standard deviation of 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA SD),
fecal nitrogen (FN), forb protein intake (Forb), standard deviation of forb protein
intake (Forb SD), legume protein intake (Legume), and normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI).
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Fig. 5.1. Correlations between (A) standard deviation of 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA
SD [mg/g]), (B) mean forb protein intake (Forb [%]), (C) standard deviation of forb
protein intake (Forb SD [%]), (D) graminoid protein intake (Graminoid [%]), (E) SD of
graminoid protein intake (Graminoid SD [%]), and (F) legume protein intake (Legume
[%]) values, and pronghorn fawn recruitment (i.e., fawn:doe ratio [F:D]) estimates, from
late gestation sampling across five subpopulations in Idaho, 2018-2019. Black line
represents the regression line and gray shaded area the 95% confidence interval. Black
dots (n = 8) represent a mean value for each subpopulation for each year.
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Fig. 5.2. Correlations between (A) mean fecal nitrogen (FN [%]), and (B) normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) values, with pronghorn fawn recruitment (i.e.,
fawn:doe ratio [F:D]) estimates from early lactation sampling across five subpopulations
in Idaho, 2018-2019. Black line represents the regression line and gray shaded area the
95% confidence interval. Black dots (n = 9) represent a mean value for each
subpopulation for each year.
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Fig. 5.3. Correlations between (A) standard deviation of 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAPA
SD [mg/g]), (B) graminoid protein intake (Graminoid [%]), (C) SD of graminoid protein
intake (Graminoid SD [%]), and (D) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
values from the previous breeding season, with the succeeding year’s pronghorn fawn
recruitment (i.e., fawn:doe ratio [F:D]; 2019-2020) estimates across five subpopulations
in Idaho, 2018-2019. Black line represents the regression line and gray shaded area the
95% confidence interval. Black dots (n = 9) represent a mean value for each
subpopulation for each year.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR PRONGHORN SEX AND AGE COMPOSITION
SURVEYS IN MOUNTAIN VALLEY LANDSCAPES AND THE ROLE OF
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS ON DISTRIBUTION
ABSTRACT
Accurate information on the sex and age structure of ungulate populations is key
to interpreting population productivity, survival estimates, and long-term population
trends. Traditional survey methods used to collect sex and age composition data of
pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) populations include aerial and ground-based
counts, each of which include potential observer biases (e.g., visibility) based on habitat
and induce differing animal behavioral responses. We compared two years of pronghorn
composition data between helicopter and ground surveys for subpopulations of pronghorn
occupying mountain valley landscapes to determine the role of habitat, survey method,
and interannual influence. For both methods, data collection included total counts,
number of groups, mean group size, activity, density, and age and sex composition ratios.
We found a method and interannual effect on fawn:doe and buck:doe ratios, as well as an
interannual increase for both abundance estimates and number of groups detected. Each
survey method exhibited biases of composition ratios for pronghorn managers to
consider. No significant interannual or method difference was detected for mean group
size. We found behavioral differences between methods, as pronghorn were more likely
to be moving when first detected during helicopter surveys versus standing still during
ground surveys, which likely influenced detection probabilities. Growing seasons were
different between years and rain pulses in 2019 occurred near the time of the surveys.
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The relative increase in greenness in 2019 may have influenced pronghorn distribution
and subsequent detection and total counts of pronghorn. We believe integrating weather
data beyond the day of the surveys, as well as differences in survey method and
associated pronghorn behavioral responses, will further aid in refining survey-based
pronghorn population composition estimates.
INTRODUCTION
Success in adequately managing a wildlife species is often dependent on reliable
population estimates (Pojar 2004). Effective wildlife management often requires precise
and unbiased estimates of density and rates of population change (Rabe et al. 2002, Pojar
2004, Jacques et al. 2014). To acquire population data, wildlife management agencies in
the western United States conduct periodic wildlife surveys to assess population status
(i.e., abundance and composition ratio estimates) of big game species (Rabe et al. 2002).
Composition ratios (i.e., sex [male:female] and age [young:adult]) are used as measures
of productivity (Gilbert 1978), survival (Woolley and Lindzey 1997), long-term
population trends (Pojar 2004), and for establishing harvest regimes of game species
(Harris et al. 2020). Traditional survey methods used to collect sex and age composition
data of ungulate populations include aerial (e.g., fixed-wing aircraft or helicopter) and
ground counts (e.g., vehicular; Rabe et al. 2002, Bender et al. 2003); each of which has
potential biases, including visibility and accuracy, and may induce differing animal
behavioral responses (summarized in Bender et al. 2003). Briefly, the use of helicopters
is more expensive than fixed-wing aircraft, but the design of helicopters used in wildlife
surveys (e.g., Bell 47) is absent of wing configuration visibility limitations noted in some
fixed-wing aircraft (Smyser et al. 2016). Noise associated with each method (e.g., aerial
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[Krausman et al. 2004, Pojar 2004, Fleming and Tracey 2008], ground [Brown et al.
2012]) can have varying effects on behavior of wildlife surveyed and influence the
resulting data collected.
Unbiased and precise estimates of pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana)
density and herd structure are useful to inform management (Pojar et al. 1995). In many
ways, pronghorn are an ideally-suited species for observational surveys, given the
relatively flat and open habitat they occupy, especially when compared with other large
ungulates (e.g., cervids) that inhabit dense vegetative cover and steep terrain (Pojar
2004). This inhabitance of open terrain can give managers a false sense of confidence in
surveys of population density and herd structure as habitat conditions (e.g., landscape
complexity and greenness) have been noted to influence pronghorn detection probability
(Smyser et al. 2016). While ground and aerial surveys are common for pronghorn
population and composition estimation (Firchow et al. 1990, Johnson et al. 1991,
Woolley and Lindzey 1997, Pojar and Guenzel 1999, Whittaker et al. 2003, Jacques et al.
2014), direct comparison of survey methods is rare (Bender et al. 2003). There is a need
for these comparisons given the costs of conducting helicopter surveys.
Pronghorn group size and distribution varies throughout the year and can greatly
influence survey results (Pojar 2004). Pronghorn are mostly dispersed during the fawning
season (i.e., May through June) and fawns are in their hiding stage, preventing accurate
herd structure estimates (Pojar 2004). Group sizes remain small and relatively dispersed
during August (Mitchell 1980), when fawns have increased their activity and grown out
of the hiding stage, making late summer an ideal time to calculate pronghorn fawn
summer survival (Woolley and Lindzey 1997), or recruitment.
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The overall goal of this study was to compare helicopter and ground-based
pronghorn composition survey results in mountain valley landscapes. Given the potential
influences of survey method and habitat characteristics, the specific objectives of this
study were to 1) evaluate fawn:doe and buck:doe composition ratio results between
survey methods and years, and 2) investigate potential influences of survey method or
year on density, group size, total count, and behavior. We hypothesized there would be
differences in total counts, composition ratios, and behavior between survey methods. In
addition, we hypothesized there would be differences in survey results between years due
to changes in environmental conditions.
STUDY AREA
We conducted our study within two separate migratory pronghorn subpopulations,
Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi (Figure 6.1), that occupied mountain valley landscapes in
eastern Idaho. Some of the pronghorn in these subpopulations overwinter together
(Hoskinson and Tester 1980), but are separated by the Lemhi mountain range during the
remainder of the year (Smyser 2008). Unless otherwise stated, the following study site
descriptions are from Smyser (2008). The Birch Creek subpopulation occupied the Birch
Creek and Lemhi valleys, within Lemhi county, where low sagebrush (Artemisia
arbuscula) was the dominant vegetation community comprising >50% of the study area.
Mountain sagebrush (A. tridentata vaseyana), basin sagebrush (A. t. tridentata), and
Wyoming big sagebrush (A. t. wyomingensis) accounted for another 40% of the study site
with limited agricultural lands in the valleys (4%) and interspersed forest stands (4%).
Average annual precipitation was 23.7 cm with a mean low temperature in January of 15.6° C and a mean high temperature in July of 27.8 °C (www.usclimatedata.com,
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Leadore, Idaho 2007-2019, accessed 25 January 2022), and elevation ranging from
1,554-2,316 m.
The Pahsimeroi pronghorn subpopulation was located within the Pahsimeroi and
Little Lost River valleys, where mixed stands of mountain big sagebrush and low
sagebrush dominated much of the landscape (>60%). Basin and Wyoming big sagebrush
were the next most abundant cover types, comprising 23% of the study area when
combined. Agricultural cropland accounted for <2% of the study area. Average annual
precipitation was 19.8 cm with a mean low temperature in January of -14.4° C and a
mean high temperature in July of 31.1 °C (www.usclimatedata.com, Howe, Idaho 20072019, accessed 25 January 2022), and elevation ranging from 1,433-2,560 m.
METHODS
We conducted ground composition surveys for pronghorn within the Birch
Creek/Lemhi and Pahsimeroi/Little Lost River valleys between 30 July and 2 August of
2018 and 2019. Each ground route was completed in a single day using one vehicle and
two observers, a driver and passenger, primarily Idaho Department of Fish and Game
(IDFG) biologists, who were experienced with pronghorn sex and age classifications.
Adjacent survey routes within the same valley were surveyed on the same day and
observer teams on adjacent routes communicated results and locations post-survey, to
minimize double-counting.
We developed a survey protocol to standardize effort, timing, and consistency for
all routes and observers. We defined the minimum sample size to be ≥300 individual
pronghorn observed per survey method and year, to accurately calculate and compare
composition ratios. We used pre-existing ground survey routes created by IDFG
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biologists when available and created new routes for portions of study areas that had not
been surveyed in the recent past to ensure ground surveys were distributed throughout the
entire study areas. These new routes were created by IDFG biologists and designed to
align with population distribution. We initiated ground surveys at sunrise and completed
them prior to 1200 hours. We recorded weather conditions (e.g., cloud cover,
temperature, wind speed) at the start of each ground and aerial survey. Vehicles
maintained speeds of ≤ 40 km/h and stopped every 0.80 km along the route. At each stop,
each observer visually panned their respective 180° perpendicular to the vehicle using
magnifying optics (i.e., binoculars and spotting scopes) and recorded all pronghorn
observed. At stopping points where topography obstructed the observer’s view (e.g.,
below a ridge or on a plateau), we asked them to exit the vehicle and scan the area not
visible from the vehicle. For all pronghorn encountered, observers recorded the location
of the vehicle with a handheld GPS (Garmin Ltd., Olathe, KS), composition of the group
(i.e., adult male [buck], adult female [doe], male or female yearling, young [fawn],
unknown), activity upon first detection (e.g., bedded, standing, moving), the cardinal
direction (i.e., North, South, East, West) of the pronghorn from the vehicle, and distance
(m) from the vehicle to the pronghorn measured using a laser rangefinder (Bushnell,
Overland Park, KS). We delineated non-reproductive (i.e., yearling) from reproductiveaged (i.e., ≥2 years) females, when possible, during surveys to increase precision in our
recruitment estimates (Pojar 2004). Pronghorn located on the designated roadway were
assigned a distance of 0 m, while distances to animals observed outside of the range of
the laser rangefinder (>800 m) were estimated. We also recorded the same information
for all pronghorn encountered between stopping points.
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We conducted aerial surveys with a Bell 47G helicopter (Bell Textron Inc., Fort
Worth, TX), 1 to 5 days following ground survey completion, with a pilot that was
experienced in ungulate surveys and two observers experienced with aerial survey
protocols. All surveys started at sunrise and were completed in a single day with total
survey durations ranging from 5.7 hours to 7.3 hours. We recorded weather conditions
each time the helicopter departed the landing zone throughout the survey.
Aerial survey coverages were based on pre-existing IDFG aerial survey subunits
used for mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and elk (Cervus canadensis) surveys within
each study area, were representative of expected pronghorn distribution, and overlapped
with ground survey routes. We flew the same subunits each year which resulted in 7 and
6 total subunits for the Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi subpopulations, respectively. Aerial
surveys were considered to be complete coverage of study areas. One or more ground
surveys were associated with each subunit. Pronghorn composition classification was
identical to ground surveys. Aerial surveys were flown at roughly 40 m above ground and
approximately 80 km/h ground speed. Transects were oriented north-south and spacing
was ultimately determined by topography but averaged approximately 1 km between
transects. When pronghorn were spotted, we deviated from the flight transect to count
and classify them. Upon completion of the count, we directed pronghorn into previously
surveyed areas to prevent double counting and then returned to the flight transect.
Therefore, we assumed the likelihood of double-counting animals was minimal.
We used Landsat 8 surface reflectance data (i.e., atmospherically-corrected) in
Google Earth Engine (Vermote et al. 2014, Gorelick et al. 2017) to calculate normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) values for each aerial subunit each year, at 30 x 30 m
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resolution, to explore potential interannual differences in growing season (i.e., April-July)
conditions. NDVI values were gathered throughout the growing season and represented
entire subunits; therefore, values represented the monthly average of each valley. We
interpolated missing NDVI values across time using the interpolation command in the
impute time series library (imputeTS; Moritz and Bartz-Beielstein 2017). We
standardized the NDVI values to a -1 to 1 scale to facilitate comparison across
subpopulations and years. We used a weighted Whittaker smoothing process (Eilers
2003, Atzberger and Eilers 2011) to remove inherent noise in NDVI data (Zeng et al.
2020). All NDVI interpolations, standardizations, and smoothing processes were
conducted in R (R Core Team 2021). Additionally, we obtained three climatic variables
(mean and accumulated precipitation, mean maximum and minimum temperature;
Midwestern Regional Climate Center 2019) for each subunit, per year, using the
DAYMET database (a gridded estimate of daily weather across the United States;
Thornton et al. 2019), to examine environmental conditions shown to influence
young:female ratios (Reinking et al. 2018). All temperature (°C) and precipitation (mm)
estimates were also obtained via Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al. 2017).
Composition ratios were calculated from the total number of each age and sex
category per survey (e.g., total fawns/total does). We reduced the probability of duplicate
counts by excluding observations when similar herd composition, sizes, and location was
recorded during two adjacent ground surveys. We compared composition results from
survey methods within a year (i.e., 2018 ground with 2018 helicopter) and results from
the same method between years (i.e., 2018 ground with 2019 ground) using a chi-square
test in R. Variance estimates (i.e., standard deviation) of ratio results for each method
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were calculated using between-group size totals per observation. We calculated the area
(km2) of the selected aerial subunits using ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA). Ground survey
pronghorn density estimates and 95% confidence intervals were obtained using the
program DISTANCE (Thomas et al. 2010). We estimated spatial coverage of ground
surveys by multiplying route length by observer estimates of the furthest distance they
felt they could confidently identify pronghorn along their route. We then divided that by
the subunit area. Aerial surveys were considered complete coverage given we flew entire
subunits. Pronghorn observed outside of aerial subunit boundaries were not used in
calculations. We used a Welch’s two sample t-test in R to test for differences in NDVI
values and climatic variables, behavioral (i.e., activity upon first detection) results, and
mean groups size between years and between method within the same year. We used α =
0.05 to define statistical significance.
RESULTS
Fawn:doe ratios differed between methods in 2018 within the Birch Creek (χ2 =
5.18, df = 1, P = 0.02) and Pahsimeroi (χ2 = 6.95, df = 1, P < 0.01) subpopulations (Table
6.1). Buck:doe ratios differed between methods in 2018 within the Pahsimeroi
subpopulation (χ2 = 19.77, df = 1, P < 0.01) and ground survey buck:doe ratios differed
between years at both Birch Creek (χ2 = 4.59, df = 1, P = 0.03) and Pahsimeroi (χ2 =
17.67, df = 1, P < 0.01) subpopulations. Aerial survey fawn:doe ratios differed between
years in both Birch Creek (χ2 = 25.03, df = 1, P < 0.01) and Pahsimeroi (χ2 = 16.24, df =
1, P < 0.01) subpopulations.
Aerial pronghorn density estimates for the Birch Creek subpopulation increased
from 0.94 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.54 to 1.41 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.43 while ground density
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estimates increased from 0.49 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.33 to 1.38 pronghorn/km2 ± 1.34 from
2018 to 2019. Aerial density estimates for the Pahsimeroi subpopulation increased from
1.16 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.88 to 1.72 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.74 while ground density estimates
increased from 1.69 pronghorn/km2 ± 0.91 to 2.70 pronghorn/km2 ± 1.30 from 2018 to
2019. Mean pronghorn group size did not differ between years or method. All surveys
increased in the total number of pronghorn observed as well as buck, does, and fawns
observed from 2018 to 2019 (Table 6.2). Activity upon first detection differed between
methods in 2018 for the Pahsimeroi subpopulation (t = -4.15, df = 45.72, P < 0.01) and in
2019 within the Birch Creek subpopulation (t = -2.94, df = 122.34, P < 0.01). In addition,
we counted more total pronghorn and groups of pronghorn in 2019 than 2018 with both
survey methods.
Mean maximum temperatures for the Birch Creek valley differed between May
2018 and May 2019 (t = 2.75, df = 56.92, P < 0.01) and July 2018 and July 2019 (t =
3.51, df = 59.43, P < 0.01; Table 6.3). The same was true for May (t = 2.94, df = 55.51, P
< 0.01) and July (t = 3.65, df = 59.69, P < 0.01) for the Pahsimeroi valley. In addition,
average minimum temperatures differed between years in May at both the Birch Creek (t
= 3.01, df = 53.36, P < 0.01) and the Pahsimeroi (t = 2.52, df = 55.42, P = 0.01) valleys.
Accumulated precipitation decreased from 2018 to 2019 within both valleys during May
and June, but increased during July.
DISCUSSION
The primary objective of our study was to compare ground and aerial surveys for
estimating pronghorn fawn:doe and buck:doe composition ratios in mountain valley
landscapes. We conducted this comparison based on the potential for detection
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probabilities of pronghorn to vary among landscapes (Smyser et al. 2016). Composition
ratios from aerial surveys were lower for both subpopulations compared to ground-based
surveys in 2018. Fawn:doe ratios from aerial surveys increased from 2018 to 2019 such
that estimates were greater than ground surveys. In addition, we observed an interannual
increase in number of bucks, does, and fawns observed, total pronghorn observed, and
number of groups for each method. Density estimates also increased from 2018 to 2019
for both methods and study areas.
Pronghorn population data is typically collected using fixed-wing aircraft
(Jacques et al. 2014) which often results in undercounting. Consequently, ground counts
have been suggested, to be a correction factor for aerial counts (Pojar 2004). This
rationale did not hold true in our study, as our aerial survey counts were greater than
ground survey counts in almost every comparison. We did not detect a difference in mean
group size between survey methods, but many groups exceeded 10 animals which could
have increased the likelihood of undercounting (Donoho and Willis 1974).
Pronghorn in our study were more likely to be first detected moving during aerial
surveys and first detected standing during ground surveys. This difference was likely a
result of disparate pronghorn behavioral responses to anthropogenic noise (i.e., helicopter
or vehicular) and observer detection. Noise has been identified as a disturbance having
the potential to induce behavioral responses in ungulates that are similar to predation risk
(Brown et al. 2012). The effects of sudden loud noises brought on by helicopters has been
documented in various mammalian species, including ungulates (summarized in
Brambilla and Brivio 2018). This disturbance causes animals to flush (Pojar 2004),
thereby aiding observers and increasing the detection probability, as humans are more
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likely to identify moving animals than static images of them (Mather and West 1993).
The approach speed and direction of disturbances influences the degree to which
ungulates flee (Stankowich 2008) and the probability of missing standing individuals
(Pojar 2004). Pojar et al. (1995) reported that pronghorn decreased their tendency to flee,
subsequently increasing visibility, with low altitude and slow flight speeds during
helicopter surveys. While our aerial surveys were conducted at a speed slightly faster
than Pojar et al. (1995) recommended, the subsequent fleeing response of pronghorn
would explain the behavior upon first detection as well as likely decreased the likelihood
of missing standing individual(s).
Pronghorn were more likely to be first detected standing during ground surveys
when compared to activity upon first detection during aerial surveys. Even so, vehicular
disturbance via ground surveys may have influenced pronghorn activity upon first
detection. Gavin and Komers (2007) investigated risk perception of pronghorn towards
roads and found individuals within close proximity of roads exhibited higher vigilance
levels, even near low-traffic roads. The presence of young within groups also influenced
the vigilance behavior and decision to flee of adults compared to groups without young
(Gavin and Komers 2007, Stankowich 2008). A major North-South highway bisected
each of our mountain valley study areas and our ground survey routes ran along lowtraffic, two-track roads originating from these highways. These lower-traffic roads,
compared to the major highways, may be perceived as habitats with lower predation risk
(Gavin and Komers 2007) and explain why ground surveys were more likely to observe
pronghorn standing, or vigilant (i.e., risk aversion behavior), compared to fleeing during
helicopter surveys. While pronghorn were much more likely to be habituated to vehicles
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compared to helicopters, their habituation to roads and vehicles may be inhibited given
the multi-use opportunities of these access roads (e.g., recreation, hunting) and varying
degree of seasonal vehicular traffic. Both subpopulations are hunted, which could be a
possible factor influencing the likelihood of a flight responses from vehicles, given
behavioral responses were more closely aligned with moving than bedded.
We found buck:doe ratios differed between survey methods for the Pahsimeroi
subpopulation in 2018, and between years for ground surveys within the Birch Creek
subpopulation. Ground survey buck:doe ratios were greater than helicopter surveys for all
within-year comparisons. Woolley and Lindzey (1997) found fixed-wing aerial surveys
yielded significantly lower buck:doe ratios compared to ground surveys. Bucks do not
associate with does and fawns in a consistent manner. As a result, estimated buck:doe
ratios can be much more variable than fawn:doe ratios, especially if buck detection
probability is lower than doe/fawn groups. Bucks frequently occur in all-buck groups or
as singles during summer, whereas fawns are almost always with does. This behavioral
pattern is responsible for the vast discrepancy in variance between the two ratios (Pojar
2004). The timing of these surveys aligned with increased male fidelity to established and
defended territories (Firchow et al. 1990, Glasgow 1990). As such, lone males or small
groups of bucks may be less likely to flush from helicopter noise as doe-fawn groups
(Buechner 1950), increasing the likelihood of underestimating buck:doe ratios during
aerial surveys (Pojar 2004).
All surveys had an annual increase in the number of bucks observed. Even though
buck numbers increased during the two survey years, a larger increase in the number of
does observed resulted in a reduction in buck:doe ratios. Given this, our results suggested
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helicopter surveys for buck:doe ratios provide lower estimates, compared to ground
surveys, which may be beneficial depending upon the population size and compositions
in relation to population objectives of a game species. Because of this difference, future
research should develop sex-specific sightability correction factors for aerial surveys.
Interannual comparisons showed increased numbers of pronghorn counted,
number of groups, and mean group size from all results except ground surveys at the
Pahsimeroi subpopulation. Interannual fawn:doe estimates increased for aerial surveys,
but remained similar for ground surveys. We hypothesized one possible explanation for
this to be a difference in growing season conditions (e.g., temperature and precipitation)
and its potential effect on pronghorn distributions. Mean temperatures in May and July
were different between years for both study sites, which equated to colder temperatures in
2019. We feel that precipitation may have a stronger influence on our results than
temperature. Pronghorn throughout the arid western United States experience seasonal
variation in forage quantity and quality due to low and spatially patchy precipitation
(Gedir et al. 2015). Mean and accumulated precipitation was notably greater in each
valley during the month of July in 2019. In addition, more rain events occurred in 2019
and a majority of those events occurred just before the surveys were conducted. Discrete
precipitation pulses are important triggers for biological activity in the arid and semiarid
regions of North America. Photosynthetic activity of vascular plants generally increases
following relatively larger pulses or a series of small pulses (Huxman et al. 2004).
Shallow rooted plants (e.g., grasses and forbs), preferred forage of pronghorn (Yoakum
2004), are known to recover rapidly after rain events and grasses have been found to
respond to rainfall events as small as 5 mm (Sala and Lauenroth 1982, Sala et al. 1982).
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We believe the precipitation pulses recorded in July 2019, and subsequent photosynthetic
response of forage preferred by pronghorn, influenced their distribution across the
landscape at the time of surveys in 2019. This may be supported by a greater number of
groups observed during 2019 surveys. Pronghorn are not randomly distributed over their
seasonal ranges; they position themselves most advantageously according to critical
habitat features, such as forage, water, and cover (Pojar 2004). In addition, a possible
increase in succulent forage availability, following the rain events, may have reduced
reliance on permanent water sources. Pronghorn in western Utah varied water
consumption inversely with the quantity and succulence of preferred forage (Beale and
Smith 1970). When forbs were abundant and their moisture content was at least 75%,
pronghorn did not drink even though water was readily available (Beale and Smith 1970).
Both subpopulations have access to permanent water sources (e.g., perennial streams and
cattle troughs) and hot, dry conditions which occurred during 2018 surveys may have
congregated animals around those sources and negatively influenced sightability. NDVI
values associated with these valleys were not statistically significantly different between
years, but may have been biologically significant as increases were observed following
these rain events in 2019. A relative increase in greenness at the time of the 2019 surveys
may have increased observer sightability of pronghorn, during both surveys, since the
pelage of pronghorn strongly contrasts with green vegetation (Smyser et al. 2016) and
may be an additional explanation to the large increase in total counts from 2018 to 2019.
Likely ground surveys underestimated fawn:doe ratios in 2019 compared to helicopter
surveys as an increase in the number of groups of pronghorn across the landscape may
have negatively impacted sightability from the roads.
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
We established a survey protocol and defined survey areas to facilitate
consistency, repeatability, and standardization of future pronghorn survey efforts in these
areas. Our establishment of a survey protocol will improve pronghorn monitoring by
ensuring comparable results and enhance our understanding of annual influences on
pronghorn populations by enabling the use of long-term trend data. A survey method may
be adequate if it can indicate repeatedly the magnitude of population composition
changes without actually enumerating all animals present (Pojar 2004). We concluded
that factors such as environmental conditions and pronghorn behavior influences survey
results and comparisons between survey methods in mountain valley landscapes. We
believe obtaining weather data prior to the day of surveys may better explain pronghorn
distribution and subsequent results at the time of surveys. Our results demonstrated the
potential biases each survey method exhibited for pronghorn, and the recommendations
that managers should consider when deciding the method for surveying pronghorn in
mountain valley landscapes.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 6.1. Summary of pronghorn composition results from aerial and ground (± SE) surveys within the Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi
subpopulations in central Idaho, 2018-2019. Male only and yearling only groups were excluded from composition ratio results.
Birch Creek

Buck:Doe
Fawn:Doe
a
b

Pahsimeroi

2018
Aerial
Ground
0.33
0.52a
(0.14)
(0.14)

2019
Aerial Ground
0.24
0.29a
(0.04)
(0.22)

2018
Aerial Ground
0.26b
0.64b
(0.21)
(0.14)

2019
Aerial
Ground
0.26
0.28
(0.10)
(0.11)

0.15ab
(0.16)

0.42a
(0.11)

0.16ab
(0.14)

0.36a
(0.10)

0.32b
(0.25)

0.29
(0.10)

Significant interannual difference (p < 0.05) of survey methods
Significant intra-annual difference (p < 0.05) between survey methods

0.32b
(0.10)

0.31
(0.10)
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Table 6.2. Pronghorn aerial and ground survey sex and age counts, total counts, number of groups, mean group size (± SE), and mean
activity upon initial detection (1 = bedded, 2 = standing, 3 = moving) for the Birch Creek and Pahsimeroi subpopulations in Idaho,
2018-2019.
Birch Creek/Lemhi
2018
Aerial
Bucks
Does
Fawns
Total Observed
Number of Groups
Mean Group Size
Mean Activity
a

Pahsimeroi/Little Lost
2019

Ground

Aerial

2018
Ground

Aerial

2019
Ground

Aerial

Ground

78
36
83
52
71
69
80
104
240
69
344
179
277
108
303
365
37
22
145
52
45
35
109
113
427
189
640
335
429
266
556
671
56
37
93
68
52
68
66
79
7.61(1.33) 4.76(1.11) 6.88(0.84) 4.93(0.92) 8.25(2.15) 3.91(0.76) 8.42(1.76) 8.49(1.36)
2.64
2.29
2.56a
2.27a
2.84a
2.18a
2.61
2.42

Significant intra-annual difference (p < 0.05) between survey methods
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Table 6.3. Environmental conditions (mean monthly precipitation [mm], accumulated precipitation [mm], mean high temperature
[°C], mean low temperature [°C]) throughout the growing season (April to July) of the summer ranges for the Birch Creek and
Pahsimeroi subpopulations in central Idaho, 2018-2019.
Mean
precipitation
(mm)
2018 2019
1.32
1.23
2.6
2.19
2.6
1.03
0.05
0.37

April
May
June
July

a

Birch Creek
Accumulated
Mean high
precipitation
temperature
(mm)
(°C)
2018 2019
2018
2019
39.5 36.81 11.00
10.81
a
80.59 67.96 16.91
14.11a
77.86 30.96 20.08
19.78
a
25.72a
1.62 11.48 27.94

Mean low
temperature
(°C)
2018 2019
-2.91 -1.89
3.50a 1.32a
5.29
4.21
9.07
8.21

Significant interannual difference (p < 0.05) for mean temperature

Mean
precipitation
(mm)
2018 2019
0.95
1.32
2.02
1.75
1.99
0.68
<0.01 0.34

Pahsimeroi
Accumulated
Mean high
precipitation
temperature
(mm)
(°C)
2018 2019
2018
2019
28.5 39.45 12.41
11.86
a
62.6 54.39 18.44
15.51a
59.74 20.27 21.53
21.31
a
0.03 10.49 29.53
27.13a

Mean low
temperature
(°C)
2018 2019
-2.46 -0.91
3.86a 1.99a
5.97 5.04
9.22a 8.70a
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Figure 6.1. Summer ranges of our two study subpopulations (Birch Creek and
Pahsimeroi) of pronghorn antelope in Idaho, 2018-2019. Light grey lines represent
county boundaries.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
This project was conducted following pronghorn (Antilocapra americana) fawn
survival research where authors found the probability of fawn survival increased with
increasing fawn body mass, lagomorph abundance, and adult female nutrition in Idaho
(Panting et al. 2021). In response, we designed a project to explore noninvasive
monitoring methods of adult female pronghorn physiology and to deduce possible
variables influencing fawn recruitment. Noninvasive methods were used because,
although physical capture has been the traditional practice for obtaining population
information from large mammals (Woodruff et al. 2016), pronghorn may be at greater
risk of succumbing to stress and/or mortality from capture (Kreeger et al. 2002)
compared to other ungulate species. In addition, noninvasive sampling methods for
population monitoring are becoming important components of modern conservation
practices given the relatively low-cost, low effort requirement for estimating individual
and population statistics (Allendorf et al. 2010, Pannoni et al. 2022).
Reliable estimates of vital rates, such as survival and reproduction, are required
for both management and scientific understanding of ungulate population dynamics
(Bonenfant et al. 2005). Monitoring population vital rates (i.e., pregnancy, litter size,
neonatal and adult survival) allows managers to estimate trends in population growth
rates, as well as mechanistic relationships between environmental factors and specific
vital rates of population demography (DeCesare et al. 2012). Herbivore juvenile survival
typically varies more in space and time than other demographic parameters (e.g., adult
survival) and, as a result, often influences population dynamics (Unsworth et al. 1999,
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Gaillard et al. 2000). Therefore, predicting future juvenile survival of large herbivores
would greatly improve population dynamics modeling and management (Hurley et al.
2017).
Pregnancy status is a key parameter commonly used to assess reproductive
performance because, following ovulation, it represents a starting point for succeeding
measurements of vital rates, including neonatal survival, and recruitment of individuals
into a population (Ramsay and Sadlier 1979, Messier et al. 1990, Kirkpatrick et al. 1993,
Russell et al. 1998, Stoops et al. 1999, Cain et al. 2012). The most important factor in
pronghorn population growth is generally considered to be fawn survival and recruitment
(O’Gara and Shaw 2004).
Noninvasive pregnancy determination for pronghorn was novel; therefore, I was
required to validate pronghorn fecal hormone concentrations using a commerciallyavailable assay kit (Chapter 2). I demonstrated that hormone-specific enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay kits for cortisol, estradiol, progesterone, and testosterone can be
used to measure and monitor fecal concentrations in pronghorn. I also discovered that
fecal progesterone metabolites an indicator of pregnancy during late gestation and
conducted a longitudinal study to determine sample collection should occur at or
following 28 April. The recorded variation in subpopulation pregnancy rates was likely a
result of sample timing as subpopulations where sample collection occurred prior to 28
April had low pregnancy rates. Fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (i.e., stress) were also
elevated during late gestation and differed between males and pregnant females. I
conducted a fecal hormone degradation study for progesterone and cortisol and found
fresh fecal samples are required for accurate hormone concentrations.
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The consumption of food is one of the most fundamental activities in all animals
(Gordon 2003). Nutritional status influences maternal body condition, pregnancy, body
size, and survival of both the female and neonate (Parker et al. 2009), and likely reflects
the quality of forage available to the female during gestation (O’Gara 2004). This key
variable is impacted by changes in forage species availability, abundance, and plant
phenological stage (Proffitt et al. 2016), so animals must optimize their diet and forage
intake to meet these nutrient demands (Gordon 2003).
I conducted the first observational study to elucidate pronghorn diets utilizing a
molecular technique (i.e., plant DNA barcoding; Chapter 3). I tested the ability of DNA
barcoding in detecting plant species in pronghorn diets, particularly those highlydigestible (i.e., forbs) which have been underestimated from traditional methods (i.e.,
microhistology; King and Schoenecker 2019). Plant DNA barcoding demonstrated
potential for more accurately illuminating species richness of forbs, particularly those
consumed in small quantities, that may have otherwise been missed via microhistology.
My results yielded 137 species detected in pronghorn diets with a majority being forbs.
The importance of forbs to pronghorn is well documents, but the consumption of them as
a source of protein was highest during early lactation, likely in response to the increased
metabolic demands during this time. We believe our results augment previous methods of
diet quantification which suggested that consumption of forbs decreased following plant
senescence. Plant DNA barcoding presented some limitations; such as, taxonomic
resolution, diet items not nature to our study sites, and non-forage items, but we believe
the DNA barcoding technique will continue to improve in accuracy and anticipate its
ability to quantify plant biomass (Dormontt et al. 2018).
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The separation of legumes as an independent functional group enabled me to
document and quantify pronghorn dietary protein intake of agricultural crops, particularly
in sites largely dominated by agriculture, where pronghorn occupancy of fields led to
perceptions of high agriculture crop consumption. This study found protein intake of
agricultural crops (e.g., alfalfa) to be much lower than expected. Their small rumen
capacity creates difficulties in properly digesting the high rumen degradable protein
concentration, but relatively insufficient energy of alfalfa compared to the non-bloating
legume sainfoin.
Nutrition is the process of providing or gathering the food necessary for growth
and reproduction (Lindsay et al. 2017). Monitoring the diet quality of wild ruminants is
useful for management, is an essential driver of the performance of individuals or
populations (Verheyden et al. 2011), and aids in further understanding aspects of species’
ecology; in particular, the dynamics of populations in relation to the quality of their food
resources (Parker et al. 2009). Energy and/or protein are often the most limiting dietary
factors for wild herbivores, which has led to research focused on indices designed to
estimate their concentration in animal diets (Brown et al. 1995).
I conducted the first study to concurrently measure and correlate metrics of
ruminant nutrition (i.e., fecal nitrogen and DAPA) and stress (i.e., FGM) in free-ranging
adult female pronghorn across consecutive life history stages (Chapter 4). I longitudinally
tracked changes in female nutrition and stress, at the subpopulation level, and correlated
some of these changes with measured changes in diet composition and protein intake
(Chapter 3). I further confirmed fecal nitrogen and DAPA as reliable nutrition indices,
even when diets comprised forage with plant secondary compounds such as condensed
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tannins which can compromise and inflate fecal nitrogen measures (Davitt and Nelson
1984, Robbins et al. 1987, Osborn and Ginnett 2001)
Pronghorn seemed to shift between diets high in quality or digestible energy
dependent upon the metabolic demands of specific life history stages. I was also able to
monitor subpopulations and relate dietary changes, based on habitat influence, with
changes seen between years or across sampling periods. I believe these results will assist
wildlife managers in further understanding relationships between physiological
parameters and how pronghorn meet metabolic requirements, particularly during late
gestation and early lactation, but also into the breeding season and metabolic recovery
prior to the onset of winter migration.
Wildlife sampling protocols that utilize multiple concurrent life history stages of
adult females provide managers with the opportunity to track possible changes in factors
influencing population vital rates (e.g., fawn recruitment). A longitudinal approach
enhances our understanding of seasonal changes of female ungulate nutritional condition
and the possible effects these may have on population dynamics while providing fine
scale insight into population and habitat management. (Stephenson et al. 2002, Cook et
al. 2004, Parker et al. 2009, Monteith et al. 2013). Even with a small sample size, fecal
nitrogen of adult female pronghorn during early lactation was the most important
predictor of fawn recruitment in Idaho (Chapter 5). The results of this study and Panting
et al. (2021) suggest female nutrition is important for fawn survival and recruitment, but
the degree of importance is temporally variable. These results will better guide
management decisions, particularly for pronghorn populations with low fawn recruitment
or below objective, where actions should be made to increase the diet quality (i.e., fecal
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nitrogen or protein [forbs]) available to lactating female pronghorn. Broadly, pronghorn
fawn recruitment in Idaho is a function of fawn growth rates which is a function of fawn
milk energy intake which is a function of female milk energy output which is reliant upon
diet quality which is a product of plant productivity
Population age ratios (i.e., young:adult) are indices regularly incorporated into
many wildlife monitoring programs and are widely utilized to infer demographic trends
of populations (Harris et al. 2008). Ungulate age ratios are used to estimate fecundity and
survival rates of young in harvested, threatened, and endangered populations (White et al.
1996, Unsworth et al. 1999, Kinley and Apps 2001, Bright and Hervert 2005, Wittmer et
al. 2005).
I developed a pronghorn ground survey protocol and defined survey areas to
facilitate consistency, repeatability, and standardization of future pronghorn survey
efforts across the state. I found that survey method (i.e., ground and aerial) age ratio
results were different, but also that results were different between years in mountain
valley landscapes. I believe that factors such as environmental conditions and pronghorn
behavior influenced the survey results. I also believe that the documentation of weather
conditions should go beyond the day of surveys as growing seasons and associated level
of vegetative greenness may influence the ability of the human eye to detect pronghorn.
In summary, I designed the first study to attempt pregnancy determination in freeranging pronghorn via the use of fecal hormones (Chapter 2). I designed the first study to
investigate pronghorn diets via the use of a molecular technique (Chapter 3). I designed
the first study to correlate maternal nutrition and stress at the scale of consecutive life
history stages and tied in diet results with changes in nutrition (Chapter 4). I integrated
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these physiological variables to decipher measures of adult female fecal nitrogen during
early lactation best predict fawn recruitment (Chapter 5). Finally, I developed a
pronghorn ground survey protocol and related environmental conditions on pronghorn
distribution and potential visual detection biases of observers (Chapter 6).
Conservation efforts have traditionally focused on individual species with limited
success (Tear et al. 1995, Vitousek et al. 1997). Comprehensive conservation efforts
focusing on entire ecosystems (e.g., sagebrush ecosystem) will be more effective and
benefit a multitude of species (Vitousek et al. 1997, Lester et al. 2010). Pronghorn can be
an umbrella species of sagebrush ecosystems, which is one of the most imperiled
ecosystems in the United States (Noss and Scott 1995), with more than 350 sagebrushassociated plants and animals identified as species of conservation concern (Suring et al.
2005a, Suring et al. 2005b, Wisdom et al. 2005). Pronghorn in this study consumed
plants from all functional groups (i.e., forbs, graminoids, legumes, shrubs) with
proportions varying across female life history stages (Chapter 3), demonstrating the
importance of vegetative communities. That balance is important given the differing
relationships between protein intake of plant functional groups and fawn recruitment
(Chapter 5).
Non-invasive monitoring of wildlife populations is increasing in use and
popularity given the feasibility and insight it provides without requiring the capture of an
animal. We believe our methodologies and results presented within this study can be
broadly tested and applied to ungulate monitoring programs, particularly for elusive and
endangered species or species occupying habitats difficult to survey. Species such as
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pronghorn are at increased risk of injury during capture events, justifying the need for
continued adoptions of these techniques.
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Appendix A – Study Subpopulation Summer Distributions

Figure A1. Ranges of the five study subpopulations (Birch Creek, Camas Prairie,
Jarbidge, Little Wood, Pahsimeroi) of pronghorn antelope within the state of Idaho. Grey
lines represent county boundaries.
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Appendix B – Supplementary Information for Chapter 2
To calculate spikes for validation work, we added fecal extracts (i.e., FPM, FGM, FTM)
to assay standards 3 and 5. Volumes of sample to be used as spike were determined based
on serial dilution results most aligned with standard curves. Expected values were
obtained by adding the concentration of the standard with the concentration of the
sample. Recovery was calculated by dividing the concentration of each spike with
expected values. We determined parallelism by serially diluting pooled fecal sample
extracts across the linear range of the standard curve and tested for linearity. For
progesterone, average linearity for samples yielded an R2 = 0.9765 and interference tests
with known spikes yielded an average recovery of 95%. Testosterone average linearity
yielded an R2 = 0.9862 and interference tests with known spikes yielded an average
recovery of 116.2%. 17β-estradiol average linearity yielded an R2 = 0.9959 and
interference tests with known spikes yielded an average recovery of 121.8%. Finally,
cortisol average linearity for samples yielded an R2 = 0.9629 and interference tests with
known spikes yielded an average recovery of 113.6% (Figure S1).

Figure B1. Linearity curves of progesterone (A), testosterone (B), 17β-estradiol (C), and
cortisol (D) fecal metabolites for hormone validations, and associated R2 values, in
pronghorn antelope in Idaho. Black circles represent serially-diluted fecal sample values
and solid line represents the serially-diluted hormone standard.
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Appendix C – Supplementary Information for Chapter 4

Figure C1. Mean pronghorn fecal glucocorticoid metabolite (FGM [ng/g]) and fecal 2,6diaminopimelic acid (DAPA [mg/g]) concentrations collected in 2018 (A) and 2019 (B)
in chronological order of subpopulation sampling for five subpopulations of pronghorn:
Birch Creek (BC), Camas Prairie (CP), Jabidge (JB), Little Wood (LW), Pahsimeroi (PH)
from late gestation sampling in Idaho, USA. JB, BC, and PH were sampled from during
late gestation sampling in 2018 while all subpopulations were sampled from in 2019.
Sampling began on 4 April in 2018 and 15 April in 2019.
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